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ABSTRACT

A study has been performed for the 6585th Test Group at Holloman

Air Force Base to determine ways to nore accurately measure rocket sled

velocity. Extreme accuracies of ± .0003 meter/sec up to 600 meters/sec

(0.001 ft/sec up to 2000 ft/sec) are desired in order to adequately

test guidance systems. Measurements are desired every millisecond along

the 15 kilometer (10 mile) length of the track. After an extensive

search, optical interferometers of 2 types were selected for further

study. The first of these looks ahead to a sequence of mirrors mounted

next to the track. The second looks vertically down at the rail surface

and uses fore and aft scattered light from a laser illuminated spot.

An improved version of an existing optical beam break system was also

selected as a lower performance, lower cost option.

Areas of investigation have been the high levels of vibration on

the sled, alignment fluctuations due to sled flexing and yaw, and signal-

to-noise ratio including sources, paths and detectors. Other investi-

gations concerned variations in the speed of light, limits of angle

resolution and methods of referencing the velocity to a shock mounted

guidance package.

Experiments are recommended to obtain data on the ambient environ-

ments, the sled environment, and several environment controlling and

instrumentation techniques.
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1.0 SUMMARY

This section briefly describes the results of the study. More

detailed descriptions, conclusions and recommendations are contained in

the report body while supporting analyses are in the appendices.

The rocket sled at Holloman Air Force Base can be used to evalu-

ate highly accurate guidance systems if an accurate velocity measurment

system can be developed. Considerable savings could result from

elimination of some flight tests, while at the same time providing data

unobtainable in flight.

Performance goals are + .0003 m/sec (.001 ft/sec) from 0 to 600

m/sec (2000 ft/sec) with a measurement every millisecond. If completed,

this system would provide an unprecedented capability for the track

with a velocity accuracy orders of magnitude greater than previously

possible.

The above goals imply a position accuracy of 0.3 Um and in

screening potential velocity measuring systems it became clear that

no mechanical system or electromagnetic wave with wavelength longer

than optical could meet this requirement. Therefore, two variations on

a visible light laser interferometer were studied in detail. Because

of the large amount of development required and the complexity of the

interferometers, an option was retained consisting of improvements to

the existing optical beam break system. This system would not meet

f! all goals but its required development and unresolved uncertainties

are less than for the interferometers.

The first of the interferometers studied was the flat interfer-
ometer. This system determined velocity by measuring the difference

frequency (of up to 2 GHz) between a reference laser beam and a Doppler

shifted beam. The shifted beam is guided by an active tracking system

i / i



from the sled mounted laser to and back from one of a series of track

p mounted mirrors located 100 meters apart. Direct measurement of the

velocity of a specimen, which moves within shock mounts on the sled is

obtained by passing the reference beam to the specimen and back.

Data corrections are required for ambient temperature, sled pitch

and yaw, angle change as the mirrors pass to the side of the measuring

device, and varying conditions behind the bow wave in the transonic

* regime. These corrections require peripheral measurements of tempera-

ture, pitch, yaw and mirror position.

Air density fluctuations (scintillation) will reduce velocity

measurement accuracy. No data on these fluctuations in the area of the

track is available and extrapolation from data at higher elevations is

not valid. However if an extrapolation is made, it indicates full

accuracy operation at the highest velocities will be possible during

meterorologically stable times of each day (usually the hour before

sunset). At other times, it is estimated, full accuracy would be avail-

able periodically when the sled is close (1 to 10 meters) to a mirror

and temperature measurement station. In the transonic velocity range,

bow wave stand off distances are large and the ability to correct for

the velocity of light behind the bow wave with sufficient accuracy is

uncertain.

The other interferometer is called the translational interferometer
and in this case the laser is directed perpendicularly against a track

rail. Light scattered fore and aft is Doppler shifted by amounts pro-

portional to the sled velocity and when recombined, forms an interference

frequency of up to 1.5 GHz. The calibration is sensitive to the observa-

tion angle of the scattered light so an angle filter is required. Since

this angle cannot be directly measured to the required accuracy, the

system will be calibrated on each sled run using a beam interrupt device

and the known distance between interrupters along the track.

2
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In order to eliminate velocity of light fluctuations in air, the

point of rail illumination is enclosed by a partially evacuated cavity

in a special slipper which slides on the rail. Provisions are required

for maintaining a close rail to slipper contact and for sweeping debris

and water away from the cavity. Isolation from slipper vibration is

also required. Corrections for sled yaw are required and a separate

interferometer will measure relative specimen motion.

It is uncertain whether the observed angle can be held constant

enough. The angle cannot be filtered to the required accuracy because

unacceptable attenuation of the light would occur so averaging of angles

is required. The other major uncertainty is the ability to evacuate or

measure the slipper cavity atmosphere to the degree required.

In the improved beam break system the time between interruptions

of a single sled-mounted light beam by two flags and, redundantly, the

time between interruption of two sled mounted light beams by one flag

will be used to measure velocity. Improvements to existing velocity

measuring devices using this concept are high resolution laser light

beams and the addition of 2 peripheral interferometers. The first

measures relative specimen motion and the second is a track mounted

interferometer and sled mounted mirror which provides high data rates

just before and after the start of the sled run.

Although accuracy for the beam break system is only on the order

of .001 m/sec for individual measurements over a 0.6 m distance and

data rate is low at low velocities, it is a marked improvement over the

existing system for low cost and with a high certainty of success.

The preferred concept, assuming its uncertainties are favorably

resolved, is the translational interferometer because it is operationally

simpler than the flag interferometer which should be retained as a back

up. It should be emphasized that all of these proposed systems are

p 3



complex and that for the flag and translational interferometer systems

I the uncertainties mentioned earlier remain to be answered before one is

selected for fabrication. In order to answer these questions experi-

mental data must be obtained in several areas which are listed in

Section 6.0. Finally, this study of sled velocity measurement is

encouraging because, of the many potential problems investigated, none

appear to be a "fatal flaw". That is, there is no basic reason found

to prevent a velocity measuring system of the desired accuracy from

being realized.

..t
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2.0 BACKGROUND

t
The function of the Test Track at Holloman Air Force Base, NM is

to simulate portions of flight trajectories under accurately programmed,

closely controlled and rigorously monitored conditions. Payloads and

instrumentation are propelled along the track on various rocket sled

configurations set upon heavy duty crane rails. The rails span a

distance of 15480 meters (50,788 ft.) and are continuously welded and

aligned to rigid tolerances. Sled weights can range from 45 kgms

(100 lbs.) to over 13000 kgms (15 tons) and speeds in excess of

2400 m/sec (8000 ft/sec) have been obtained. Accelerations and de-

accelerations of 200 g's are possible.

The Test Track is equipped with many support facilities to

accomplish a wide range of testing. Sophisticated data acquisition

and recording equipment are available to collect data such as velocity,

position, acceleration, aerodynamic forces, and various other para-

meters. Telemetry or on-board recording of data are options to fit

the needs of the individual test. Equipment for master timing and

communications, versatile enough to adapt to the numerous types of

tests performed, is available. Sophisticated optical cameras and in-

strumentation for documentation of tests and diagnosing of data com-

plement the test facilities at the Test Track.

One of the primary uses for the Test Track Facility is the

testing and evaluation of missile guidance systems. Unlike

missile flight tests, guidance sled run trajectories are deliberately

designed to promote the growth of specified error terms. To accomplish

this type of testing, very accurate specimen velocity and position data

are required. Moreover, the cumulative errors of the velocity measure-

ment system should be far less than the guidance system being teated.

5



Presently, the highest precision velocity measurement system (VMS)

is the Electro-Optical VMS. This system consists of precisely positioned

interrupters on the side of the track. A sled mounted boot contains a

light source and detector. The light beam is interrupted by the track

mounted posts and this event is telemetered to the instrumentation

facility or recorded on board. The limiting error sources for this

system are the interrupter spacing accuracy and the light beam cut off

time determination. In addition, the sampling rate is low and the

output is a distance-time plot rather than a direct velocity output.

Also, because of shock isolation of the specimen and the electro-optical

VMS's attachment to the sled, the relative sled-specimen velocities are

difficult to account for, thus contributing to the combined error.

With the advent of extremely accurate new generation guidance

systems, it has become necessary to obtain an orders-of-magnitude im-

provement in the capabilities of the velocity measurement system. To

that end, ETI has investigated the feasibility of developing an Improved

Velocity Measurement System (IVMS). An IVMS would prove beneficial in

almost all phases of testing that are conducted at the Test Track

Facility. For example, more accurate acceleration measurements would

be possible in high-G testing. Furthermore, an improved velocity

measurement system would permit testing previously prohibited because

of velocity accuracy limitations.

The design goals for the IVMS are:

a) A velocity accuracy of ± 0.0003 m/sec (± 0.001 ft/sec),

b) A velocity range of 0-600 m/sec (0-2000 fps),

c) A sampling rate to be 1 KHz,



d) Operational over entire length of track, and

e) Able to measure velocity of sleds launched at any

point along the track and in both directions.

The above accuracy requirement increases with velocity and reaches

5 x 10- 7 per unit velocity, or one part in two million at 600 m/sec.

It should be noted that accuracies are considered to be for an

individual velocity measurement obtained in .001 sec. Averaging over

longer time intervals and more measurements would reduce some of the

error terms.

ETI was charged with investigating the feasibility of achieving

the design goals, and in doing so, compiled a list of possible system

designs that could possibly meet some or all of the technical require-

ments.

ETI's objective during this program was to investigate the

feasibility of developing a system design or designs that would meet

the performance goals, and operate in the harsh sled environment.

11
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3.0 INTRODUCTION

3.1 APPROACH

The approach to this complex design problem was to utilize the

diversity of skills and disciplines at ETI and to remain open to new

approaches throughout the project. The first action was to gather

information on the track, its uses, previous velocity measurement sys-

tems and past studies. This information was obtained through publications,

test and track data, and technical meetings with the Holloman staff.

Next, various members of ETI suggested several possible design concepts

for the IVMS. A screening process involving simple analysis and compari-

son of each of the proposed designs was performed resulting in the

selection of a few candidates.

The screening process was performed early in the program so that

analysis could be initiated on critical technical question areas for

each candidate. During later analyses a list of technical questions

was maintained and kept current and used to direct new analysis efforts.

This list is in Table 3.1. Close interaction with the customer, includ-

ing a presentation of preliminary results at Holloman, provided much

technical information.

ETI's investigation has produced two IVMS designs which received

more detailed analyses. Both are laser interferometer systems - the

Flag Interferometer and the Translational Interferometer. Other designs

have been proposed which were rejected after an initial analysis. These

showed performance improvements in some areas but-fail to meet all of

the design specifications. These are the Improved Beam Break System,

the Dual Head Beam Break System, and a system using precision accelerom-

eters. These systems will be described below and detailed analyses for

the two primary concepts (the interferometers) will be given in Section

4.0 and in the appendicies.
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3.2 FLAG INTERFEROMETER

The Flag Interferometer was the system described in the original

proposal and the current configuration is shown in Figure 3.1. A co-

herent laser beam is split into a reference leg and a leg that is

directed to strike a mirrored surface ahead of the sled next to the

track (in similar positions as existing interrupters). The reflected

beam is thus doppler shifted and returns to the sled where it inter-

feres with the reference beam to produce a fringe rate that is propor-

tional to velocity. The mirrors are positioned to pass between windows

for the laser and detector. The Flag Interferometer has the capability

to resolve the velocity to plus or minus .0003 m/sec. (.001 ft/secO in

one millisecond. An added advantage of the Flag Interferometer is that

an optical leg can be directed to the specimen thus enabling true speci-

men velocity to be measured directly. Environmental effects such as

transonic and supersonic bow shocks, temperature gradients, air turbu-

lence, and flag reflectivity have the potential to adversely affect

the accuracy of the system.

The few millisecond signal drop out in transitioning from one mirror

to the next is tolerable. (Refer to Section 4.4.6.) A control system to

direct the beam at the appropriate flags is probably necessary. Results

of analyses of the Flag Interferometer are discussed in Section 4.4.

3.3 TRANSLATIONAL INTERFEROMETER

The Translational Interferometer (TRANSAR) as shown in Figure 3.2

is self contained in a non-load bearing slipper or in a monorail sled

and uses the diffuse reflections from the rail surface to obtain a

doppler fringe rate. This system has advantages over the Flag Inter-

ferometer in that it is independent of the ambient environment and with

adequate evacuation of the slipper cavity, the environmental effects

12
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are greatly reduced or eliminated. In this system a separate inter-

ferometer is required to measure the relative motion of the sample

with respect to the sled. One leg cannot be sent to the specimen as

in the Flag Interferometer because the diffuse reflection results in

a short coherence length and a necessity for equal path lengths. Per-

formance of the TRANSAR system is presented and analyzed in Section 4.3.

3.4 CONDITIONALLY ACCEPTABLE CONCEPTS

An Improved Beam Break system would update many of the components

of the existing beam break system (VMS). The incandenscent light source

would be replaced by a semiconductor laser thereby greatly increasing

the power of the light incident on the detector and the superior col-

limation would lend to more accurate beam break determination. The

electronics system would be replaced with reliable high speed inte-

grated circuitry. Improved interferometer techniques are to be used

to re-survey the interrupters to greater accuracy.

A Dual Head Beam Break system uses the improved light source and

electronics of the improved beam break system but has two or more pre-

cisely aligned sensing heads. The velocity is computed by the time

difference between beam breaks and thus the flag spacings are not re-

quired to be accurately determined. As with the Improved Beam Break:1 system, sampling rates at low velocities are poor. The advantage of

these systems is that they are simple and rugged and therefore reliable

under demanding conditions.

3.5 REJECTED CONCEPTS

3.5.1 Millimeter Wave Doppler Radar

The primary reason for rejecting this concept was its inability

to meet the resolution requirement of 1 part in 2 million. A 600 m/sec

15



(2000 ft/sec) velocity and a wavelength of one millimeter results in a

doppler shift of 0.6 MHz. Since a measurement per millisecond is re-

quired 600 fringes are obtained which limits resolution to less than

1 part in 600. Several technological considerations such as poor

signal-to-noise and beam width added to the evidence for rejection.

These considerations can also be applied to any RF system whose fre-

quency is lower than optical frequencies.

3.5.2 Precision Grids

If a tape attached to or near the track, or the track itself, is

inscribed with precision grid markings on its surface, a photodetector

could detect the moving grid spacings much like the fringes of an

interferometer. This would be a simple and rugged system. Rowever, to

obtain the desired accuracy, the grid spacings would have to be 3 1.m

resulting in fabrication and detection problems.

3.5.3 Accelerometers

Designing a velocity measurement system using precision accelero-

meters is possible but at reduced accuracy. The major drawbacks are

* that this is the same type of system used in the guidance packages

being tested and therefore is not any more accurate, and the same sort

of errors occur in both systems making testing by comparison difficult.

16



4.0 GENERAL ANALYSES

The following analyses apply to both primary candidate interfer-

ometer systems. Analyses unique to one or the other system are contained

in Sections 4.4 and 4.5. The common analyses are 1) Sled to Specimen

Relative Motion, 2) Lasers and Detectors, and 3) Vibration Effects.

Throughout these analyses, error sources are compared to the

maximum error budget of 1 part in two million (5 x 10-7 ). This is the

largest error for the stated accuracy (.001 fps) at 2000 fps. Obviously

at lower velocities, the fractional error allowed is larger so the

discussions consider the worst case situation.

The error analyses presented here are for the individual contribu-

tions considered. We have not attempted to provide an overall accuracy

figure for either interferometer system because of the unresolved experi-

mental areas which may contain the largest errors. Until the experi-

mental investigations are completed and the results used in the error

analysis, no overall accuracy can be given. However, it is possible to

state the maximum potential accuracy for each system and to characterize

possible problems. This has been done. The flag interferometer has a

possible accuracy of + .001 fps at 2000 fps with a .001 second sample

time, and the translational interferometer + .0014 fps at 2000 fps with

a .001 second sample rate. These figures are the raw accuracy and no

special averaging or processing of the data has been included. Whether

or not these limits can be reached can not be determined in a study

program without experimental input.

The unresolved experimental areas are discussed in the text and

sunarized in Section 6.0 under recommendations for further investigation.

17



4.1 SLED TO SPECIMEN RELATIVE MOTION

Because of the tremendous vibrational shock environment of the

rocket sled, and shock mounting of the specimen, significant differences

in relative velocity occur between the sled and the specimen. The

guidance systems being tested are so sensitive as to make this relative

velocity large compared to the error goal. The goal of the IVMS is to

measure specimen rather than sled velocity. The Flag Interferometer is

designed to do just that but the Translational Interferometer measures

slipper velocity and requires a separate slipper to specimen interfer-

ometer.

Linear Accelerometers cannot be used to provide relative motion

as explained in Appendix A.6 because the accuracy requirement is the

same as for using accelerometers to make the velocity measurement

independently.

A separate interferometer can measure the specimen to sled velocity.

A rigid mechanical beam joins the two interferometers as shown in Figure

3.2. This assembly is vibration isolated from the sled and corrections

are made for its yaw relative to the track using a gyroscope. See

Appendix A.10.

For the flag interferometer, a separate interferometer is not

required, but the rigid beam and gyroscope are. Fiber optics may be

used to run the reference light beam to the specimen as shown in Figure

3.1.

4.2 LASERS AND DETECTORS

The sled-borne Flag and Translational Interferometer systems place

enormous operational and environmental demands upon the individual

optical components. A study was conducted to assess the feasibility of

18
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obtaining commercially available optical components capable of meeting

the operational specification and withstanding the harsh environment.

The two areas of emphasis were laser systems and detectors.

The laser systems considered had to be CW, simple, reliable, and

rugged. Particular emphasis was placed on obtaining vibration and shock

survivability data. A specification of withstanding 40 g vibration and

150 g steady acceleration would have been ideal. Table 4.1 lists those

CW laser systems which had some type of vibration or shock testing data

and which appeared to be rugged enough to be considered. High power is

desirable, however, as can be seen from Table 5.1, there is considerable

tradeoff of power for ruggedness. All ion laser systems were eliminated
(1)because of the fragility of the optics . Dye lasers and solid state

(e.g., Ruby) lasers were rejected for their complexity and fragility.

Semiconductor lasers are a possibility for the Transar Interferometer

because of the short distance involved but are effectively ruled out

for the Flag Interferometer due to their short coherence lengths.

In considering detectors, two major categories were studied:

photomultipliers and semiconductor photodetectors. A bandwidth speci-

fication of 2 to 4 GHz and high responsivity were essential for the

interferometer system since the return power to the detector for both

systems would be diminished by orders of magnitude. Photomultipliers

are ideally suited for low poer level applications, however, only a very

few were found to have the bandwidth capacity. Of these, none were

tested for any vibrational or shock tolerance and all were of question-

able ruggedness. Some systems houses have tested photomultipliers, but

not by a systematic method whereby one could be compared to others. The

cost of photomultipliers which are specially designed and manufactured

units would be high.

19
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Of all the semiconductor photodetectors categories considered,

the avalanche photodiodes offered the best characteristics. The main

advantage of an avalanche photodiode is the increased sensitivity

over standard photodiodes. Finding avalanche photodiodes with the

required bandwidth is not as simple. One particular photodiode stood

apart from all others when specifications were compared. That was the

Mitsubishi PD-1000 series. A synopsis of its specifications is as

follows:

Spectral Response 0.5 - 1 pm .78 pm peak

Responsivity - 0.45 a/w no multiplication

" 300 a/w max with multiplication

1 100 a/w at 0.6328 Pm

Bandwidth - 2 GHz (150 ps rise time)

Noise Equivalent Power - 10-14 w/HIz

Price - $300.

It is estimated in Appendix A.11 that the drop in power from

source to detector in the flag interferometer could be as much as 10
- 4

(40 dB). If we assume we have a 5 mw He-Ne laser, this implies there

will be about 0.5 pw at the detector. The minimum amount of power

required to voltage signal to noise ratio of 10 for the detector Is

given by

P - 102 (NEP) (BW)
11 2

- 102(10- 14 ) (2 x 109)1 /2

- 0.05 Vw
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This is an order of magnitude below the actual power and thus obtain-
ing a good signal to noise ratio should be possible.

The amount of signal generated by 0.5 pw can be found from the

responsitivity Ro

SI -RPI sig 0

-7
= (100 a/w) (5 x 10 w)

= 50 vamps

This is a small current but is detectable by many amplifier systems.

It does point to the need to have as high power as possible from the

laser.

This investigation demonstrates that there exist commercially

available components that are capable of meeting the operational and

environmental specifications of the interferometer systems at reasonable

cost. The actual implementation of these components and its cost is

not addressed here. However, there are available commercially,

optical receiver systems which have these components in optimum con-

figurations and which meet or exceed the bandwidth specifications(2).

4.3 VIBRATION EFFECTS

The sled can be subjected to over 200 g accelerations and the

slippers can experience vibrations and shocks as high as 500 g's. At

these levels of vibration and shock, the deformation of components and

the question of their survivability become important. An analysis

effort was conducted to determine what effect these vibrations would

have on the accuracy and survivability of the two proposed interfero-

meter systems.
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Because of the properties of interferometer systems, small move-

ments in the mirror positions on the order of fractions of a wavelength

of light can exceed error goals in the velocity measurement accuracy.

The analysis assumed the system had to maintain the ± .0003 m/sec

(.001 ft/sec) accuracy goal at 600 m/sec (2000 ft/sec) and assumed a

He-Ne laser system radiating at 0.6328 pm and a maximum acceleration

of 200 g's. Vibrational analysis on the support plate and a typical op-

tical component were conducted for both interferometer systems (see Appen-

dices A.6 and A.10). The conclusions drawn from the analysis were:

1. A simplified best case analysis indicates the mounts can

be made sufficiently rugged. Additional analyses or

tests are indicated.

2. The two meter support I-Beam for the Flag Interferometer,

used to convey the optical beams from the flag to the

specimen axis, would have to be shock isolated to 1/2 g

4 in the lateral direction. Shock isolation and/or servo

control are proposed to achieve this isolation but more

work is needed.

4.4 FLAG INTERFEROMETER ANALYSES

i The Flag Interferometer, described in Section 3.2, was investi-

gated in those areas which could cause excessive error or failure. De-

tailed analyses are contained in several of the appendices and the

results are summarized below.

The requirement of making a measurement once every .001 second of

the sled velocity to an accuracy of .0003 m/sec (.001 ft/sec) requires

measurement of the sled displacement to an accuracy on the order of a

I wavelength of light. Because of this requirement even small distorting

effects on the signal beam, or changes in the interferometer's optical

* 23
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path lengths due to effects other than sled displacement can induce

significant errors into the velocity measurement.

The Flag Interferometer optical signal is subject to degradation

due to atmospheric turbulence, scattered debris, aerosols, and shock

waves. In addition, misalignment between the sled and reflecting sur-

faces arising from sled pitch, yaw, and vibration is apt to introduce

errors into the velocity measurement.

In order to calculate the magnitude of the error introduced by

these various effects the relevant system parameters must be known.

The original Flag Interferometer used divergent beams to track the

reflecting surfaces placed every 4 meters (13 ft.) along the track.

Refer to Figure 3.1. This system has two problems. The first is the

installation and maintenance requirements inherent in using a 4 meter

spacing between the mirrors. This would require about 4000 mirrored

surfaces along the track which would have to be installed, aligned

and kept polished. Second, the use of divergent beams necessitates

very small detector apertures in the receiver plane to meet the angular

filtering requirements of the signal. This causes such a large optical

attenuation that the signal to noise requirements of the interferometer

system could not be met. Refer to Appendix A.11.

A study of possible design modifications was undertaken to remedy

this situation. The improved system design uses larger spacings between

the mirrors and a small diameter collimated laser beam for the signal.

Refer to Appendix A.15.

If spacings of 100 meters were used the number of mirrors required

would be about 150 to cover the entire track. Use of a collimated beam

for the signal requires a different method of angular filtering than

that originally proposed. .Weglecting angle of arrival fluctuations

(which can be smoothed out with aperture averaging) the angular

.24



sensitivity of the velocity measurement across the face of a collimated

beam will be constant, and a detector diameter the same size as that of

the beam could be used. This would ensure minimum signal loss.

Use of a collimated beam requires some form of tracking system to

keep the beam aligned on the detector as the sled pitches and yaws and

as the beam wanders and deflects due to atmospheric effects. See

figures in Appendix 8. The performance requirements of such a tracking

system would be quite stringent. A fast response is required due to

the high frequency sled vibrations, and the system must be capable of

retracking the beam very rapidly after signal dropout occurs. Such a

tracking system is feasible.

The following discussion of the error sources of the Flag Inter-

ferometer velocity measurement pertains to the improved system design

which incorporates 100 meter inter-mirror spacings, and a collimated

laser beam with a diameter on the order of 1 mm for the signal.

4.4.1 Optical Distortion, Ambient Air

Atmospherically induced variations in the optical path length to

the flag mirror and back are of concern because changes on the order of

one wavelength of light equal the total error allowance at 2000 ft/sec.

Optical distortion in undisturbed air in front of the sled is analyzed

in Appendix A.16 and summarized below.I -7
The 5 x 10 per unit velocity error allowance can be produced

by variations in the speed of light (or index of refraction, n) of this

same magnitude which in turn can be produced by about a 0.50C change in

temperature of the air. Section 4.4.3 discusses temperature variations

and measurement.

Local turbulence can deflect portions of the beam preventing
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interferometer operation. Data are available at 8 meters above the

ground at White Sands Missile Range (refer to Appendicies A.4 and

A.16) and under worst conditions the smallest characteristic distance

for this turbulence is about 5 mm. Using a 20X beam shaping telescope

(Metrologic 45-200), the beam of a Helium Neon laser can be adjusted to

be on this order for the 200 m paths so these effects can be minimized.

More sophisticated methods (spatial filtering, for example) can further

reduce the beam diameter. Turbulence near the rail will be greater

and scaling laws break down near the source of heating so measurements

are needed.

The 5 mm distance mentioned above is also marginal for intro-

ducing errors from motion of the beam laterally during the one milli-

second measurement interval such as would occur with pitch and yaw

of the sled.

A brief test of an existing stationary interferometer was

conducted in Santa Barbara on a parking lot on a sunny August midday.

Operation was successful at a 3 meter mirror distance, but not at

10 meters. The frequencies of beam position fluctuations appeared

low enough that active beam tracking may have helped. Unknown are

the effects of the black asphalt surface and the relative degree of

turbulence or scintillation present.

At Holloman, a sharp decrease in the level of atmosphere turbu-

,*1 lence at selected morning and evening times indicate at least a factor

of ten improvement in the value of the turbulence parameter, Cn

(refer to Appendicies A.4 and A.16).
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Optical distortions from ambient air inhomogeneities therefore

are uncertain, but under best meteorologic conditions should allow

100 meter mirror distances. These conditions occur usually during

the hour before sunset. At other times operation may only be

possible when the sled is near a mirror. Although this places

a constraint on the test schedule, it is not severe. Only one

maximum accuracy run could be made per day and it possible that

a thunder storm or other weather disturbance could cause cancel-

lation.

Turbulence behind the bow wave or shock has not been addressed

because of the lack of data.

i2

I
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4.4.2 Shock Wave Effects on Velocity Measurement

The original design for the Flag Interferometer system proposed

positioning the optical sensing head far enough in front of the sled

to allow the signal beam to be ahead of the supersonic shock wave

from the sled body. An investigation of shock effects determined that

this would be unfeasible in the transonic regime, below about Mach 1.3

where the sled shock will extend over 3 m ahead of the sled. In the

transonic regime just around Mach 1 the shock will still be supersonic

in form but may extend 10 m ahead of the sled. In this speed regime

the entire optical path to the reflecting surface and back can lie

within the sled shock region. At subsonic velocities no shock will

exist, but a disturbed region of air will extend quite far ahead of the

sled, the temperature and density gradients decreasing smoothly to their

free stream values.

The amount of optical degradation that will occur as a result of

the laser beam propagating through the higher density turbulent shock

regions, or areas of disturbed air, is difficult to predict. An ex-

perimental investigation of shock induced signal degradation and optical

distortion caused by ambient conditions is necessary to determine the

feasibility of the system. Other error sources may be correctable,

but distortion must be kept small to allow continuous velocity data.

Once turbulence induced optical degradation has been considered,-. the remaining errors must be taken into account in order to determine

the possible system accuracy. The three major causes of error predicted

by an analysis of the system are: 1) Angular errors introduced due to

beam refraction at the shock front, 2) Optical path length changes

(transit-time changes) as the shock density and stand-off distance

vary over the .001 sec sampling time, and 3) An inability to determine

an accurate enough value for the index of refraction when the entire

path of the beam lies in a shock region.

The magnitude of the angular error is dependent on the system
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geometry used. The errors calculated in Appendices A.3 and A.14 assumed

off-axis mirrors with a baseline of 2.5 cm (source to detector distance)

and a distance of closest approach to the reflecting surface of 1.5 m.

These results are applicable to sled design in Figure 4.1. Angular

errors would also be introduced into the measurement due to refractive

effects if a large detector were to intercept the return signal, be-

cause the actual angle of the refracted ray would be undetermined and

the measurement is a function of the cosine of this angle. If a beam

tracking system were used, and a coaxial detector and laser, the error

would be eliminated because the angle would be zero. However, the

mirror would get in the way of the detector and laser and would have to

be removed before impact. This complexity is not warrented since

small detectors and a tracking system alone will allow correction for

the angle.

As the shock parameters (density profile and stand-off distance

of the shock) increase or decrease over the .001 sec sampling time due

to sled acceleration, the induced change in the signal beam's optical

path will appear as an error on the sled displacement measurement.

The magnitude of the change in the shock parameters depends on the

sled acceleration and on the stand-off distance of the shock. The

error increases at lower velocities where the shock extends further,

and at higher sled accelerations. Assuming a maximum acceleration

of 200 g's for the sled, the change in Mach number over .001 sec will

be, AM = .006.

The worst error arises in the transonic regime where the shock

extends far ahead of the sled, and the sensing head is behind the

shock. The apparent displacement of the sled caused by the changes

in the shock parameters is on the order of 10 ft, two orders of

magnitude larger than the minimum design goal. If the entire path of

the beam to the reflector and back lies within a shock region, some

correction to the value of the index of refraction must be made to

9 29



interpret the fringe count accurately. The uncertainty in the index

of refraction value affects the measurement accuracy directly. The

following section discusses possible corrections for the value of the

index of refraction in a shock region.

The Flag Interferometer can achieve the required accuracy at low

velocities where the percent accuracy requirement is low and at super-

sonic velocities (M > 1.3) where shock standoffs are small. Serious

problems exist in the intermediate range and will be discussed in the

conclusions.

4.4.3 Temperature Measurements

In Flag Interferometer system the speed of light along the dis-

placed optical path must be known to the same accuracy as that required

of the velocity measurement. A part per 2 million accuracy is required

at the highest velocity.

Different techniques for measuring the speed of light were inves-

tigated. The two methods most applicable to the Flag Interferometer

system are stationary measurements of temperature at different positions

along the track, prior to sled arrival (see Appendix A.13) and a measure

of atmospheric dispersion through use of a sled mounted two-color laser

(see Appendix A.12). The preference of one of these methods over the

other depends on the extent of the bow shock of the sled, i.e., on the

sled velocity range, since a stationary measurement will not accurately

measure temperature behind the bow shock.

P Temperature measurements will be discussed in this section and

the two-color laser in 'Section 4.4.4.

The slow variance of the index of the refraction with temperature

Pchanges in the atmosphere enables the required accurate measurement of
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the speed of light in a region.

Neglecting the effects of humidity, which are negligible at

optical wavelengths, the relationship between temperature, T, pressure,

P, and the index of refraction, n, in the atmosphere is given by
(3)

,

(See Appendix A.13)

0-6 P
n =(77.6 x 10 ) E + 1

T

Therefore, the variance in the index of refraction arising from changes

in the temperature and pressure is given by,

An = n2 - n = (77.6 x 10 
- 6  2 1

2T ' 2  TI

As shown in Appendix A.16, the spatial variation for pressure is much less

than for temperature, so only temperature variations are considered. At

normal atmospheric conditions, P is approximately 900 mbars, and T - 3000 K.

Putting these values into the above equation yields.

An l 10 - 6 AT

If n is to be known to ± 5 x 10- , the sensitivity required of a

* temperature measurement is on the order of ± .5°K.

The temporal and spatial variations of temperature along the track
depend on the strength of the atmospheric turbulence in the track en-

2
vironment. Assuming the worst case, a structure function C (defined
inApedx 3 io 0_12m-2/3 '  n
in Appendix A.13) of , the r.m.s. temperature variance between

two points separated by a distance of 1 meter is roughly 1.50K. When
2 -14 -2/3the value of C decreases to 10 m this variance is on the order

of .15°K over 1 meter (see Appendix A.13). At all times of the Tear~~~2 ofaot2x10-16
daily minimums in Cn  o bu are observed. Therefore,

operation at worst case conditions is not feasible, but at best con-

ditions is feasible from several considerations.
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Over points separated by a distance much greater than 1 meter

the turbulence structure functions are not applicable for predicting

temperature fluctuations. The variance of T over long distances is

dependent on changes in the environment. The ambient conditions can

also vary due to cooling effects from trackside pools of water, or the

water brake system troughs. Therefore, in front of the sled bow shock,

turbulence decreases with distance to the side or above the track.

A previous investigation of the applicability of laser systems

to the problem of determining the rocket sled velocity (Ref. 4)

reported data taken at the track of the long-term temperature variations

along the track. The sensors were positioned at intervals of 3000 ft,

at the benchmarks. At a height of 6 ft above the ground the tempera-

ture difference between benchmarks never exceeded 4.5 C during any

season and in some cases were 0.50C. Before a very precise estimate

of the magnitude of the error could be made, more data on temperature

variance along the track at the exact position of the beam, would be

required. From 10 to 1000 measurement points might be adequate for

determining a value of n to the required accuracy depending on the

atmospheric turbulence.

Several methods of making temperature measurements have been

investigated: 1) A 50,000 ft (track length) thermocouple wire with

magnetic reed relays activated by a magnet on the passing sled.

Depending on the desired accuracy, the spatial frequency of the

relays could be increased or decreased. 2) Liquid crystal temperature

indicators mounted track side and read by a sensing head on the

passing sled. 3) Thermistors mounted similarly to the thermocouple

set-ups. Any of these three techniques requres only one electronics

,A package and data recording channel and would automatically read the

temperature at the sled location.
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Another consideration in choosing a method of temperature measure-

ment is the installation and maintenance required versus the obtained

accuracy. Sensitive temperature measurements in the atmosphere require

shades because of radiative heating effects. The accuracy of uncali-

brated thermocouples is ± 4°K so calibration is necessary.

Since the measurement device is simple the cost per added tem-

perature measuring channel would be small (%$25), Installation costs

would be similar to that for other trackside mounted equipment but has

not been determined.

Individual trackside devices could also be used to measure the

Air temperature just prior to sled arrival. This would be more prac-

tical if only 10 measurement locations are required.

As discussed in Section 4.4.2 in the transonic speed range the

sled shock will extend far ahead of the sled. As the speed decreases

*I through the subsonic range, no distinct shock exists, but the region

of disturbed air in front of the sled extends for a large distance

before standard conditions are obtained(5*6'7) . Depending on the distance

!:1 of closest approach between the sled and reflecting surface the entire

length of the signal beam may fall within a shock region, or within a

region of greatly disturbed air. If this is the case then the speed

of light measurement would have to be made within this disturbed region.

At the lowest velocities, the percent error goal is larger and atmospheric

corrections are not necessary.

4.4.4 Active Measurement of the Speed of Light

A two-color laser has the advantage of providing just this type of
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measurement. When two signal beams of different optical wavelengths

are used in the interferometer a comparison of the difference in the

number of fringes generated at the two wavelengths, with that expected

at standard conditions yields a correction to the index of refraction.

The system accuracy is limited, though, due to the fact that the minimum

measurable A(N1-N2) , where N1 and N2 are the number of fringes generated

at the two wavelengths, is ± 2 fringes. This determines the sensitivity

of the measurement of the change in the index of refraction from its

value at standard conditions. The change in the optical path lengths

for the two beams over the .001 sec measuring interval depends directly

on the sled velocity. The greater this change is the larger the value

of A(N1-N2) and so the sensitivity of the instrument increases at higher

velocities. An investigation of the theoretical limiting accuracy of

the instrument shows it to be almost two orders of magnitude below

the design goal of 5 x 10- 7 in the sled velocity range of 600 m/sec.

Around Mach 1 if no correction were made for the value of T from its

value in free stream the maximum error in n would be about 5 x 10- 5 .

This is assuming the temperature behind the shock is the stagnation

temperature T . This is not actually the case. T will decrease0

ahead of the sled approximately exponentially to its free stream value.

Therefore, the error would be less than the value given above, depending

on how close to the sled the reflecting surface was. The error that

arises from using the ambient value of n rather than the shock value

could be decreased by estimating a correction to the ambient value

from knowledge of the approximate sled velocity and position. Below

the transonic speed regime the temperature change in the disturbed

air will introduce a smaller error. These results indicate that the

accuracy obtainable using a two-color laser will not be as good as

that of a conventional temperature measurement.

The most accurate correction over a large velocity range for the

speed of light is made by measurements of the ambient atmospheric

temperature. Stationary trackside temperature thermocouples or other
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devices are suitable with the number required being a function of the

meteorologic conditions. Although additional data is required, almost

all days contain a time near sunrise and sunset when the required

accuracy could be attained with 10 measurements. In the transonic

range, uncorrected errors as high as 5 x 10-5 can occurwhich is

100 times the goal. The amount of correction attainable by using sled

velocity to predict bow wave conditions has not been determined.

4.4.5 Pitch and Yaw

The magnitude of the error introduced into the velocity measure-

ment by sled pitch and yaw is determined in Appendix A.8. A simplified

system diagram to show this effect is in Figure A.8.2.

Changes in sensitivity due to angle change alone are negligible

since a tracking system returns the beams to alignment. However, as

the sled pitches and yaws the signal beam's optical path length is

changed. Depending on the location of the axis of rotation of the sled,

and the relative positioning of the laser and the specimen, the change

in the signal beam optical path length will be different.

The maximum error occurs if the sled pitches and yaws through its

maximum available angle in the .001 sec sampling time. With typical

sled dimensions, path length changes would occur on the order of a

millimeter. This is 3 to 4 orders of magnitude outside of the design

goal. The sled cannot yaw the maximum amount in .001 sec so the error

will be smaller, but corrections using gyros or angular accelerometers

will still be required.

Errors from pitch are smaller due to the specimen being more nearly

in line with the laser but gyros or angular accelerometers may be

required.
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4.4.6 Beam Steering

The sled-based beam steering system in two axis must be able to

withstand the severe vibrational environment of the sled, and must
have a very fast response time. Rapid re-tracking after signal drop-

outs is also required, to insure a minimum amount of signal loss.

Detectors to the side of the primary interferometer detector will

measure any deflection of the beam and provide the feedback to

recenter the beam.

Various types of systems have been investigated. The two most

promising are 1) an acousto-optic modulator system which steers the

beam by inducing a "grating" in a piezo-electric crystal, using a

high frequency oscillator, 2) a mirrored piezoelectric crystal which

deflects the beam through crystal surface deformation.

The response time of both systems is on the order of micro-

seconds which is small enough since the vibrations to be tracked

are below 1000 Hz and the sled moves 0.6 m or less in a millisecond.

An investigation of their performance in a high vibration environment,

and of their re-tracking capabilities is needed. If acousto-opticI
modulators are used, the frequency shift which they produce will

require an additional correction.

I3
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During acquisition of the next mirror, which might take one or

two milliseconds, velocity will not be measured. At worst (highest

velocity), this would eliminate about 1Z of the measurements but not

affect the accuracy of the remaining measurements. A separate sled

mounted system overlapping the first would avoid the missed data

but the added expense would not be warranted.

A further investigation of beam tracking systems to determine

their performance capabilities on the sled environment is required.

A preliminary investigation shows that they will be complex systems,

but could probably meet the tracking requirements on the Flag

Interferometer velocity measuring system.

4.4.7 Costs

This early in a feasibility study, life cycle costs are only as

certain as the technical solutions to remaining problems many of which

are unresolved. An estimate of development costs is best determined

when proposals for this work are made. An estimate of replacement

cost for the sled borne interferometer and electronics will probably

be on the order of $50,000. Track mounted mirrors and temperature

measurement devices will cost a similar amount. The risk to these

components will depend on operation policies of the track. In addition
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to replacement due to accidents, maintenance will include cleaning,

aligning of mirrors, recalibration of thermometers, set-up and align-

ment of the interferometer and miscellaneous repair.

*4.5 TRANSLATIONAL INTERFEROMETER ANALYSES

The TRANSAR system error modeling to be described in the follow-

ing is not as complex as it is for the Flag Interferometer because

the system performance is not affected by the ambient environment and

the bow wave. The major area of concern is the boundary layer of

air at the base of the slipper which can produce refractive effects

and change the angular sensitivity of the signal. Sled pitch and

yaw will also affect the angular sensitivity. Another area of

concern is the performance of the optical.system in the high vibration

sled environment. Finally of concern is the vacuum level in the

measurement cavity and its freedom from debris.

4.5.1 Angle Filter Requirements

* !The accuracy obtainable with the TRANSAR system is directly

dependent on the angular resolution obtainable, and on the variations

* Iof this sampling angle during the sled run. The angular sensitivity

is greater for the Translational Interferometer than for the Flag

Interferometer, because a larger angle between the sampled ray and sled

velocity vector is required to allow for adequate light from the rail.

Therefore, the angle accuracy is more critical since cos 0 varies more
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rapidly at large e. Assuming randomly oriented diffuse reflections

(no preferred direction) angular filtering on the order of the required
-75 x 10- radians resolution would cause power attenuation on the order

of the square of this value. The resulting power would be unusable

so some trade-off between angular resolution and signal to noise re-

quirements is necessary. To reduce the attenuation to the 10 value

discussed in section 4.2 would require angular filtering of about 10
- 2

4
radians which is over 10 times that required for direct compliance

with the velocity accuracy. Power absorbed at the rail surface has

been neglected so although poor, this is a best case. Averaging over

a relatively large angle is possible, as a means of improving the

directivity of the returned signal. This would require a consistent

intensity with angle, a property which has not been observed in prelim-

inary qualitative tests. Additional tests are required before conclu-

sions can be drawn.

4.5.2 Boundary Layer Effects and Slipper Evacuation

The fringe count generated by the sled displacement is given by
v (cosel+cose2)' where v is the sled velocity, X is the wavelength of

the light used for a signal and 1 and 2 refer to the angles of the
1 2

forward and backward scattered light with respect to the sled velocity

vector. From this it can be seen that the accuracy of the system is

determined directly by the error in the measurement of the speed of

light in the slipper cavity, and the uncertainty in the value of the

sampled angles.

To eliminate refractive effects and keep the uncertainty in the

speed of light to a minimum, a pressure of 1 torr or less must be main-

tained in the cavity. Since at the higher Mach numbers the pressure

d±fferential from the front to the back of the slipper is a couple of

thousand torr a high performance pumping system would.be required to

maintain the required cavity pressure.
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I
Some of the possible approaches to the problem include using a

P pre-vacuum cavity, or a series of such cavities, which would success-

ively reduce the pressure in front of the slipper (Refer to Appendix

A.7). Since the pressure is reduced as a power of the pressure drop for

each pumping cavity, a great reduction in the pressure could be achieved.

This would result in a complex slipper and pumping system. The simpli-

fied analysis in Appendix A.7 indicates the required evacuation may

be possible, but significant assumptions were made and additional

analysis and testing is indicated.

A separate velocity measuring slipper with aerodynamic design to

keep the slipper close to the rail may be required. A simplified

calculation (Appendix A.7) shows the required slipper gap to be on

the order of 0.3 mm to maintain a cavity pressure of 1 torr. A more

exact analysis and testing would be required to determine the feasibility

of maintaining this gap distance, but it should be possible using a

jcombination of aerodynamic vacuum and mechanical downloading.

Another method of controlling the environment inside the slipper

cavity is to pressurize it with a clean gas (e.g., Air or Helium).

This would act to sweep debris from under the front of the slipper and

prevent it from entering the cavity.

4.5.3 Pitch and Yaw

Refer to Appendix A.5 for a detailed analysis. Assuming a rigid

sled with slippers and an all around slipper-rail clearance of 1.5 -mm

and 2.5 m slipper-spacing the maximum pitch and yaw angles for the

sled are approximately 1.2 x 10-3 radians peak to peak. The allowable

angular changes are just below this value.

A separate slipper is also under consideration which is supported

so that it can remain against the top of the rail. If either of the
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above configurations cannot achieve the required angular stability

angular accelerometers or gyroscopes will be required.

Effects of vertical motion combined with pitch have not been

analyzed.

4.5.4 Translational Interferometer Experiment

The laboratory experiments are described in Appendix A.9. A

simplified model of the Translational Interferometer was assembled in

the lab at ETI. Figure A9.1 shows the modified design used for the

experiment. The edge of a rotating aluminum wheel was used to simulate

the surface of the rail.

Proof of principle was demonstrated. Operation was achieved

with a greater than 0.1 radian angle filter. This was a larger angle

than was thought useable from analysis and suggested aperture averaging

would be effective. Calibration tests were limited in accuracy to

2% by the oscilloscope used.

4.5.5 Translational Interferometer Calibration

The Translational Interferometer is subject to the same cali-

bration uncertainties in principle as the Flag Interferometer. These

are frequency of the laser, velocity of light, and the angle of ob-

servation. Sensitivity to the frequency of the laser is of course

the same but the velocity of light is controlled in the Translational

Interferometer by controlling the measurement cavity environment.

The changes in angle due to pitch and yaw of the slipper can be

minimized mechanically using linkages and measured using gyroscopes.

Finally, the cosine of angle of observation of the rail must be known

and this must be measured indirectly.
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In the flag interferometer the angle of observation to the track

is near zero. In order to obtain sufficient reflected light in the

transar the angle between the rail surface and the line of observation

of the rail must be much greater than zero. This results in a large

sensitivity to small changes in the angle in the transar. In fact the

total error budget of 5 x 10- 7 requires an angle accuracy of 5 x 1077/

sin 8. While it is too early to establish an error budget the accuracy

required is at least twice this.

-Angles cannot be directly measured to this accuracy. However,

if the velocity can be measured independently, the angle can be calcu-

lated. Again in the laboratory there is no known method for achieving

and measuring the velocity to the required accuracy, but at the rocket

sled track the average velocity over long distances can be measured

to the required accuracy using a beam break device and improvements

in surveying track bench marks. Then the Translational Interferometer

can be calibrated on each use by constraining the average velocity

obtained from its numerous velocity measurements to agree with the

few measurements obtained with the beam break velocity measuring system.

In other words, the integrated velocity must agree with the track length.

* 4.5.6 Translational Interferometer Costs

As with the Flag Interferometer it is too early to compile

comprehensive costs, but an estimate will be of value. Again develop-

* ment cost estimates will require a significant effort which is best

done as part of a proposal for this work.

Replacement cost for the sled borne interferometer system will

also probably be on the order of $50,000. Need for a separate rail

has not been determined and is not included. The risk to these com-

ponents will depend on operational policies of the track. Maintenance

will include an undetermined amount of rail surface preparation.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

After analysis of numerous concepts it was concluded that only

an interferometer of some type operating at optical wavelengths could

meet the performance goals. Any system using longer wavelengths, such

as microwave or millimeter wavelengths, inherently lacks the required

resolution. Two optical interferometers have analytically been shown

to be possible, but experimental data are required since several diffi-

culties have been identified either on the interferometers or in the

track or sled environment. The improved beam break system is also in-

cluded because it represents a cost effective compromise between the

large amount of development required for the interferometers and the

performance limitations of the existing velocity measuring system (VMS).

Conclusions and comparisons follow for the two Interferometer

systems and an improved beam break system. Features, advantages, dis-

advantages and difficulties are listed in Table 5.1.

5.1 FLAG INTERFEROMETER - CONCLUSIONS

After evaluating a number of flag interferometer variations, the

following system was selected. 150 mirrors would be mounted along
*the track at 100 meter intervals. Active beam steering would be used

* to track the mirror as it passes to the side and to account for pitch,

yaw and vibration. Although dual overlapping systems would be required

to prevent signal drop out when the next mirror is acquired, it is more

practical to tolerate a few millisecond drop out every 100 meters. On

the order of 20 temperature measuring stations along the track (about

every 750 meters) will correct for speed of light changes. In order

to determine specimen velocity, a fiber optic or airpath beam is carried

to and from the specimen using a rigid and shock isolated mechanical

beam. Gyroscopes will correct for path length changes produced by

yaw of the sled. Frequency doubling of the fringe rate raises the

* maximum frequency to 4 GHz and allows resolution of ± .00015 m/sec
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and an accuracy of + .0003 m/sec. These performance tolerances estimates

are subject to verification.

Advantage of this system follow. Except in the vicinity of Mach 1,

simultaneous achievement of all design goals is predicted at selected

meteorologic conditions. Accuracy is determined only by the frequency

of the laser and the speed of light with corrections due to sled yaw

and measuring angle. Measurements can begin before the rocket firing

and continue after the stop. Measurement of a point on a shock mounted

specimen is made.

Disadvantages of the Flag Interferometer are, first that it can

only operate continuously when atmospheric turbulence is at a minimum

(usually the hour before sunset). At other times it would work only

near each mirror which are at 100 meter intervals and full accuracy

would be achieved only near temperature measurement points at 750 meter

intervals. Near other mirrors, accuracy would be reduced by up to an

order of magnitude. Ihe system could be upgraded with more mirrors and

temperature measuremeAts temporarily for special runs. Drop outs of

one or two milliseconds for mirror switching will occur every 100 meters

unless dual overlapping sled systems are used. Finally, cleaning and

* alignment checks on ith 150 mirrors must be accomplished at undetermined

*; intervals.

A number of difficulties or uncertainties exist which, after

* additional investigation, may or may not be disadvantages. Uncertainties

exist in the environment at the track. Also uncertain is the accuracy

achievable at velocities near Mach 1 due to variations in the speed of

light behind the bow wave and the large bow wave stand off distances

in this velocity range. A prediction can be made of the velocity of

light behind a bow wave in the transonic region using a knowledge of

*ambient conditions and the approximate sled velocity. A 1% or less

error in this correction is required to achieve the full accuracy goal.
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5.2 TRANSLATIONAL INTERFEROMETER - CONCLUSIONS

The Translational Interferometer is configured as follows. The

measuring head would be vibration isolated from and mounted in a sep-

arate, non-load bearing slipper which would remain in contact with

the top surface of a rail. In order to eliminate atmospheric effects

and to remove debris, the slipper measurement cavity would be evacu-

atedlor pressurized and accurately characterized. Absolute calibration

independent of the track is not possible with this system, so beam

break data over large distances will be used to calibrate the system on

each run. Velocity of the specimen is determined with a separate inter-

ferometer from the measurement slipper to the specimen and gyroscopes

will be used to correct for relative velocity between the specimen and

the measurement head due to sled yaw and pitch.

The advantage of the Translational Interferometer is that it can

potentially achieve a velocity accuracy of ± .001 ft/sec (.0003 m/sec)

over the full range of 0 to 2000 ft/sec (0 to 600 m/sec). Measurements

can begin before the start and after the stop of a run. Measurement

of a point on the shock mounted specimen is made. Measurements are

independent of meteorologic conditions and can be done day or night.

The Translational Interferometer has a few disadvantages. Special

rail surface preparation and maintenance or a separate measurement rail

.* may be required. Also, the accuracy goal is achievable only with measure-

ment intervals of .0015 sec which is slightly greater than the .001 sec

goal. Finally, the system is not inherently accurate but must be

calibidted on each run using beam break data.

II pA number of uncertainties or difficulties exist which, after

further investigation, may or may not result in disadvantages. Scale

factor (fringe frequency per velocity) is a strong function of the angle

of observation and in order to achieve adequate light power a large

4
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angle range must be observed. This angle range must be larger than

the range which would directly satisfy the accuracy goal and serious
questions exist whether averaging over these angles can be sufficiently

constant to achieve the accuracy goal. Variations in the surface of

the rail may cause undesired fluctuations in this averaging but the

required laboratory experiments have not been done.

Another uncertainty is the feasibility of achieving a system

which will ride close enough to the rail, and which will achieve debris

sweeping and evacuation requirements.

5.3 BEAM BREAK SYSTEM - CONCLUSIONS

Improvements to the existing beam break can improve its perfor-

mance. It cannot meet all the performance goals but its cost would be

much lower than the previous two concepts. The incandescent light

source would be replaced by a semiconductor laser thereby greatly

increasing the power of the light incident on the detector, and the

superior collimation would lend to more accurate beam break deter-

mination. The electronics would be replaced with reliable high speed

integrated circuitry.

The dual head beam break system which has been used on the track

operates by measuring the time between passage of a single flag by two

heads mounted on the sled.

To supplement data rate at the start of the run, a stationary

interferometer and a sled mounted mirror could provide velocity data

from before the start until the sled is from 3 to 100 meters along the

track, depending on meteorologic conditions.

Velocity of a shock mounted specimen can be obtained by using

the same fiber optic interferometer previously proposed for use with
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the Translational Interferometer. Refer to Section 5.2 and Appendix
A.6. This relative velocity of the specimen measurement is much simpler

than either the Flag or Translational Interferometers.

This system has the advantage of not requiring accurately sur-

veyed flags. However, accurately surveyed flags at the track bench

marks would provide an accuracy cross check. In addition, the beam

break system is proven and improvements are relatively low cost and

low risk. An accuracy of .001 m/sec (.03 ft/sec) can probably be

achieved at reduced sampling rates which are at fixed distances rather

than the design goal frequency of 1 kHz. At the maximum design goal

velocity of 600 m/sec (2000 ft/sec) the sampling interval can be

.001 sec if 0.6 meter flag spacings are used.

Disadvantages of the beam break systems are reduced accuracy

and reduced frequency of measurement.

5.4 COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS

The listing of advantages and disadvantages in Table 5.1 reveals

some comparisons.

The only system potentially capable of achieving the design goal

accuracy is the Flag Interferometer. Uncertainties are less than

with the Translational Interferometer. If its uncertain accuracy near

Mach 1 does not rule it out, this concept would be favored.

The potential accuracy of the Translational Interferometer

comes close to the design goals and it eliminates the sen-

sitivity to ambient conditions. However experimental.data are needed

*to resolve uncertainties in scale factor and slipper evacuation.
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This concept would be favored if these uncertainties are answered favor-

ably.

The most cost effective concept is improvements to the beam break

system. This is then the concept of choice if its reduced sampling

rate and accuracy can be tolerated.

-i While these qualified conclusions can be made, it cannot be easily

concluded that any one system is superior at this time.

Similarly, detailed design specifications cannot be developed

at this time. However, the requirements and specifications for the

various portions of the systems are discussed in the analyses and

summarized in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. When further experimental data are

available, detailed specifications for the system can be finished.

The design specifications that can be determined now and the

expected performance from the two interferometers are given in Tables

5.2 and 5.3.
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Table 5.2

Flag Interferometer

System Requirements:

Laser: Ruggedized He-Ne. Single frequency.
Power level of several mw.

Detector: APD with bandwidth of at least 2GHz.

Beam Steering: Capable of tracking beam angle change
between flags and correct for pitch
and yaw. Signal processing to control
electronics are required.

Electronics: Preamp for APD must have a bandwidth
greater than 2 GHz. Frequency counter
range to 2 GHz without prescaling.

Telemetry: Digital link with approximately
250 Kbps for timing, data and angle
correction data.

Secondary Measurements: Off sled pressure and temperature
measurements necessary.

System Specifications:

Maximum Accuracy: .001 fps at 2000 fps in .001 sec
without averaging.

Major Corrections: Index of refraction of air.

Accuracy With About .1 fps at 2000 fps without
No Corrections: averaging.
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Table 5.3

Translational Interferometer

System Requirements:

Laser: Ruggedized He-Ne. Single frequency.
Power level of several mw.

Detector: APD with bandwidth of at least
1.4 GHz.

Mounting Slipper: Maintain rail contact within .3 -m
during run.

Vacuum: For .3 mm clearance need 50 i/sec

pump. May be turbine driven by the

sled since the lowest pressure is
required only at the highest velocity.

Electronics: Preamp for the APD must have bandwidth
greater than 1.4 GHz. Frequency
counter required with a range to
1.4 GHz without prescaling.

Telemetry: Digital link with approximately
100 Kbps rate for data and timing.

Secondary Measurements: Low accuracy system required for sled
to sample motion correction. Pitch
and yaw may need to be measured.
Rail surface preparation may be neces-
sary,

:4i System Specifications:

Maximum Accuracy: .0014 fps at 2000 fps in .001 second
without averaging.

Major Corrections: Angle collimation
Sample to slipper motion.

Accuracy with No About .1 fps at 2000 fps without
Correction Or averaging.
Slipper Evacuation:
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

t To provide the best chance for achieving the design goals, it is

recommended that a single concept not be chosen at this point. Either

of the two interferometers appear feasible, so that a two step process

is necessary to achieve success. A two phase program would first obtain

the experimental data required to address the difficulties of operation

for both interferometers, as well as to ensure that in areas where the

analysis indicated no problems exist, that the anlysis was sufficient.

These data should be obtained in both a laboratory and at the Test Track

during sled runs. Upon successful completion of this phase, it will be

justified to go ahead with a second phase of selecting one system and

making it operational at the Test Track Facility. Some of the areas to

be investigated are:

AREAS OF INVESTIGATION

Flag Interferometer

1. Ambient atmospheric fluctuations near the track

2. Atmospheric fluctuations behind bow waves

3. Prediction of the speed of light behind transonic bow waves

4. Temperature profiles around the track

5. Interferometer operation in the vibration environment

6. Erosion of mirrors and sled windows and beam interruption

due to debris

7. Optical and electronic circuit feasibility

8. Fiber optic interferometer feasibility on the sled.
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Translational Interferometer

1. Calibration stability

2. Rail surface finish effects

3. Feasibility of slipper evacuation and debris sweeping

4. Interferometer operation in the vibration environment

5. Optical and electronic circuit feasibility

6. Fiber optic interferometer feasibility on the sled.

Improved Beam Break

1. Overall proof test.

The analysis and limited experimentation performed in this program

show possible hardware systems can be designed to obtain substantial

increases in accuracy. The realization of a working system requires

* acknowledging that any further analysis must be in conjunction with

experiments to determine if the substantial difficulties identified

in the analysis impose actual limitations on performance. It is im-

portant to emphasize that the operation of either interferometric

technique in this environment is not trivial. Each of the enumerated

difficulties must be addressed experimentally. It is also important

that the analysis that led to these two interferometric techniquesIdid not as yet find the design goal to be impossible.
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APPENDIX A.1

VARIATION OF THE SPEED OF LIGHT IN A MOVING MEDIUM

In the Flag Interferometer concept, the light initiated on the

sled encounters air which is moving with respect to the sled. First,

since the velocity of light is independent of the coordinate system

VIV -C
0 n

where V is the velocity of light in the coordinate system of the0

moving medium, V is the velocity of light to the observer, c is the

speed of light in a vacuum and n is the index of refraction of the air.

A more accurate description is obtained from the Lorentz transformation

between coordinate systems which gives

or

V -1+ v Cl-1V-o)
V +~

where v is the velocity of the medium to the observer. The second term

is proportional to this velocity so in a moving medium a small cor-

rection is required. For the sled v = 600 m/sec, and n = 1.000291, so

V_ -9
V 1 + 1.2 x 10
V
o

This correction to the speed of light is negligible.
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APPENDIX A.2

BEAM COLLIMATION IN A TRANSLATIONAL INTERFEROMETER

In the Translational Interferometer the scale factor of fringes

per unit velocity is a function of the angle of observation of the rail.

In order to maintain an accuracy of 5 x 10- 7 this effective angle e must
be constant enough that cose changes less than 5 x 10-7. In practice

the effective angle will be some weighted average of the range of

angles observed. This will vary with the rail surface. Additional

averaging occurs over the rail length traversed in the 1 msec measure-

ment interval. Of interest is the increased accuracy obtained at high

velocities due to a longer length of rail to average which corresponds

to the higher % accuracy required at high velocities.

The paper will address the angle filtering accuracy achievable

and effects of a boundary layer attached to the rail on the angle of

observation.

Angle Filtering

Figure A.2.1 shows use of a lens and a pinhole system placed at

the lens focal length to filter out all but a band of angles. The

lens collects rays from any illuminated point, but only rays of a

: * narrow band of angles pass through the pinhole.

The beam collimation possible is determined by the resolution of

the lens system and the size of the pinhole. (The pinhole is not

diffraction limited because one only wants to know what angular com-

ponent of the diffuse reflection passes through the pinhole onto the

detector.) The requirement is that the pinhole be large enough to

allow a "useable" intensity signal to pass, but small enough to keep

the required 1 part per 2 million accuracy.
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Figure A.2.1
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An achromatic lens provides the best resolution of any single lens.*

The resolution decreases by about 5% as the angle between the lens axis

and a line from the focal point to the point where the ray intercepts

the lens, increases from 00 to about 5° . (A larger focal length helps

reduce this effect.) A value for the exact "spot size" was not calculated

but to practical limiting resolution is 0.5 Um.

An estimate of the resolution was made using a Plano-Convex Lens,

which would be the next best lens to use after the achromat. The

formula is as follows

e-K(n) D3 +1.22 XeD3 +
2f3  D

where 6 is the angular radius of the image spot.

K(N) = a function of the refractive index of the lens

f = the focal length

X = HeNe 0.6328 Um (6.328 x 104 mm)

D = lens diameter.

The first term is due to aberration and the second to diffraction.

It is apparent from this formula that one should maximize the

focal length of the lens to increase the resolution. With the slipper

dimensions as t.. .y are the focal length of the lens couldn't be any

larger than about 100 mm.

The first term is proportional to D3 and the second to I/D. The

optimum D value and f/D ratio, to minimize e, are*

Melles Griot Optics Guide, (1975 edition), pp. 20 and 174.

4
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D (2)(1.22) K ] 1/4 f3/4
Dopt 3 K(n)

D opt 2(1.22) (

where K(n) for a Piano-Convex lens is given by

K(n) 32(n) 2  - 2n +

Using n m 1.5 this works out to

K(n) - .07

Therefore D - .29f3/
4

opt

using f = 100 mm, D = 9.16 mm.opt

Therefore, using a 100 mm focal length lens you have an optimum aperture

of 9.16 mm using a Piano-Convex lens.

'I~ The resolution is:

e - .07 (9.16 mm) 3 + 1.22(6.328 x 10 mm)

2(100 mm)3  9.16 mm

e - 1.1 x 10- 4 (radians)

IA
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Actually the resolution is determined by the cosine of the angle.

Assuming this angle is 45,

resolution - Acose cos w/4 - cos(w/4 + 1.112(-4))cos8 cos 7/4

resolution = 1.1 x 10
- 4

Therefore, the required angular resolution of 5 x 10- 7 couldn't be

achieved with this lens without averaging over the angle.

Pinhole Size

Now let us calculate the size of the pinhole necessary to main-

tain angular resolution. Let e = angle of resolution = angle defined

by the pinhole diameter, d, and the distance from the lens to the pin-

hole, f, (the focal length)

d
f

The wavelength of the He-Ne laser is -.6 p. To keep the angular re-

solution obtained above (1.1 x 10 ) with the 100 mm pinhole to lens

jpacing assumed above the pinhole would be

. d = f - (. 1 x 10 0 M OO m) - 11 m .

In Figure A.2.2, assume the cavity has been evacuated except for a

boundary layer adhering to the rail. Since the scale factor of the

transar is a function of the angle e, refraction of light at the

boundary layer will cause an error.
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Parallel

Note incoming parallel rays are accepted by the pinhole
and rays outside e are rejected by the pinhole, thus
providing angle filtering.

Figure A.2.2

Pinhole Size
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Assume beam is at angle 450 and look at variations in sine where

6 is redefined by Figure A.2.3. From Snell's law:

1) n sine = nb sine

Pressure difference from boundary layer to cavity = 5% variation

2) nI  1 + p/p ps p at STP

nb = 1+ P/p 8 = .000291

P1 - The air density inside the cavity

Pb = Air density in the boundary layer

nI = Index of refraction in the cavity

nb = Index of refraction in the boundary
layer.

Using equations 1 and 2 we have that

n1/n b sin81 = sine2

and

* In 1 (1 + 8 1/ps)/(l + a 8b/ s

Now, assuming a 5% variation between p1 and pb

P1- 0b (1 - .05) - .95 pb

Therefore,

1 + 895 pb
ps

n1/nb =(1 + a p /p )

Personal communication with Dr. H. King, ETI.
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Let pb = 1/100 p (assuming the pumping capability is sufficient to

yield this value

Thn/nb / 1 + B (.95) (1/100)Then n /n1 - .99999985,
l b 1+8( -)

So sine - .99999985 sine12

and Asin6 = sineI (1 - .99999985)

= 1.46 x 10-7 sine1

Since e = 450, sine1 - 707

At e = 450, sine cose

and Asine Acose

Asine Acose
sine cose

Now Asine = 1.46 x 10-7 sine -1.46 x 10-7

sine sine

therefore, AcosO/cose = 1.46 x 10
-7

* This error is smaller than but a significant part of the 5 x 10-7I'

requirement so boundary layer refraction is tolerable.

If it can be assumed that there is always a 5% difference between

* the air density inside the slipper and that in the boundary layer then

the better evacuated the slipper is, the less the effect due to re-

fraction at the boundary layer will be since the ratio

ncavity 8 1sasp 0_n /5 cavity
n 1 + 1.05 pcavity/ s

A.2.9



The resolution on a microscope objective is diffraction limited,

so the resolution is determined by the .61X/D term. If s is the re-

solution in units of length, 8 - s/focal length = angular resolution in
61X-radians. Therefore, e is defined as - /focal length

N.A.

X = 632.8 nm

N.A. - the numerical aperture.

The greatest value of N.A. x focal length available from Melles Griot is

on a 10 x magnification lens (Products #04 OAS 015), with a numerical

aperture of .30 and a focal length of 16.0 mm, yields a resolution of

6 - 8.04 x 10- 5 radians

or two orders of magnitude greater than required by the two part per

million specification.

IA I
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APPENDIX A. 3

THE EFFECT OF THE BOW SHOCK ON THE FLAG

INTERFEROMETER VELOCITY MEASUREMENT

PURPOSE: To determine the effect of the Supersonic bow shock ahead of

the flag interferometer sensing head on the velocity measurement accuracy

obtainable using this system.

ASSUMPTIONS: That the sensing head is mounted so as to stand ahead of

the supersonic bow shock of the sled itself. In this case the sensing

head bow shock forms in undisturbed air. This is a reasonable assumption

in the supersonic regime. Refer also to Appendix A.14 "Transonic Bow

Wave Effects on the Flag Interferometer Velocity Measurement," and

Appendix A.15 addresses larger spacings. A flag spacing of 13 ft. is

also assumed.

INTRODUCTION TO PROBLEM

The accuracy of the sled velocity measurement is affected in two

ways by the sensing head bow shock.

The first is an "absolute" effect and depends on the value of the

shock parameters at the time of the measurement. This effect is that as

the laser beam traverses the distance from the source to the flag mirror,

it is refracted at the shock wave front ahead of the sensing head. (See

Figure A.3.1.)

Since the indicated velocity depends directly on the value of cosa,

any error in the calculated value of this quantity will cause a corres-

ponding error in the velocity calculated. Cose is calculated from the

knowledge of the values of a and b, see Figure A.3.2. It is assumed in

this calculation that no refraction occurs as the ray traverses the
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source-mirror distance. Actually the ray is refracted at the shock

front introducing an error into the velocity measurement. The magnitude
of this error depends on the shock parameters and the angle between the

ray and the shock front, and will be discussed later.

The second effect of the bow shock on the velocity measurement

accuracy depends on the "rate of change" of the shock parameters, that

is, how they vary from one measurement time to the next. This depends

on the sled acceleration and a worst case analysis (200 g acceleration)

is given later in this report. As the shock parameters vary over one

measurement interval they change the beam's optical paths in such a way

as to induce an "apparent displacement" of the sled. (This is the dis-

placement that would be measured even if the sled were to be static

relative to the flag, but the shock parameters were varied over the

time interval.) The requirement on these changes is that the "apparent

displacement" due to changing shock parameters be less than 1 part per

2 million of the actual sled displacement during the 1 millisecond

measurement interval.

EFFECT OF REFRACTION AT THE SHOCK WAVE FRONT ON THE

ACCURATE MEASUREENT OF COSe

*To find the value of the possible error in cose it is necessary

* to know how the ray is refracted at the shock front. To first order,

the net angle of refraction of the ray as it propagates through the

shock depends on the difference in the density of the air from the

|| stagnation point, on the face of the sensing head, to the region outside

the shock, rather than on the density profile. Therefore the density

change, approximated to occur at a point (the shock front), will be the

difference between the stagnation density and the free stream density.

The angle the ray is refracted through is also dependent on its

angle with respect to the shockfront. This angle depends in turn on
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the sensing head geometry, since the shock shape is dependent in a com-

plex way on this geometry. A good approximation to the refraction

effects can be made assuming the sled shock front is parallel to the re-

flecting mirror. This is a reasonable assumption since the shock normal

at the front of the shock is parallel to the sled velocity vector, and

this is the region where the optical paths traverse the shock (see

Figure A.3.3).

LIST OF THE SYMBOLS USED FOR THE ANALYSIS

e - arc tan a/b - angle of undeflected ray with respect to sled velocity

vector and shock normal

a = 1/2 (laser to detector distance)

b - laser or detector to mirror distance

W - shock stand off distance

V = distance from shock front to mirror

e' = angle of ray behind shock with respect to sled velocity vector and

shock normal

•0" angle of ray in front of shock with respect to sled velocity vector

and shock normal

Ab - the sled displacement over the measuring interval

Ad - the measured change in optical paths (fringe count)

Ae - 8" - e - the difference between the deflected and undeflected rays'

angles.
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At Mach 2, the change in density across the shock wave front cor-

responds to a value of pshock/0s of about 4.3 (Pshock f the air density

behind the shock at the stagnation point, and ps W that in front of the

shock). Since the index of refraction in air of fixed composition de-

pends only on the air density, the change in index of refraction across

the shock front can be calculated from a knowledge of the change in

density. Although the ambient conditions outside the shock area are not

known exactly, it is reasonable to assume that the density of air out-

Iside the shock is just that at standatd conditions, ps" Then the index

of refraction outside the shock is just 1 + 8, and the index of re-

fraction behind the shock is 1 + 8 (p shock/P s).

Therefore

nshock + 8 (P shock/Ps)

n 1+8

where

nshock = the index of refraction behind the shock

n = the index of refraction in front of the shock

Sshock = the air density behind the shock = the stagnation

density

Ps - the air density in front of the shock

- .000291 for He-Ne laser wave length

and from tables Pshock/ps at Mach 2 4.3

s o n h ok

= 1.00096
n

1i Next consider Ab, the sled displacement over the sampling time.

If an undeflected ray is assumed, this quantity will be calculated as

the change in the optical path multiplied by the cosine of the angle
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6= arc tan a/b. This is in error, because the actual angle of the ray

with respect to the sled velocity is 0". The magnitude of the error

introduced into the velocity measurement will then depend on the dif-

ference between the values of cose and cos8". Using the previously

mentioned assumptions, this difference can be calculated as follows.

From geometrical considerations

b' tan e' + b" tan e" = a

and, applying the laws of refraction,

sine' = n sine"
nshock

Combining these two results,

b' n sin6"/cose' + b" sine
nshock cose"

so n a 1 + b

( shock cose' case" + cose"

Since b' << b, and cose' cose"

this can be estimated as

sine" = n a +b' nshn i)l + boe

cose" nshock cose

or

tane" - a
b nshck

A.3.8



so,

A= arc tan b arc tan a/b

nshock

Remembering that the exact form of this equation, and the relevant

parameters depend on the exact positioning of the laser and detector, and

on the sled shape and Mach number, a rough approximation to the magnitude

of the error can be obtained with reference to the shock parameter tables

and an assumed geometry for the interferometer.

Now the smallest tolerance which must be placed on e during a sled

run will be calculated. Since the value of cose is approximately equal

to 1, the part per 2 million accuracy goal requires a determination of

cose to 1 part per 2 million of 1 which is 5 x 10- 7 . The corresponding

error allowed in e can be found from the relationship between Ae and
Acose at the angle of interest,

(Ae) = (Acos)max ( de
mx max dcose/

The smallest error budget allowance for e will occur when

de
dcose

assumes its smallest value. This will be when

e - arctan b

is a maximum, or equivalently, when b is a minimum (see Figure A.3.1).

Tvi minimum value obtained by b is 60 inches therefore the angle of

~,.st 9
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.5 inches
e = arctan 6i e .008 radians.( 60 inches

dcosO 1at .008 radians

* Therefore,

(Ae) = (5 x 10- ) x 125max

(Ae)max = 6 x 10
- 5

An inspection of the equation for A6 shows that Ae decreases as

b increases. Therefore the worst case would be the distance of closest

approach between the sensing head and the mirror, b - 5 ft. Also assume

* a = .04 ft.

Using these values,

IA = arc tan .04 ft. .008 radians
b(nshock  ) + 5 ft.

At Mach 2, nshock - 1.00096. The value of b' can be found from
n

the ratio of shock standoff distance to projectile diameter, which at

Mach 2 = .38. Assuming a 20 mm sensing head diameter (the exact

geometry has not been designed but this is a reasonable approximation),
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the value of b' would be 3.8 mm. Substituting these values into the

above equation gives:

AB = 2.0 x 10-8 radians

This is over 3 orders of magnitude below the tolerable error, and is a

negligible effect.

A problem could arise if the alignment of the ray relative to the

shock was such that the angle between the two increased above the pre-

viously assumed value. An estimate of the effect of increasing this

angle can be obtained as follows. Refer to Figure A.3.4.

The only new quantity here is the angle a, which the shock makes

with the normal to the sled velocity vector. b' and b" are now measured

from the sensing head and mirror respectively to the point where the

ray intercepts the shock front.

From geometrical considerations,

b' ABe - b" A6

or AO' = b"/b' Ae (1)

and, from the laws of refraction

sin(O' + a) - n/nshock sin(e" + a)

so Ae' - - 0'

= 0 - arc sin jn/nshock sin(e" + al + a (2)

but,

sin(e" + a) = sin(e + AO + a)
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4

The expansion for this into the equation for AS', and combining

Equations 1 and 2

b-- A - 6 - arc sin n (sine cosAe + cos6 sinAe) cosa
1n shock

+ (cos0 cosA0 - sine sinA8) sinac) + a

Assuming a closest approach between the sled and mirror (largest re-

fraction effect), and the proposed system dimensions of

.04 ft.
V = b - 5 ft., a - .04 ft., e = arc tan . ft

5 ft.

Ae (maximum) - 6 x 10-5 rads

n/n at Mach 2 z 1/1.00096shock

b' at Mach 2, with a 10 mm radius sensing head

= .5 cm - .02 ft.

Substituting these values

e'1 - .007 - I-arc sin (.008 cosa + .999 sina) + al

By trial and error the maximum allowable value for the angle a is about

.8 rads - 450, much larger angle than would occur with the proposed

system geometry.

Conclusions

Refractive effects due to the sensing head shock in the supersonic

regime should be negligible.
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EFFECTS OF BOW SHOCK IN INTRODUCING AN APPARENT DISPLACEMENT

OF THE SLED OVER THE .001 SEC SAMPLING TIME

Since the shock parameters change with the sled velocity, their

maximum change per unit time will be at the maximum value of sled

acceleration. So for a worst case, assume an acceleration of 200 g

6.4 ft/- sec
2

The tables in Reference 1 show that the changes in shock

density with change in Mach number is approximately linear between Mach

1 and 2. Also, the greatest change in stand-off distance (of the shock

from the sensing head) with Mach number occurs closer to Mach I rather

than Mach 2, see Figure A.3.5. Let Ap - virtual change in path length

due to the changing shock parameters. This is the distance it would

"look like" the sled had traveled in 1/1000 sec if you were to hold

the sled at a constant distance, and only vary the shock density and

stand-off distance of the wave front.

The velocity must be known to an accuracy of + .001 fps.

.001 ft/sec x .001 sec - 10 ft.

This is the value of Ap which corresponds to the entire error

budget.

.- 6

Ap (maximum) - 10-6 ft.

As the shock parameters change Ap is caused by two effects which

will be calculated separately.

The first is that as the density behind the shock front changes, 1

over - of a second, the refraction angle changes and so the optical

path changes, as can be seen from Figure A.3.6.

4,
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The second effect arises as the index of refraction behind the
1

shock increases (or decreases) over 1000sec, and the shock stand-off

distance increases (or decreases) thus changing the optical path length

through the shock region.

OPTICAL PATH LENGTH CHANGES OVER .001 SEC DUE

TO REFRACTION AT THE SHOCK WAVE FRONT

In order to consider refraction alone, approximate the geometry

as shown in Figure A.3.7.

Path A = 2(P1 + P2 )

Path B = 2(P 3 + P4)

Path A = the path of the ray at tO0

4 Path B - the path of the ray at t + 1/1000 sec
0

Where t 0 the time at the start of the measuring interval, and0

(to + -i-- sec) = that at the end.

As the index of refraction of the compressed air behind the shock

*' wave changes, the path changes from A to B.

Figure A.3.7 shows the front "flat". This approximation is valid

since you are concerned with changes in the refraction angle. To de-

'4 termine the exact magnitude of refraction changes you would have to

know the shape of the shock exactly, because as the sled interrupter

distance changes, the way the angle of the ray through the shock changes

depends on the shape of the shock around the sensing head.

In assuming a flat shock front you can determine the maximum angle

allowable between a ray incident from behind the shock front and the

A.3.17
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be t + 1/ 1000 sec. What you need to calculate refraction effects is
0 nl

the ratio shock at (t ) and at (t + 1/1000 sec).
n 0 0

Since M at

t =
0

nsoc at t nlat t
sok 0 0

nso shock att =1
n 0

M at (t + 1/1000 sec) = Mat (t)+ 6 x10-3

- 1.006

and n hokcan be calculated from fact that nshc 1 + 8 shock

Ps1 (at t)0 + A(shc)

- 1 + 8(1 + 0.010)

- 1 + .000291 (1.010)

* - 1.000294

nhok1009
*So sok (at t + 1/1000 sec) 1.009

n 0 1.000291

-1.00000297

So you have

~shock.1at(

- 1.00000297 at (t 0 + 1/1000 sec)
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front normal. This then sets the specifications on the sensing head

geometry required to keep this angle always below its maximum value.

The larger part of the change in path length can be found by cal-

culating the difference in the lengths of P2 and P4

Ap - P2 - P4 < 1 0 - 6 ft.

Now,

Maximum acceleration of sled = 200 g - 6400 ft/sec2

1 2
= 6.4 ft/ sec

1000

Maximum velocity change over 1/1000 sec = 6.4 ft/sec.

vel AV 6.4 -3Mach # = ve AMach # = v = 6. = 6 xl10 -

1090 fps 1090 fps 1090

Using data from Liepmann & Roshko Pshock/Ps varies approxi-

mately linearly with changing Mach 4 Linear interpolation yields the

following values.

(M(Mach #) at t ) = 1.000; M at t + 1/1000 sec = 1.006
0 0

From the tables, at M W I;shock 1.000
Ps

M - 1.01; =shock 1.017
PS

So by interpolation at M - 1.006, p shock/ps - 1.010,

and 0.010 - change in value of pshock /s in 1/1000 sec.

Let the beginning time of the measuring interval be t and the end time

be t + .001 sec.
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nhk
If s at Mach 1 1 1 the ray is not refracted at too but continues

n
straight to the interrupter. Then P2- P4 can be calculated from Figure

A.3.8.

P2 - P4 =V
a + b2  - (a - Aa) + b2

where Aa Aab

Therefore, the maximum value of Aa occurs when b is a maximum = 18 ft.

(each flag is used when it is between 5 and 18 ft. away) and Aa = A

x 18 ft.

Now Ac is just the change in refraction angle at the shock wave front

over 1/1000 sec

Letting a, W angle of refraction of ray incident from behind shock front

at to•

a 2 = angle of refraction of ray incident from behind shock at

(t + 1/1000 sec).
0

Then to first approximation (assuming both rays are incident from behind

the shock front at the same angle a)

* In
1(at t + - sec) sins)

-arc sin (fshack (at t ) sinai
n0

* = arc sin (1.00000297 sins) - arc sin (sins)

- arc sin (1.00000297 sins) - ai

41
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Now P2 -P 4  Va 2 + 2 - /[a (Aab)+b 2

Using b - 18 ft.

a = .5"

and P - P4 < 10 - 6 ft.

By trial and error Ac maximum = 2 x 10 radians (assuming the a change

in refraction angle depends only on the change in the shock wave density

over 1/1000 sec).

So Aa (max) = 2 x 10 - 6 radians

= arc sin (1;00000297 sine) - a.

Use this to solve for a (max) - the maximum allowable angle between the

ray incident from behind the shock front and the normal to the front.

Solving gives a max = .6 radians
= 35°

Comparing this to the maximum value set on this angle due to the

absolute value of refraction above, it can be seen that this condition

is the limiting one although neither is critical.

SHOCK TRANSIT TIME EFFECTS

As the stand-off distance of the shock from the sensing head, and

the speed of light in the shock area change, the optical path length

varies, because the ray to the flag spends more, or less time traversing

the shock area.

We want to calculate the change in optical path length AP due to

these effects. We can find this from the fact that AP - the change in
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traversal time of the ray due to changing shock parameters, multiplied

by the value of C (speed of light) used to calculate the sled velocity

from the observed doppler shift. (Call this value C air). (See Figure
A.3.9.

Then AP - At x Cai r

Where t - the change in light traversal time over .001 sec due to the

changing shock parameters. This equals the change in tra-

versal time as the stand-off distance of the shock front A
0

changes in 1/1000 sec plus the change in traversal time due

to the increased (or decreased air density behind the shock

wave, or

t A + Ao 1 ___

air shock shock shock

A = stand-off distance at t
0 0

A(A ) change in stand-off distance from t to t + 1/1000 sec

Cair  - the velocity of light in air

C' - the velocity of light behind the shock wave atshock
t + 1/1000 sec
0

C the velocity of light behind the shock at t o

The velocity of light in the region of interest is found from

Cvacuum -+ region

Cregion 
Ps
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8 = .000291 at 6328 A

ps W density of air at standard conditions

Sregion n density of air in the region of interest.

Since the velocity of light used to determine the sled velocity

(Cair) depends on measurements to be made at the track prior to a sled

run, a good approximation to make for Cair would be that Ca the speed

of light in air at standard conditions.

(AP depends on the difference between Cair and Cshock )

Therefore,

A(A) P%
At 0 ((+ 8 shock)L-

vacuum Ps Ps))

+ 0 + B 1 + B P8shock+ P Ps
vacuum a

where as before the primed values refer to values at to + 1/1000 sec,

and the unprimed at to.0

Cancelling terms

A(A) 0 ( k shock - ._
C p /acuu '." Cvacuu Pe hock

Substituting values for ock/P and p'shocks from above:

Pshock/Ps 1.0000 P shock s -1.0102
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2.968 x ° 6 x 1A

vacuum

and Ap - At x Cair
-6 1

-2.968 x 10 - 6 xn- x (A(Ao ) + Ao]
nair

-2.968 x 10- 6 x 1 x [A(A) + a

f2.969 x 10 - 6 x [A(A 0) + Ao 0•

Now the values of A(Ao ) and A both depend on the geometry of the
sensing head that the shock forms around. Since the requirement on Ap

s that it be less than 10-6 ft., the above equation sets a requirement

on the value of [A(A ) + A 1. This requirement is:

1 0 ft.

2.969 x i0 - 6 > [A(A) 
+ A0°

or

.34 ft. > A(Ao) + A

Since A(AO) is <<A

this requirement is basically that

A < .34 ft. at Mach 1.
0

Around Mach 1 the stand-off distance of the shock is approximately

equal to one body diameter of a blunt shaped projectile. Therefore, an

approximate requirement on the sensing head shape would be that its

diameter be less than .34 ft. or 10 cm.
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)One way of achieving a smaller stand-off distance is to make the

shape of the sensing head more pointed than round. (See Figure A.2.10).

The problem with doing this is that as the laser beam tracks the

flag the stand-off distance the beam sees varies more than it would with

a "flatter" shock, so A( ) becomes a larger fraction of A . Also, as

the sled pitches and yaws the ray sees a smaller or larger stand-off

distance. (See Figure A.3.11).But, given the maximum yaw angle is about

-310 radians, and the angular change of the ray as the flag moves from

18 ft. to 5 ft. ahead of the sled is around 6 x 10-3 radians, the value

of A(A ) over 1/1000 sec would still be a small part of A .

To keep the body diameter of the sensing head small (that is, the

diameter determining the shock shape) dual sensing heads could be used.

Then one head would be the source of the laser beam, and the second

would contain the detector pinhole. (See Figure A.3.12).

Conclusions

Refraction effects on the velocity measurement should be negligible

in the supersonic regime.

To keep changes on the optical path length due to changing shock

parameters to less than 1 part per 2 million over the 1/1000 sec sampling

time, the sensing head must have a diameter (seen by the shock) of less

than about 10 cm.

The above conclusions are for supersonic flow and more work on what

happens to the optical path lengths when the sled traverses the transonic

regime is given in Appendix A.14.
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APPENDIX A.4

VARIATIONS IN THE OPTICAL PATH LENGTH DUE TO

TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS ON THE FLAG INTERFEROMETER SYSTEM

Temperature fluctuations in the atmosphere induce corresponding

fluctuations in the optical path lengths of the laser beam used in the

flag interferometer system. The problem is to determine how, and to

what degree these temperature fluctuations may affect the velocity

measurement made using this system.

One error introduced by atmospheric variations arises if the tem-

poral or spatial structure of the temperature fluctuations is such as to

induce an apparent displacement Ap from one measuring time to the next.

This is the displacement that would be measured even if the sled was

stationary and only the atmospheric parameters were changing. This

apparent displacement appears as "noise" on the actual measurement.

An estimate of the apparent displacement can be calculated as follows:

Assume the sled is travelling at 2000 fps. Then in the 1/1000 sec

interval used for the measurement the sled travels 2 ft.

As can be seen from Figure A.1 the spatial structure of the tem-

perature fluctuations will affect the velocity measurement because t
and FB do not overlap, so the beam is not travelling through the same

atmospheric paths. If FB differs from DB by more than geometrical con-

siderations dictate there is an error introduced. To estimate this
error the theoretical value for optical path length variations from V.I.

Tatarski's book Wave Propagation in a Turbulent Medium (1) has been used.

Tatarski defines a structure function D which predicts the mean square

phase variations of rays leaving the same source, and propagating through

the atmosphere at a lateral distance p from each other. (See Figure A.4.2.)

A
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D- (()> (4 = phase)

Where D (p), the structure function, is the mean square phase difference

in the detector plane between the two rays. The value given in the above

reference for D is:

D (p) ffi 2.91 k2 Cn2 L p5/3

where k2 f= (27r/X) 2 (X = the wavelength of light used)

p = the lateral separation (see Figure A.4.2) (zero to 1 cm in the I VMS)

L = the length of the path (see Figure A.4.2) (1 to 100 m in the 1 VMS)
2

C = the index of refraction structure function. This is derivedn 2

from the temperature structure function C which is defined
T

as the mean square temperature difference between 2 points

(averaged over a time span of about 1 minute), divided by

the distance between the two points raised to the 2/3 power.

C <[Tl - T2]
2 >/d2 /3. Over a horizontal distance equal

roughly to the height of the horizontal plane above the

ground, this quantity is independent of distance between the

two points used for the measurement.

SCT2 is related to C by the formula
T n

Cn2 = [(79P/T2 ) x 10 6 12 CT2

(also from Tatarski's Wave Propagation in a Turbulent Medium).

2
Table A.4.1 contains values for Cn  taken at Holloman, by

Dr. K. Kunkel (2). Referring again to Figure A.1, let ABC - the optical
path at t and DBE - the optical path at t' - t + 1/1000 sec. The

o 0

above formula for D. (p) can be used to estimate the magnitude of the

optical path length difference, due to index of refraction fluctuations,

between DB and FB-. In this case the distance p will be the average lateral
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TABLE A.4.1

2
Fluctuation Indices C measured at 8 meters above the groundn

1/2 HOUR 1/2 HOUR
NIGHT AFTER SUNRISE DAY AFTER SUNSET

SPRING 3 x 10- 14  2 x 10-l' 10-13  2 x 10-16

SUMMER 1 x 10- 14 6 x 10-14  2 x 10-16

FALL 3 x 10- 14  4 x 10- 1 4  2 x 10- 16

WINTER 4 x i0 1 4  4 x 10' 4  2 x

2where C = (time average of difference in index of

refraction over distance d)
2 x

d = measurement distance

.41
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displacement of FB from DB, which is approximately equal to 1/2 the

distance DF. (See Figure A.1.) Therefore, in order to calculate p it

is necessary to know the magnitude of DF. From geometry DF/DA - AP/BP or

DF - (AP/BP) x DA

where

DA =2 ft. (when the sled velocity - 2000 fps)

P .04 ft. (taken from the original proposal)

BP = 7 ft.

therefore, DF = .01 ft. = .0035 meters

1/2 (.0035 meters) = 1.6 x 10- 3 meters - this is approximately the

average value of p between the rays.

2
To get a value for C we used the results taken from Holloman, and2 n h-4/3

the fact that C 2 varies as h where h - the height above the ground.
n

Assuming the measuring plane we are interested in is around .25 meters

off the ground - C 2 at .25 meters % C 2 at 8 meters x (8 meters) 4 / 3

n 2n
using the maximum value of C at 8 meters, from the Holloman tabula-

tion = 1013 n

C 2 (at .25 meters) - 10-13 x (8m) 4/3 /(.25 m)
4 /3

~n
101 10-11 m-2/3

L here - 5 ft. x2 - 3 meters because the light must travel to the flag

and back. Therefore: D, - 2.91 x 3.0mx 1.01 x 1011 x (1.6 x 103M 5/3 x k

- 1.8 x 10-15 k
2

- root mean square phase variation

p -8- 4.2 x 10 x k radians.
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So the ccrresponding apparent displacement - the phase shift divided by

2W Iror

Ap 4.2 x 108 meters

S.4 x 107 7 ft.

This is the rms path length change due to spatial temperature fluctua-

tions.

l 07 -8
1.4 x 10 ft/2 ft = 7 x 10 = .07 parts per million.

2 -12
Therefore, assuming a C n value of around 10 , the rms value ofn

Ap is about an order of magnitude better than tolerance, and so the

effect of spatial temperature variations on the velocity measurement is

not a problem.

Another source of error with regard to atmospheric effects, would

arise if the frequency of the temperature fluctuations was such as to

allow the possibility of the atmospheric parameters changing signifi-

cantly over the 1/1000 sec measuring interval. Clifford, et al., in an

article in the Journal of the Optical Society of America entitled "Phase

Variations in Atmospheric Optical Propagation (3 ) , have determined ex-

perimentally the frequency spectrum of the phase differences induced by

the atmosphere. Their results show the frequency power spectrum falling

to zero well below 1000 hertz, so the frequency of these variations would

appear to be slow enough to make their effect over 1 measurement interval

negligible. (The atmospheric parameters don't change significantly from

t to t + 1/1000 sec.)0 0

Conclusions

2
Assuming that Cn at the height aboveground of the optical paths

used in the flag interferometer can be calculated from Kunkel's data
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using a h4/3 variance, the temperature fluctuations along the track will

not have a significant effect on the velocity measurement.

Even if a greater amount of turbulence than prediced by the h
4 /3

variance exists along the track, the effect of the turbulence can be
2 -10

neglected up to values of C n 5 x 10 (very strong turbulence).n

More temperature data taken from the immediate rail environment

is necessary to determine the actual magnitude of the turbulence
effect,

NOTE: These conclusions assume 4 meter flag spacing.

Greater flag spacings are considered in

Appendix A.15.

A.
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APPENDIX A.5

TRANSLATIONAL INTERFEROHETER PITCH AND YAW SENSITIVITY

Direct vertical motion of the measuring head with respect to the

rail changes both paths of reflection equally so no fringe output from

the interferometer results. Angle changes are examined below.

Translational Interferometer Pitch SetLz-.tivity

The transar recombines the two scattered beams A and B as shown

in Figure A.5.1.

'II

Figure A.5.1

The fringe rate (F) for the translational velocity V is given by

F (cose1 + cose2)

where X is the light wavelength.
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To see the effects of the angular rotation in the plane of the

paper we take the angular derivative:

-Vdel de 2-V_
dF =- (sine _ + sine dO2  - - (sine 2) dOX 1 -- O 2 -d -~ 1 (i 2

The signs of sine and sine2 are opposite because the changes in

6 1 and e2 under pitch are in the opposite directions.

We want the fractional change in F versus 0. This is given by:

-F (sine + sine
AF 1 62) A
F V

F - (cosel + cos6 2)

After rotation, -e e - = 6 + AO. Using this and the

1 2
initial condition, 61 Z2 gives for the fractional change in the fringe
rate:

AF (sine1 - sin(61+20G) (2 sinA cosO )
F - 2 cos1 AG2 cose1 1 A 2

1/2
Ae - (5 x 10 ) 7 x 10

This means that AG - 7 x 10-4 radians corresponds to the entire

error budget.

Assuming a 1.5 am (.06") clearance around each site of the slipper and

a 2.5 m (8 ft.) sled length, the maximum pitch angle is 110-3 radians, which

is slightly above the error budget at maximum velocity. Therefore, an

angular accelerometer or gyroscope must be used for the short term

corrections. Note that if the vibrations average to zero, equivalent

to the constraint that the sled remains on the track, this will not be

a long term scale change.
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Transar Yaw Sensitivity

The pitch angle changes the calibration of the Transar while yaw

does not. However, yaw causes the measurement plane to be at an angle

to the track. The fringe rate, F, including yaw is given by:

V
(cose1 + cose2 ) coso

where

V is the velocity along the track

X is the light wavelength

a1 and e2 are the angles of the scattered light with respect to

the track in the pitch axis

a is the yaw angle with respect to a track parallel.

At small a, this reduces to

2
F F (1 - 1/2 a)

and

1/2
a (2 - -10

0

Therefore to keep the change in fringe rate below 5 x 10 -, the stated

maximum accuracy, a must be less than 10-3 radians. The maximum yaw

angle is also about 10- 3 radians (.06" slipper clearance on each side

and an 8 ft. slipper spacing).

The acceleration required to pitch or yaw the sled the maximum

in the 1 msec measurement interval can be calculated as follows assuming

constant acceleration

2a - - 2(3 x lO-3m)/(l0 -3 sec) - 6000 i/lsec 2 : 600 g.

t2

This acceleration level has not been observed. Since maximum pitch or

* yaw cannot occur in the 1 msec measurement interval, the error will be

small.
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APPENDIX A.6

SPECIMEN TO MEASUREMENT POINT VELOCITY

Statement of Problem

The object of this report is to analyze methods of measuring specimen

velocity rather than the sled velocity. The systems to be discussed are:

(1) the use of accelerometers to either determine the absolute velocity

of the test specimen or as a secondary system to correct for the relative

velocity of the specimen and the primary IVMS, and (2) the flag inter-

ferometer concept utilizing a mechanically stabilized light path between

the velocity measuring system and the specimen.

In some instances it will be appropriate to assume that vibra-

tional effects are limited if the parts of the system can be shock

isolated. In addition, the analyses have made numerous simplifying

assumptions which will be given. Some analyses are applicable to more

than one measurement concept. Limited applicability will be noted.

One requirement of the IVMS is to measure the velocity of the

specimen instead of the sled. One way to accomplish this is to directly

measure the accelerations in 3 axis and integrate to get a velocity

reading.

The other possible use of accelerometers-is to measure the relative

acceleration between the specimen and a primary IVMS, then integrate

to obtain the relative velocity and use this as a correction term to

the velocity output of the ptimary IVHS.

Accelerometers as the Primary IVMS

Consider the use of an accelerometer for the IVMS. We want an

accuracy of .001 ft/sec with a measurement every .001/sec. To calculate

A.6.1
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the accelerometer accuracy required, assume the total time of the seld

run is 25 sec.

Aa-v. .001 ft/sec . 4 x 10- 5 ft/sec2  1.25 x 10- 6 g's
A t" 25 sec

Assuming a maximum sled acceleration of 125 g's, this amounts to 1 part

in 108.

A brief survey of current industrial literature shows no existing

capabilities to measure acceleration to such accuracy.

If sufficient accuracy is possible, a "strap down" guidance

system could be used as the IVMS. Its frame mounted design eliminates

the need for a platform gimbal system. In this system, three single

axis gyros (one-degree of freedom) are mounted on a base fixed to the

specimen, input axes set orthogonal. The gyros are provided with high

precision input axis angle measuring devices (e.g., an induction type

device). The accelerometers (three of them, also orthogonal) are also

mounted on the base. The computer, or recorder, receives the incre-

mental angular motion signals from the angle measuring devices and with

the timing signal reconstructs a space fixed coordinate system equiva-

lent to a framework provided by a gimbal or other stabilized element.

Then it interprets the accelerometer outputs in terms of accelerations

in this frame.

*

Shocks and vibrations are important in that they determine the

instantaneous accelerations, velocities and position of the specimen.

And theoretically, these shocks should be calculated into the absolute

velocity. But the problem lies in not only resolving these minute

changes in acceleration but in maintaining the necessary 1 part in 108

accuracy at the 100 g level of the shocks. There is also the problem

of retaining accuracy in determining the orientation of the specimen

(i.e., precision angular measurements) but this is a much less severe
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problem. Also important is the necessary response time of the computer

or processor receiving and analyzing the signals.

A major disadvantage of accelerometers as the primary IVMS is

that they are the same devices used in the guidance systems under test.

A different concept is desireable so that its errors will be different

functions of the sled run parameters and could be more easily identified.

Accelerometers to Correct for IVMS to Specimen Velocity

Now consider the use of accelerometers to determine the difference

in velocity between the specimen and an IVMS mounted remotely from the

specimen (such as the "translational interferometer").

The principle here is to use accelerometers mounted on the speci-

men and on the velocity measuring device (for example an interferometer).

The difference between these two accelerations can be used to measure

differences in velocity between the specimen and the interferometer.

To maintain the required velocity measurement accuracy, the accelerometers

would have to have the same accuracy as calculated above for use of

accelerometers as the primary velocity measuring device.

To reduce the accuracy requirement for the accelerometers, let us

investigate the possibility of requiring accelerometer accuracy only

over short intervals and rezeroing the accelerometers with each other

at longer time intervals by making use of the fact that no large

relative displacements can occur (assuming nothing breaks on the sled).

This concept unfortunately will not work because relative dis-

, placements and therefore, accelerations are too large. To see this,

assume parameters which are optimistic. Assume a maximum relative

displacement of ± 1 mm due to sled frame flexing and specimen shock

4 0mounts. Also, let the accelerometer be rezeroed using 10 sec averages.
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Then, frequencies higher than 0.1 Hz (- 1/10 sec) will be measured

by the accelerometers. The error in rezeroing will be the maximum

accelerations (a) which can occur with a displacement (s ) of ± 1 mm

at a frequency (b) of 0.1 Hz.

s - s sin 2ir ft0

ds
v --- = 27r bs cos 2Wft

2
a 4-- =7r 2b2s sin 27 ft

dt2 0

a - 4rb2s -0.39 mm/sec2  4 x 10-5g

This is the maximum error in rezeroing the accelerometer. The acceler-

ometer accuracy required is that necessary to keep the velocity accurate

to .001 ft/sec (.03 cm/sec) in the 10 second interval above. This is

Av _ .03 cm/sec -5
a - At 10 sec 003 cm/sec - 3.2 x 10 g

-5
The error achievable (3.2 x 10 g) is marginally greater than the

maximum error allowed (4 x 10-5 g) which is to say, rezeroing will not

help even under optimistic assumptions. It can be seen that shorter

rezeroing intervals or, larger relative displacements will make matters

worse and longer rezeroing intervals and smaller relative displacements

are not practical or possible. The conclusion is that reasonable

relative motion between the specimen and a remote velocity measuring

device cannot be corrected to the required accuracy using accelerometers

on each unless the accelerometers are accurate enough to be used to

measure the specimen velocity directly without the aid of a separate

velocity measuring device.
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APPENDIX A. 7

VACUUM & AIRFLOW IN ROCKET SLED SLIPPER CAVITIES

Problem: To determine the vacuum levels which can be achieved in a

cavity in a slipper facing the track rail.

Discussion: In order for accurate operation of the Transar type IVMS,

a constant environment with respect to air density and composition, and

refraction coefficient must be maintained. One possible solution to

this is keeping a vacuum near the measurement point. The extreme en-

vironment suggests this is not simple; to gain full advantage from the

decreased pressure, the pressure at the measurement region needs to be

-l Torr, in spite of a leak at the slipper rail interface.

A system could be designed which 1) diverts the flow of air via

aerodynamical means (venturi effect, etc.), and 2) employs a mechanical

vacuum pump to extract the remaining air. The vacuum system would con-

sist of several channels (See Figure A.7.1) to break up the air flow.

The analysis of the channels can be simplified to act in a power manner;
6

i.e., effect of 6 channels is the same as (1 channel) . This system

would be complex since each vacuum channel could draw from an adjacent

channel. Also varying pressures at different points on the sled must

be taken into account; the shock wave has an air pressure -4 atm and

*1 the aft section -.1 atm. Other problems are the effects of turbulence

and the flow due to the movement of the slipper relative to the rail.

In any such system it would be difficult to maintain a low pressure

with a large leak capacity; for a standard slipper there is a 1/8" gap

to the rail and a 4" wide rail - a large leak. Rough calculations show

it is not possible to obtain a 1 Torr vacuum with a slipper-rail gap of

4A /8".
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For the purposes of answering the question of what vacuum level is

achievable?, the following subjects will be discussed. And since, at

high Mach numbers, the aerodynamic effects on a slipper are complicated,

simplifications will be made when necessary:

1) Find what the limit to the size of the slipper-rail gap

is in order to maintain a 1 Torr pressure in the cavity.

2) Does a vacuum pump exist that is capable of handling

the air flow?

3) What are the pressures, density and flow rates in the

gap?

4) Will a channelled system operate as intended?

5) Answer the overall question. Is such a vacuum

feasible?

Figure A.7.2 shows idealized system of two stationary parallel plates

with a hole in one acting as a pressure sink. Assume no motion between

plates (rail and slipper). The actual vacuum system will be more com-

plex due to pipe bends and gap size variations. More significantly, the

rail and slipper are not stationary and their relative motion will tend

to pump air into the cavity due to the boundary layer on the rail. Also

restrict the problem to laminar incompLessible flow; in actuality, the

high Mach numbers involved make the flow compressible.

Using a common rotary vane pump to supply the vacuum with a

pumping speed of 1500 liters/min., the maximum gap size allowable while

maintaining a I Torr pressure at the hole can be calculated. Assume

that a pump of the same pump speed which is suitable for the sled en-

p vironment can be acquired or designed. (See Figure A.7.3). Assume the
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I.

hose has conductance -600 liters/sec, then the pumping speed at the hole

is about that at the pump (1500 I/min) say 24 I/sec.

Throughput - Q - S P - 24 Torr I/sec (at P - 1 Torr);
n n n

also QP-0 n) - for a single tube (from
0 Ur Dushman)

S = volume flow rate at hole (liters/sec)
n

a = radius (cm) I - length (cm), 2a - gap height

n - viscosity - 1.854 x 10-5 poise

P = pressure (Torr)

8-f # 4 microbars per Torr - 5.236 x 102

For a 1" hole in the plates, the surface area of an imaginary-' 2w

cylinder of height is the equivalent of 2a of the above tubes:

QTotal = 2wQ = 5q or
4 -

a = 8n 10-3 97Q

fir a(P 0-P n )

Take 1 = 15 cm, P - 760 torr, P - 1 torr and fir - 2.838 x 106 tort
-l

0 n 8n

sec

Solving for a:

( ( .24 tort i/sec) (15 cm) Wr

(577599 tor r 2) (2.838 x 103 torr- 1 sec - 1

102 102, 5.86 x cm , 5.86 x 102m

r tA.7.5



This indicates that the gap (h - 2a), must be < 1170 Pm in order

to keep a 1 torr pressure at the sink within the specifications of the

given vacuum pump capabilities (See Table 1). If the gap is 1/2

this size, the throughput is 1/32 of its previous value; i.e., then a

pump with a 50 liters/min capacity is required - this size pump weighs

100 lbs. which is more sled environment oriented than the 1500 L/mmn

model. These gap sizes are reasonable to expect if a suitable slipper

can be created; a negative lift effect coupled with the vacuum effect

may be sufficient to keep the slipper on the rail.

To do this calculation it was assumed that the ambient pressure
P = 1 atm. Other pressures are considered in Table #1. Although the

slipper air flow is in the hypersonic region, this pressure could be

dissipated by the previously mentioned "pre-vacuum" cavity; even several

cavities might be maintained. But more knowledge of conditions in the

rail-slipper gap is needed before this can be approached.

1
An investigation on wall pressures inside the slipper determined

maximum pressures inside the slipper to range from 15.8 psia to 21.6 psia

at corresponding Mach numbers of 1.4 and 1.74 respectively. (M- 1.74 -

2,000 ft/sec). In that investigation, designed aerodynamical down-loading

of the sled kept the slipper in near constant contact with the rail. The

pressure measurements were achieved using artificial slipper-gaps machined

into the slipper. This suggests that with down-loading on the slipper no

pressure greater than 21.6 psia is possible at - 2,000 ft/sec.

In this same study, large amplitude pressure fluctuations in the

measured slipper-gap pressures were observed during the first seconds of

sled deceleration. No such fluctuations occurred during acceleration.

This effect is likely due to the downward pitching moment of acceleration

and lack of it at deceleration. So, to keep the measurement slipper in

contact with the rail at initial deceleration, the down-loading due to

aerodynamics must exceed that due to acceleration.
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2Another report on aerodynamics of the slipper bearing2 , address the

region of Mach 4-10. This study is a rather indepth analysis of the types

of flow, effects of aerodynamic heating and friction, etc. The parameters

associated with the slipper problem are numerous and even though the Mach

region is higher than that required by the contract work order, a simpli-

fied version of this investigation can be associated with a worst case of

the Mach 2 region.

Viscous effects are dominant considering the small gap size and large

relative velocity between rail and slipper. Boundary layers develop on

the slipper and the rail. And there is an overall pressure drop from the

leading edge of the slipper to the end, so any pressure variation must be

a decreasing one.

The flow model of this investigation consists of:

1) Compression through a normal shock

2) Acceleration to uniform sonic conditions in the gap

3) The mass flow in the gap is completely determined by the

gap height and free stream conditions

4) There is laminar stagnation in the region of the leading

edge of the slipper

5) Turbulent boundary layer flow in the gap exists on both the

slipper and rail

6) There exists a mergence of the two boundary layers toward

a turbulent couette flow in the slipper-rail gap.

Its also assumed that the flow behaves as a perfect gas and the slipper

wall remains at atmospheric temperature.

One of the most important aspects of this flow model is the mergence

into couette flow. The distance through the gap at which this mergence

occurs depends explicitly on the gap height and the characteristics of the

7 two boundary layers. With a large amount of effort, both the distance
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at which this occurs (actually, it does not occur at a point - it approaches

it through a shear flow region) and the pressure drop created can be cal-

culated. The report by Briggs and Korkegi gives an approximate distance

for a gap height of - 1/32" (1170 v < 1/32") of 1" (for M - 4). So

for extremely small gap heights, mergence of boundary layers is rapid and

the flow through the rest of the slipper gap can be approximated by

couette flow. And the pressure in this region for M 4 is between 4

and 7 times ambient pressure.
I

Applying eqn (11-3)2 to get the free stream height (I. ) to gap

height ratio gives for a gap of 1200 v, ^ 1460a. Assuming normal shock

compression, the flow enters the gap subsonically at a value near the

pitot pressure and must exit at the trailing slipper edge - thus under-.

going a large supersonic expansion. From one-dimensional characteristics,

the flow would expand to sonic speed in the gap which acts as an elongated
3

sonic throat. Using supersonic and Normal Shock tables 3 , the pitot pressure

is:

l 0
P ;~ )(o )

o (.7674/

(1828 lb/ft2) .92 (.7674)

21-9
- 9402 lb/ft2  - 4.4 atm

(1 atm - 2116 lb/ft )

In order to estimate the pressure drop in the merged region it is

necessary to find the gap pressure when couette flow is approached.

From the equation of continuity and Figure A.7.4:
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b b

p OU 1 M f pu dy + J p(UM - u) dy

0 fb0

SU 00  pdy pw Up d
2 P w (b

where b- = /2. Since Too - Tw, P /Pw p /pw"

Therefore, 1 -1

Pw 2.

For Couette Flow

- + M  U (2 -U)] wth
S2 - 2U

m2 = - I moo , and U U
8 00

Noting that U = (y/b)1/7 = 1/7 and substituting:

S-w Ido 2 l +Y _ 1 /7 - 1 M 2 2/ 1l-14 Go
0

7
Substituting z 7  b 2c, c (y-l) Mo02, this can be inte-

grated in the manner of Reference #5 using N = 6.
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Therefore, the Couette Pressure is:

Pc__ 7 __ 1 a6  I - g
P L 2 %

00 c + CC
-'l)+ 6 1

[n (XXm

which is also the lowest pressure that can exist in the gap (without

t external vacuum pumping, etc.).

While its been assumed for simplicity that the slipper is in "cold

wall" conditions, i.e., initial conditions, the wall temperature will

rise due to running friction and fluid friction, Reference #2 analyzes

the case of an adiabatic wall (hot slipper) from a pressure stand point.

And resulting from their considerations, for a hot slipper wall, the

pressure must be constant throughout the gap and must equal the sonic

value Pe. This is similar to adiabatic one-dimensional flow in a con-

stant area channel.

Taking the values L - 1200pj, Lao 1460 u, c = .1805, b - .3610,

giving 0 - -1.5574, X - 3.5574, the resulting pressure in the Couette

Sregion is P - 4640.4 lb/ft 2  2.2 atm (l1i - 10-6 m). Assuming this is

constant throughout a large region of the slipper, and that for a gap

* Iheight of 1200U, Couette flow begins about 1" inside the leading edge
.* of the slipper. With this in mind the simplified flow can now be applied

4 ito a region with a multi-cavity vacuum.

Quantities needed (Refer to Figure A.7.4):

p. 2.03 x10 - 2 4 3,
1) 2016 sec /ft (or .065 lb/ft from

Holloman data)

Poo= 1828 lb/ft 2 (from Holloman data).
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2) applying shock conditions, po 2.5 x 10
- 2 lb sec 2/ft

4

(.78 lb/ft 
)

and P 0 -9402 lb/ft2 _ 4.4 atm

v = 2000 ft/sec0

3) incident air flow (mass) per unit area
t2

G pV = 130 lb/ft 2sec (agrees with Holloman data)
0 00 0

2
4) from calculations, P1 = 4640 lb/ft - 2.2 atm

5) using continuity of mass flow:

G1 = G0 - 130 lb/ft 2sec = plv1

also the momentum eqn:

00 0
P A - PIAI

(divide out width)

1 2 2t

0P0 1 1 v1 11 - V

After substituting the resulting values for v, and p1 are:

vI  2405.6 ft/sec

p- .052 lb/ft3

Now consider the regions of (2)-(4). The mass flow available to these

regions is 130 lb/ft2 sec. This flow region can be regarded as an analo-

gous electrical circuit (Figure A.7.5). Associate v with P (of Figures

A.7.1 and A.7.4) and the Resistances with the tube conductivities of each

region. For the limiting cases of Figure A.7.5: (These equations are
R +R VR +R V rue onIv if R >>

V R1  +R 2 Vo and V2  R1 +R 2 V1  IR + R2. oR
Ro o
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R I+RV
and finally, V n 1 2 Vn-i

R

or 1 2
n R 00 V0

1) if R + R << R, V---0

2) if R1 + R2 >> R, V.-V

The purpose of the pre-vacuum cavities are to decrease the pressure, so

for best results make R1 + R2 << R or the conductance of Region (2) +1 2 o

(3) should be much larger than Region (4) (C a l/R)

Using the analogy, the pressure at the end of the pre-vacuum section,

P1, is:

"1 ( -- P1 for n chambers,

C4

or
n

,1 (C 4(C2 + C3 ) P)

The conductance of a tube of radius a, length 1, and pressures at the ends

of Pit Pfo is:

i(2.838 x 103) 94 + Pf)"

Region 2: Assume rectangular shape can be approximated by a set of

parallel tubes; 10 tubes of .25 cm radius.

10 (2.838 x 10 (.25) (P + P
C2  1 cm
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(1 ~l109 x 10 2 (P' + P)

R e g i o n 3 : C( . 3 x 1 3 ( 2 ) 4 (
= (2.838 5 cm (

= 2.22 (P + P)
p x

Assume P = 1 torr, SP = pumping speed at P p Iv 15t/sec.

P = 2.2 atm x'1672 torr

CT C 2 C3 =(1.109 x 10 2) (PI + P x) (2.22) (P P+ P )T~
C2C3 (1.109 x 10 2) (P' + P x)+(2.22) (P p+ P )

(2.462 x 10 2) (P' + P ) (P + P)
x -p X

(1.109 x 10 2) P' + 2.22 P P+ (1.131 x 10 2) P

Region 4: Assume this rectangular shape can also be approximated with

parallel tubes; 42 tubes.

-24 3 +P
=42 (6 x10 ) (2.838 x 10 ) (P1 P

=1.03 (P1 + PI)

Then substituting these expressions for C T$ C4:

{,(1.03) (P1 + P') [(1.109 x 10- ) (P' + P) + (2.22) P +v~

(2.462 x 102) (P'+P ) (P +Px
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2 n

2.462 x 0 (Pp + Px (P+Px)

let (1P + P,)n = P n  1 + and expand using the binomial theorem:
lt( 1  1 pIf 1 p

P n 1 + L1)n = pn1 {+ L- + n(n-1) ( ...

For large n, P'/P 0 so all but P can be neglected:

P, - (4.184 x 10-3)n P n+1 (1.109 x 10-2 ) + (2.22) n

I' (P.8 x 10 P X)l~l +(PI +P 4

Let A = 4.184 x 10 - 3 , B = 1.109 x 10 2 , C = 2.22; then

PI An P l n+l _ B +C +n
I(Pp + Px) IP + Px

factor out B and expand again using binomial
(Pp + P x)

theorem:

S! P ' - p AB+ nx P I n+l 1 + px (P + n - ( P + P+ '"

(P+C B(P +) C(PP

For large n, P'/Px < 1 and in order to get a rough approximation for P',

neglect it:

P' n n+l nCP nC
I P1  1 +[(1+ BP

Now, solve for P in order to complete the approximation.

] . A.7.18
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C3 -2.22 (Pp + P and Q - (1 torr) (15 L/sec)

- 15 torr I/sec

P S + Q and S - C3Sp

xx x+S p

Q (C3 + s )
then P =

x C3Sp

Q S + Q (2.22) (P + Px)
- p p x

S (2.22) (P + Px)
p p x

P S (2.22) (P + Px) = Q S + Q (2.22) (P + px)x p p x p p x

2(2.22) S P + P [P S (2.22) - Q (2.22)] - Q S - Q (2.22) Pp - 0
p x x p p pp

2
Px + P x [P p - Q/S] - Q/2.22 + QPp/Sp 0

P = + QPP/Sp) 1/2
Px "Q/2.22 e/p /

P = 2.79 torr
x

with Px = 2.79 torr, P = 1 torr, and P - 2.2 atm = 1672 torr:

P' - (1.224 x 10-5) (1 6 72 )n+1 11 + n(2.719 x 102)A

and for n - 6, P' - 2.005 x 10- 4 torr

Below pressures of .1 torr, the flow becomes molecular rather

than viscous flow, so much of the previous analysis does not apply.
Hence this figure for P' is not quite correct, but it gives the

impression that the pressure is certainly N .1 torr if not less than

that. Also, the approximations made to achieve this answer may only
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apply under special conditions; they may not be valid for a low number

of channels, but there is sufficient leeway in this figure for P' to

be off even by several orders of magnitude. Table 1 gives slipper-rail

gaps.

Conclusions:

Many of the results arrived at in the previous analyses are

quite dependent on the approximations used. These problems need a more

involved analysis, but the results do give some indication that a measure-

ment slipper can be created that will stay fixed (sliding) on the rail

and a pressure level of Iv 1 torr can be maintained with existing mechan-

ical pumps and aerodynamical effects.

Another method of controlling the environment inside a measure-

ment cavity is to pressurize it with an inert gas, say Helium. With the

pressure greater inside than that of the air flowing by the cavity, the

only gas in the cavity will be Helium. Helium has a low index of re-

fraction so effects are minimized. Density in the chamber must still

be known, however, and it is likely to fluctuate making measurement

* difficult.

Also a combination of pressurized chambers and evacuated

chambers could be used to sweep debris from the track and still provide

a separate vacuum chamber for the interferometer. This may solve the

problems but the added complexity is a disadvantage.

Although vacuum pump might be achieved using an aerodynamically

driven device, for the purposes of this analysis a conventional mechan-

ical vacuum pump was considered which would occupy about one cubic foot

in the sled.
'.
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Equations:

egn (I-3)

2 2

(i 12M:- ) ( y- M2 + 1

'I

egn (V-6) 
2

L + 2 y

__- 2 M.Y-12 1

t
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APPENDIX A.8

POSSIBLE ERRORS IN THE FLAG INTERFEROMETER

VELOCITY MEASUREMENT DUE TO SLED PITCH AND YAW

As the guidance sled pitches and yaws an error is introduced into

the velocity measurement. The error can be divided into two components.

First, as the sled pitches and yaws the sensing head is displaced relative

to the flag and a change in the measurement beam's optical path length

results. Since the specimen and optical sensing head are at different

positions on the sled their displacements as the sled rotates are different,

and the change in the measurement beam's path length is not necessarily

indicative of a corresponding change in the position of the specimen.

(A simplified configuration is shown in Figures A.8.1 and A.8.2. The second

error source .arises as the sled yaws, changing the angular alignment

between the vertical-plane through the source detector and the plane of

the mirror surface. As the relative alignment of these planes changes,

the sensitivity of the interferometer changes.

Motion of the specimen within shock mounts and flexing of the sled

are not considered here. Refer to Appendix A.6.

Path Length Changes Due to Sled Pitch and Yaw

The exact magnitude of the error induced as the sled pitches and

yaws, changing the measurement beam's optical path length is dependent on:

1) the relative positioning of the specimen and the sensing head, and their

positions with respect to the axis of rotation of the sled, and 2) the

frequency and amplitude of the vibration causing the sled to pitch and

yaw. This determines the magnitude of the rotation angle over the .001
sec sampling time. Rather than calculate the magnitude of the error as a

function of these parameters, a worst case analysis, assuming the most

likely system design will be done here.
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The first simplifying assumption to be made is that the speci-en

is located at the axis of rotation of the sled as it pitches and yaws, and

that these axes pass through the center of the sled so that the pi:ch

and yaw angles obtain their maximum values. Therefore, any change in the

measurement beam path length as the sled rotates is in error since the

specimen has no corresponding motion. The sensing head position used

for the analysis can be seen in Figurel. This is the approximate design

required if the existing interrupters were to be used for reflecting

surfaces. (In the actual case the specimen is positioned towards the

front of the sled slightly, but since the exact specimen sensing head

distance is not known, the approximation of its position to the middle

of the sled should still provide a good order of magnitude estimate.)

For a worst case analysis it will be assumed that the vibration

frequency and amplitude are high enough that the sled pitches and yaws

by its maximum possible amount over the .001 sec sampling time. Then

the optical path length change over the sampling time will be a maximum

introducing the largest error into the velocity measurement.

The maximum pitch and yaw angles, assuming an 8 ft slipper spacing

on the sled (front to back) and an all-around rail-slipper clearance

of .06", are + 1.2 x 10- 3 radians.

The effect of the sled yawing can be seen with reference to Figure

A.8.2.
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Ap - approximate change in optical path length as sled yaws

through its maximum angle

L - specimen to sensing head position

y yaw angle

0 V , angle of line between specimen and sensing head with respect

to the track normal. (= w/3 rads in design assumed here)

From geometrical considerations, assuming AO' as the sled yaws 0:

Ap Z 2L y cos 0'

= 2V42 + 22 0 cos (Tr/3 rads) ftY

Plugging in 0 M 1.2 x 10- 3 rads maximumy

Ap = 5 x 10- 3 ft

This corresponds to a velocity error of 5 x 10- 3 ft/.001 sec = 5 ft/sec or

5000 times the allowed error. Since the sled cannot yaw through its

maximum during the 1 msec measurement interval, this value is high. Even

so angular accelerometers or gyroscopes will be needed to correct for this

error.

Pitch Effects

The maximum sled-pitch angle, O p, is equal to the maximum yaw angle

because the slipper-rail clearance (.06") is the same in the horizontal and

vertical directions. So 0 = 1.2 x 10- 3 rads. In order to calculate

Ap due to sled pitch two assumptions are made. 1) The sensing head and
I,

specimen lie on approximately the same horizontal plane on the sled.

2) The maximum specimen sensing head spacing is approximately equal to

4 ft. Typical dual rail sleds have a first mode in pitch at about 20 hertz.

j With reference to Figure A.8.3

1/2 (Ap) - p/2 x (4 ft x 0)
p ,p
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2 -6
or Ap (round trip) = 4 0 ft = 6.25 x 10-  ft

p

This corresponds to (6.25 x 10-6 ft)/(10- 3 sec)= 6.2 x 10
- 3 ft/sec

velocity error. This is above the allowable error of 10
- . If the

sensing head and specimen do not lie in the same horizontal plane, though,

the error will increase approximately as the sine of the angle between

their separation vector and the horizontal. Therefore the error would

increase further above the error budget. Gyroscopes or angular accelero-

meters in pitch are needed to correct for this effect, as well as for

those needed for sled yaw.

Angular Errors

The change in the sensitivity of the velocity measurement due to

sled yaw can be seen with reference to Figure A.8.4.

MIRROR
o el

SPECIMEN
POINT Y Figure A.8.4
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The required quantity is 0 Il With no sled yaw the angular

sensitivity to sled motion in the direction of the track is sin 0.

As the sled yaws the sensitivity changes to sin 0, as shown in Figure

A.8.5. 0 0

SOURCE
-,- aD ET E CT O R

Figure A.8.5

b = sensing head to mirror distance

a - 1/2 source to detector distance

b bSince 0 (with no yaw) arc tan s and G' - arc tan acosEy

AG = 6.25 x 10- 9 rads when = 1.25 x l0- 3 rads. This assumes b =y

distance of closest approach to mirror = 5 ft, and a = .04 ft. The

corresponding value of Asin 8 (sensitivity error) is 5 x 1012,

therefore the angular error is negligible.

If no tracking system were used the position of the beam in the

detector plane would vary. The required beam tracking could be

accomplished in this case using a large area detector array that would

allow mapping of the beam position vs. time. Then the angular corrections

*for the velocity measurement sensitivity could be made in much the same

A.8.8
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way as on the original design proposal, except that now the laser-

detector distance used for the correction would be variable.

To keep the detector array area requirements to a minimum a laser

signal parallel to the average sled velocity vector would be used. Then

the largest variance on the beam direction would occur as a result of sled

pitch and yaw. Assuming a slipper spacing from the front to the rear of

the sled of about 8 ft., and an all around slipper-rail clearance of .06"

the maximum angular changes in the beam direction due to sled pitch and

yaw are on the order of 10- 3 radians. If the signal were being returned

from a maximum distance of 100 meters, this angle shift would necessitate

use of a detector array 2 x 100 meters x 10- 3 radians =20 cm on a side.

IA
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APPENDIX A.9

TRANSLATIONAL INTERFEROMETER MODELING EXPERIMENT

Although not in the scope of this contract, a simplified experi-

mental version of the translational interferometer shown in figure A.9.1

was assembled and tested. In these tests a rotating wheel was used to

simulate relative motion of the rail. Objectives were proof of

principle and identification of areas of difficulty.

Measurements were attempted of the effects on the scale factor

(fringe frequency vs. velocity) of rail surface finish and angle filtering

width.

System alignment difficulty was experienced until the configuration

in the figure was used. Signal to noise ratio was marginally low with

the simple detectors employed. Signals were observed even without a

separate angle filter resulting in acceptance angles on the order of

20 degrees. This qualitatively indicated that averaging over acceptance

angles occurs to a large degree which was an encouraging result.

Frequency measurements by oscilloscope agreed with theory to the

accuracy (2%) of the experiment.

We attempted to make 5 x 10 resolution measurements of changes

in the scale factor. Here the number of fringes per revolution were

measured with a counter. Low signal to noise resulted in a large number

Imissed counts and the equipment need to solve the problem was not available.

A9
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APPENDIX A. 10

EFFECTS OF MECHANICAL VIBRATION ON THE ACCURACY AND

SURVIVABILITY OF PROPOSED DESIGNS FOR THE

IMPROVED VELOCITY MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

OBJECT OF ANALYSIS

The analysis contained in this report attempts to compute the first

order effects of vibration on the accuracy and survivability of the vari-

ous proposed velocity measurement systems. The analysis concentrates on

the Translational interferometer and its components and extrapolates its

findings to the other proposed designs. Typical system and component

configurations are assumed in order to conduct the analysis.

TRANSLATIONAL INTERFEROMETER

Assumptions:

1. The system configuration will be that given in Figure A.10.1.

The mounting plate is steel.

2. Mirrors, lenses, and components are considered integral parts

*of the support plate. This is a severe simplification but advisable to

allow a preliminary result in an economical manner.

3. Acceleration or Force is transmitted through the center of

gravity of the support plate, i.e., no coupling moment. (Tilting of the

Sled and Interferometer are discussed in Appendix A.3).

4. The plate is square (ease of analysis).

5. Light source is a He-Ne laser. Xo - 0.6328 um.

10A..
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Figure A.10.1

1laximum allowed displacement of mirrors

Each leg of the interferometer will be frequency (+) shifted by

vcos Oo/Xo where v is the velocity of the system. The fringe rate

frequency at the detector will be the difference and thus:,I
f - 2 v(cos eo)/Xo (1)

.! Now we assume that the vibrations are sufficient to compress/

stretch the steel mounting plate such that the left mirror moves with

respect to the right mirror which we will consider fixed. This will

manifest itself as an error velocity ve of the left mirror with respect

to the right mirror. Consequently, its fringe rate will be

f 2v (Cos eo)/Xo (2)

4A
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This represents an error and cannot exceed 1 part in 2 x 106 of total

fringe rate f, therefore,

Ifel < 0.5 x 1076 (3)
Ifl

and from (1) and (2)

IVel 0.5 x 10-6 (4)

Ivl

at v = 2,000 ft/sec-.-=iveI < 10- 3 ft/sec. and in a measurement inter-

val of 10- 3 sec, this relates to a max relative deflection (Ato) max

(Ato) < 0.3 Um (5)

This must be met each measurement interval in order that the accuracy

not become out of specification.

Resonant frequency of system:

The restoring force is found from the definition of Young's

modulous

F - YA - t (6)
To

or k = YA (7)
io

to - length in direction of force

A - cross sectional area normal to force

Y - Young's modulous

From the homogenous force equilibrium equation:
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ma + kx 0
(8)

2
m d x + kx - 0

dx
2

the resonant frequency is found to be

2n 2 k/m (a)

(9)

thus f 1 f 1 V YA (b)thus- fn -

now from Figure 1

A- d
0

2
m = pv - ptod

f P i ji(10)

fn 32.5 KHz to in inches (11)
to

to (inches) 1 3 4 5

fn (kHz) 32.5 16.3 i10.8 8.1 6.5

Vibration frequencies close to or less than 1kHz will cause more

significant errors than those much greater. The higher frequency will

tend to average out, therefore, system plates as large as 5" square have a

resonant frequency well above 1 kHz.

,i
The above is for a point mass on a spring and obviously is a crude

approximation. Resonant frequencies may be obtained by solving for the

lowest order boundary modes from which we find:
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2wf n to f
v

f n v
2to

where v velocity of sound in steel w 5.13 km/sec and so we find

f n 100 kHz to in inches. (12)
n to

to (inches) 1 2 3 4 5

fn (KHz) 100 50 33 25 20

This shows much higher resonant frequencies for a given plate dimension.

Therefore it is safe to say that (11) will give us conservative estimates.

General Model for a Mechanical System for Vibrational Analysis

In order to analyze more detailed components of the system, a

model is needed to account for the various parts. A general model is

one which has mass, spring constants and damping. Such a system can be

described by the following 2nd order, linear differential equation:

m(t) + cx(t) + kx(t) - f(t) + Boundary conditions (13)

where m - mass of system

c - damping coefficient

k - spring constant

f(t) - driving force function

x(t) - displacement
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Let us consider the case of forced vibration of the form

f(t) - fo sin wot  (14)

therefore, equation (13) becomes:

mx(t) + cx(t) + kx(t) = f sin w t (15)
0 0

and we assume

x(o) f 0 (no initial velocity)

x(o) = 0 (no initial displacement)

The general solution to (15) is:

x(t) Ve cost + V2 e-  sint + V3 cos wt + p4 sinwt

(16)

where a =c $ c=k 2~ 1/2 (17)
2m Lm 4mj

Let us define some useful quantities:

recall w is reasonant frequency of system
n

r w o/w (18)

d C/ti

where C is critical damping coefficient, i.e., when (17 0c
from (17) we get cc M 2mwn (20)

a - dwn (21)
4 

B - (1-d2) 1/2 (22)

n(22)
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note that: d = 0 no damping

0 < d < 1 underdamped

d = 1 critically damped (23)

d > 1 overdamped

Let us look at steady state solution to (16) using reference (1) to get
1.h3 and U4"

xs(t) - (f /k)sin (Wot - *) (a)
{(-rz2 + (2rd)12}/2 (24)

= n-1 /2rd (b)

t but from (6) fo/k - Ato . This is static defletion under load fo

Now let x = max x(t) (this is obviously when sin (w t - ) ) and we

can define a magnification factor x and get (25)

0

At_ {(l-r2)2 + (2rd)2} 12(26)

t3-

! m 2 "=U

U

Frequency ratio r - -

n

Figure A.10.2
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From the above analysis, we can draw some preliminary conclusions:

1. For minimum deflection/magnification, r >> 1

>> t

n 0

2. Some damping should always be present to insure that if

f(t) has a harmonic at wn) its effect will not be devastating.

3. Damping insures a will be as large as possible thereby the

transients will die out more rapidly.

Lens/Mirror Mount Analysis:

In this section, we attempt to analyze a typical lens/mirror mount

assembly. A typical mount is proposed and analyzed.

0/4
quartz xiro

'Iquartzr lens STEE

damping material I

'S t e el - o Iti n g a

Figure A.10.3
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DATA: Ps = 7.7 x 10p
3 kg/m 3  Pq = 2.7 x 10

3 kg/m 3

Y - 21 x 10 nt/m2  Y q 71.7 x 101 5 nt/m2
s qntr

Neglect mass of damping materials.

Volume of mount V ~ 3
m o

Diameter of lens- t
0

Height of lens - 9. /40

What is the spring constant of the steel portions? This would normally be

ks, however, the steel portion is made up of screws and various pieces.

Let us assume some degradation occurs because of this -10%.

k stee = 0.9 ks  (27)

Actually, this is a best case analysis since the degradation is probably

far greater. However, if it does not stay in spec with these values, it

will not for lower values. k for mount system has to be a weighted average.

k - Msteel ksteel + Mqkg (28)

M steel + Mq

from (27) we get

I . i10
k 15.9 x 10 to nt/m (29)

m
(to in m)

Resonant Frequency of Mount

m Msteel q so from (27) we get

M - 15.9 x 10 to kg (30)m

from (9) "n - so from (29) & (30)
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= 3162 sec -1 (31)
n 0

f = 0.503 kHz (Zo in m) (32)

0

Accuracy/Survivability Requirements for a 1 in. Mount

Let us assume to = 1 in = .0254 m. This value is selected to be

representative but not necessarily optimum as the optimum diameter will

change as the design changes.

The maximum allowed deflection to remain accurate was found by (5) to be

0.3pm. Let us assume a harmonic of f(t) is wn (r = 1), what damping is

necessary to keep deflection below 0.3pm? Assume a = 200 g's.

Max deflection at 200 gs is from(6):

At = F/k a _ ao (33)
0 - -7

0k/m w
7n

(A0) 00 = 200g and for Lo 1 in.0 ~o200 = 2
n

A£°  0.131im
S)20 0

*X = 0.3 -2.31
(At 0)20 0  0.13

What value of d to keep x/AL < 2.31 From (26),

d > 0.22

From (19) & (20) C - dC c  d(2mmw ) and Lo 1 in.

C - 1.41 x 10 kg/sec. (34)

This is minimum damping necessary.
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Survivability - What magnification factor will cause it to break at 200

g's? Take to 1 in.

Failure is determined by Tensile strength

(Ato)F = TS to (35)
Y

TS = tensile strength = 80,000 psi
6Y = Young's moduleous -30 x 10 psi

For to = 1 inch:

(A9o)F = 681im

Therefore,

X =68 =523 and from (26) with r =
(Ato) 2 0 0  0.13

d > 9.56 x 10-
. (36)

Equation (36) implies that only a slight amount of damping in all that

*is necessary to protect the mounting'system from failing at 200 g's

assuning worst case conditions.

Conclusion:

1. This best case analysis does not rule out the translational

interferometer from effects of the vibration environment. More detailed

analyses and tests are indicated.

Flag Interferometer

Appendix A.6 "Specimen to Measuring Point Velocity" discusses

A
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similar first order analysis on the various components of the

flag interferometer. One calculation not performed was to find

static compression of the 2 meter I-Beam along the length of the beam.

If we use equation (33) in this report, we find that a 1 g acceleration

will result in 1.4 um deflection. If we use a distributed force deriva-

tion for the static compression we get the same formula as (33) except

for a factor of 1/2. Therefore, at 1 g, it is safe to say we would see

approximately 0.7 - 1.4 pm compression. To keep it below 0.3 um, we

need to isolate the beam from lateral acceleration to at least 1/2 g.

Since little lateral acceleration is required during the run (the

track is straight) this requirement is theoretically possible. Practi-

cal problems in designing shock mounts and perhaps null servos to achieve

the 0.5 g limit are anticipated.
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APPENDIX A.11

REQUIREMENTS ON PINHOLE SIZE & DIAMETER OF LASER BEAM

The necessary angular divergence of the laser beam used on the

flag interferometer is determined by two requirements. The first is that

as the sled approaches successive flags the received signal must come

from either the first or second flag from the sled. It was suggested

in the proposal that a signal be received from the flag closet to the

sled until it is approximately 5 feet in front of the sled, at which

point the signal will "jump" from this interrupter to the one 13 feet

behind it (18 feet from the sled). The divergence should not be larger

than this value or it would allow a signal to be returned from both flags

simultaneously.

The second requirement is that as the sled pitches and yaws,

changing the angle of the rays striking the mirror on the flag, a signal

must still be returned. (But, again, from either one flag or the other,

and not both.)

Another consideration is that a geometry should be used that will

allow the smallest beam divergence, because the divergence will affect

the power requirements of the source laser. As the beam divergence in-

creases the intensity of the signal received at a fixed aperture de-

creases.

I. Determination of Beam Divergence Required to Just Intercept Two

Successive Flags.

Figure AII.I shows two mirror positions.
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LASER

1 'MIRROR MIRR3R

62

I DETECT/

Figure All.1

Angular spread on the beam necessary f 2 e1 Ae

b 1f= distance to interrupter at 18 ft.

b 2 = distance to interrupter at 5 ft.

*I
a = 1/2 source to detector distance .04 ft. (from proposal).

a. Then from geometry

*I

e = arctan 5 ft/.04 ft
1

6 2 = arctan 18 ft/.04 ft

e - e2 - e1
1 -3and A8 < 5.8 x 10 radians divergence in laser beam required to just

prevent return of a signal from both flags.
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AO is the maximum angular divergence allowable in the laser beam, because

at a larger value than this a signal could be returned from the mirrors

on the flag at 5 ft. and at 18 ft. simultaneously.

II. DETERMINATION OF BEAM DIVERGENCE REQUIRED TO ALLOW FOR PITCH AND
YAW EFFECTS

Assuming the sled rides on 2 slippers per rail, the maximum angular

shift of the beam is set by the distance between the two slippers, and

the clearance between the slipper and the rail.

From "The Holloman Track: It's Facilities and Capabilities," the

all around clearance between the slipper and the track = .06". The

approximate distance between the forward and rear slipper is about 8 ft.

To see what the yaw effects on beam direction are, one needs the

geometry in a horizontal plane. (See Figure All.2)
-3

From Geometry: e .12" -1.25 x 10' radians
y 8ft.

SLIPPER

W.06INCHES

RAIL

8 FT

/ .12 INCHES

SLIPPER

Figure All.2
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Since the sled could pivot through this same angle in the opposite

direction the total angular change is twice this value in the horizontal

plane. 6 = + 1.25 x 10- 3 radians.
y-

Since the relative dimensions to calculate the effect due to sled

pitch are the same (.06" clearance, and 8 ft. length), e - angular change
P

due to pitch (in the vertical plane) must also = + 1.25 x 10 radians.

The largest angular change due to pitch and yaw is smaller than the
beam divergence required to return an (approximately) continuous signal

from successive flags. So as the sled pitches and yaws it may cause the

return signal to "Jump" from one flag to another, but the beam will still

return from one of the flags (See Figure All.3).

DETECTOR

Se e

MIRROR MIRROR

P , 8FT

Figure All.3

Therefore the requirement on the beam divergence is just that set by

the condition that as the signal leaves a flag at %5 ft. from the sled

it will just begin to return from the flag at 18 ft. For continuous vel-

ocity measurements, two overlapping aystems would be used.

Assuming a symmetrically divergent beam, the requirement is that

the beam diverge by 5.8 x 107 3 radians in both the horizontal and ver-
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tical planes. This defines a square in the interrupter plane of length

5.8 x 10- 3 radians x d, where d = the distance from the laser source to

the flag.

MIRROR

5 xlO-3 x d

DIVERGENCE 5
DIVERGENCE ANGLEANGLE

Figure All.4

A symmetrically divergent beam would define a circle in the inter-

rupter plane. For the circle to contain the above square within it, its

radius would have to equal 1/2 of the square's diagonal, or

rcircle 2 x (5.8/2 x 10- 3 x d)2

So the required angular divergence would be

*4.1 x i0 - x d/d - 4.1 x 10- radians.

An elliptical or rectangular beam would result in less attenuation

but for simplicity consider the circular beam.

To see what type of attenuation this divergence induces in the

received signal, it is necessary to know the total divergence of theI Pbeam as it travels to the flag and back to the detector, and also the

size of the intercepting aperture at the detector.

The requirement on the aperture diameter comes from the following

Pconsideration (See Figure AII.5).
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MIRROR

o8

I a PINHOLE APERTURE

LASER AT DETECTOR

Figure Al1.5

For the error in cosO to be <1 part per 2 million a must be known

to + .005", and b must be known to +.5". (From original proposal.) (1)

Therefore, since a is measured as 1/2 the distance between the source

and the detector, the source laser diameter, and the pinhole diameter

I must be less than 2 x .005" for a to be known to +.005".

So therefore the maximum value of the pinhole aperture - .01".

Now, let d - the source to flag distance. As the diverging beam

travels to the flag and back to the detector, the total area intercepted

by the beam in the detector plane is the same as if the beam had just

traversed a distance 2d from its source.

The angular spread of the beam in each direction is 4.1 x 10
-3

radians, so at a flag-source distance of 18 ft., the diameter of the

4
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circular image in the receiver plane 2 x 18' x 4.1 x 10 radians -

.15 ft. with a corresponding radius of 1/2 this value or r n .07 ft.

The ratio of the intercepted beam intensity to the emitted inten-

sity (power) is equal to the ratio of the detector aperture area to the

area of the laser image on the detector plane, or, equivalently, to the

ratio of their radii squared.

intercepted intensity = (raperture x original beam intensity

(r image

(.005") 2 x original beam intensity

(.07 ftz

3.5 x 10- 5 x original beam intensity

Conclusion: The power intensity intercepted by the detector used in

the flag interferometer is down by a factor of 3.5 x 10-5 from the original

laser (source) power, if no tracking system is used. An elliptical beam

would result in an attenuation of only 1.4 x 10- 4 . Since the number is

so small, the signal to noise requirements at the detector may have to

be met using some form of tracking system.

A.11.7
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Addendum to the above calculation:

If the angular divergence of the laser beam were smaller than that

specified to just intercept the flag at 5 ft. ahead and that at 18 ft.

ahead of the sled, there would be a finite signal "drop-out time". But

a problem arises in using the 5 ft. and 18 ft. distance flags to calcu-

late the necessary beam divergence.

If the sled yaws by an angle By, so as to increase the value of

6 (See Figure 6) the beam could simultaneously intercept two flags out

ahead of the sled and return a signal from both of them.

x FT

8FT

LASER

Figure All.6

Y yaw angle

6 - angle of ray
2 striking mirror

on flag 18 ft.
ahead of the 18 ft.
sled.
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If e = its maximum value of + 1.25 x 10-  radians, then x (ft.) in they

figure can be found from:

arctan (x ft./.04 ft.) -82 + ey

and e2 = arctan 18 ft./.04 ft.

Therefore,

x ft = tan (arctan 18 ft -3
.04 ft .04 ft + 1.25 x 10 radians)

or x ft. = 41 ft.

So the laser could return a signal from two flags simultaneously, the

maximum distance of the furthest one being 41 ft., and the other flag

being the one 13 ft. closer to the sled. This is because the beam diver-

gence required to intercept two flags decreases with distance along the

track relative to the sled.

One way to avoid this problem would be to make the beam divergence

smaller, but this would increase the signal drop-out time, as stated

above.

*; Another way to ensure that a signal would return from only one

flag at a time would be to make the width of the mirrors attached to the

flags such that a signal could not be returned from further than 18 ft.

ahead of the sled. (See Figure All.7).

I.

4'
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MIRROR
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'0I
LASERI Figure A11.7
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Flag width = 2 x.

As can be seen from the diagram, any flag further than 18 ft. could not

return a signal to the detector. The signal would be cut off by the

flag in front of it.

To determine this flag width x use

0 = arc tan 18 ft./.04 ft.

and e = arc tan 13 ft./x ft (from geometry)

Therefore, x ft. = 13 ft./18 ft. x .04 ft. Z .03 ft. and flag (mirror)

width required is 2 x .03 ft. - .06 ft.

Another consideration is that the signal returned to the detector

falls off as the square of the distance from the sled to the flag. There-

fore, as a signal is being received at the detector any "noise" from the

flag 13 ft. further ahead could have a negligible effect on the reception

of the required signal.
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APPENDIX A.12

APPLICABILITY OF A TWO-COLOR LASER TO THE PROBLEM OF

CORRECTING FOR INDEX OF REFRACTION FLUCTUATIONS

ON THE FLAG INTERFEROMETER SYSTEM

The flag interferometer system measures the displacement of the

sled over an interval of time. To measure this displacement accurately

it is necessary to know the index of refraction along the portion of the

optical path that is changing due to the displacement. If a part per 2

million accuracy is required, the index of refraction, which is directly

related to the wavelength of the light along the displacement path,

must be known to this accuracy. Therefore An/n = 1 part per 2 million =

5x10- 7 .

A possible way to measure the index of refraction is by the use of

a two-color laser for the measuring beam in the interferometer.
( )"

Theoretically, the value of the index of refraction along the part of the

optical path that is changing due to the sled displacement can be calcu-

lated by observing the difference in the number of fringes received

with the different wavelengths of light.

The calculation is as follows:

Let X = wavelength of laser #1

X2 = wavelength of laser #2

NI = number fringes induced with XI

N2 = number fringes induced with X2

CI  speed of light of ist laser

C2 - speed of light of 2nd laser

nC W the index of refraction of laser #

n - the index of refraction of laser #2
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(, )a ir (k)aum"k)air
and from N1 = 2dlX 1 and N2 = 2d/A 2 you get

(N1 -N 2  = - i

Where the quantities subscripted (air) refer to the actual wavelength

along the optical paths used in the measurement.

So if N1 and N2 are measured, the ratio (X 
2)air is found from

Equation 2, and Equation 1 relates (X1 A/2 )air to (n 2/nl)air

The value of either n2 or nI is then calculated because of the

relation

n 2  1 + 82 p/ s

n + 1 P/P

where p = the density of air in the medium you are calculating the index

of refraction for,$ 2 and 81 are the values of 0 for the two wavelengths

of light. Since 2 and are known values, p/p can be solved for, and

with it both n2 and n1 .

To see what type of accuracy is available using this system, it is

required to see what degree of change in the index of refraction along

the optical path used for the measurement will induce a measurable

change in the quantity N2 - N1 (from above).
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N2 and N1 are measurable to ±1 fringe accuracy so the difference

between them is measurable to ±2 fringes. Therefore the smallest

An "visible" with the 2 color system, is one just large enough to in-

duce a change in N2 - N1 of 2 fringes. Or A(N - N2)minimum =2

fringes.

The corresponding An is found as follows:

(NiNN 21 )air = (2 - )air

Therefore

A(N1 - N2)air = AINl(I - ll/ 2 )ail

Since N1 is >> AN1

A(N1 - N2)a r  N, x A(l - Xl/X2)air

=N1 x A(Xl A r

1 2ir% 1 1 2 air

(using equation 1) f N1 x (Xl/12)vacuum x A(n2/nl)air

The sensitivity of measurements of A(N1 - N2)air is ±2 fringes,

so the minimum detectable value of A(n2/nI) is found from the relation,

N1 x (X1/A2) vacuum (n2/nl)air = ±2 fringes.

Using a laser with a blue and a red component
0

X1 = 6328 A 82 - .000297

0
x2 - 4546 A

81 - .000291
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At 2000 fps N1 % 2 x 106 fringes/lO- 3 sec.

6 0 0
Therefore A(n2/nl)air = 2 fringes/2 x 10 fringes x 4546 A/6328 A

= 7.2 x 10
-7

This is the minimum detectable change in n2/n1 using the two-color laser,

at 2000 fps.

The sensitivity obtainable in measuring A varies:.inversely with

velocity, therefore at 1000 fps A ) 1.4 x 106, and at 500 fps -
1air

2.8x10-6.

How does this relate to AN for one of the wavelengths. Look at

variations in n2/n from its value at STP.

A(n2)=(+2) 1+2PP\

Where p = the density of the air along the optical path.

Ps = the density of air at STP.

Now (1 + 82)/(1 + 81) 1.000297/1.000291

and A(n2/n1)air (minimum measurable) is 7.2 x 10- 7 .

Theref 1.000297 7.2 x 1 1 + 82 P/Ps

1.000291 1 + P/Ps

And p/p. .91
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This defines the minimum density change from STP that generates a

measurable change in n.. So since the change in the index of re-

fraction nI from its value at STP = (I + ) - (1 + Opp ), and p/p is

known, An can be solved for,

0
If you are using the 6328 A line for the measurement 1

An, = (1 + -(1 + 1 P/s

= (1.000291) - (1 + .000291 x .91)

=f2.6x10
- 5

So the minimum detectable change in n at 2000 fps, from its known

value at STP using a 2 color laser - 2.6 x 10- 5 . This decreases by an

order of magnitude as the sled velocity decreases to 250 fps. This is

not as good a resolution as required by the .001 fps accuracy at any

velocity but may provide the best resolution achievable on measuring

the index of refraction along the displacement path.

As the sled velocity decreases below 2000 fps the ratio p/p which
5

will induce a measurable change in n decreases.

At 1000 fps p/ps 5  .79 and An1 - 6.1 x 10- 5

Error Due to Change in Shock Parameters Over the Sampling Time

There is an error introduced into the index of refraction measure-

ment which arises as a result of changing shock parameters, and tempera-

ture fluctuations. These effects cause an apparent sled displacement

to be measured which is not distinguishable from the actual displacement.

Suppose N - the number of fringes induced over the 1/1000 sec

4 measurement interval. Part of the measured fringe pattern is due to
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the sled displacement, and part of it is due to the apparent displace-

ment caused by the variation in the optical path length due to atmos-

pheric variations and changing shock parameters.

MIRROR

L

LASER AND SHOCK FRONT DETECTOR SHOCK FRONT
AT t0 + .001 SEC AT t0 + .001 SEC

LASER AND~
SHOCK FRONTDAT to  IT DETECTOR

A/AND SHOCK
FRONT ATt°

* Figure A.12.1

e 0 so
2d ' 2

-- +( b
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where A - the average wavelength over d' at ta o

A - the average wavelength over d' at t + 1/1000 sec

N - number of fringes induced over 1/1000 sec

(if Xa X b then

N = 2d/A and there is no error)

Using a 2 color laser you can't tell what part of the difference in

fringes N - N occured as a result of displacement through the medium,

and what part of N1 - N2 occurred as a result of changing atmospheric

parameters along d'.

From Appendix A.4 and A.3 the apparent displacement d' over

1/1000 sec arising as a result of shock changes and atmospheric fluctu-

ations has a maximum value about an order of magnitude less than the speci-

fications of around 10- 7 ft. If d' = 10- 7 ft, and d is 1 ft, (assuming the

sled is traveling 1000 fps), then

N 2N(- ) + 2d' a l 2a 27)]

or N -N 2d 2d'1 2 '

where the wavelength of laser 1 over the interval dI1

A - the wavelength of laser 2 over the interval d
2
Ala' the A of laser #1 over d' at to

Alb. the A of laser #1 over d' at to + 1/1000 sec

X2a- the A of laser #2 over d' at to

S2b= the X of laser #2 over d' at to + 1/1000 sec

2d 1 11 1
2d 1( X - I-)- ( -- is the fraction of N1  N2 that isla lb ~~2a 2

caused by changes in the shock parameters over the sampling time.
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N1 N2  2ft x2 x a'2x ft T

( 2/ [(la lb) a 2J

Since 1 1 and 1 and are all

(1- (2I la ; lbf \A2a X2bJ

of the same order of magnitude then

[ \ 1 1 1< 1 b1
l a _ ) F2 a X2b - 7i

and therefore the part of N1 - N2 induced by the changing shock parameters,

1- /t 1 -12 1 is less than a 10 pa r t ofi2 x10 -  ftxIW - a~prto

[(;la 2b 72a ;2b)]

the value of N1  - N2 . So the effect of shock changes or temperature

fluctuations on the measurement of N - N2 or equivalently, on n1 is

negligible.

CONCLUSION:

The optical path length changes over one measurement interval, using

the flag interferometer, are too short to generate enough fringes to

measure n (refractive index) to 1 part per 2 million (5 x 10-7).

The best accuracy obtainable using a two-color laser (He-Ne,

He-Cd) to measure n is about 2 orders of magnitude down, or

An/n 3 x 10 -
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APPENDIX A.13

FEASIBILITY OF TEMPERATURE MEASURMENT

In Appendix A.4, variations in optical path length due

to temperature fluctuations were discussed. These temperature

fluctuations change the index of refraction. In order to correct for

these changes in index of refraction the temperature changes need to

be measured.

For any system involving a laser beam, the ambient environment

has a profound effect on path length, direction, and power requirements.

It is apparent that in order to keep the accuracy required by the system

specifications the effects of temperature, density, pressure and wind

velocity on the index of refraction need to be analyzed. The following

analysis assumes only that the data acquired is correct and at least

closely applicable to the situation.

Assume that the changes in the index of refraction are due to

fluctuations in temperature, air density, humidity, pressures, etc.
1

Starting with the equation for index of refraction of air

k Pk k e kP
(1) n k x 1o + 1

1 T 2  T

P = partial pressure

ki, k2 , k3, k4 = atmospheric constants

(1-3 x 10- 4) Pt (Pt = total atmospheric pressure)

and

Pd + Pc Pt
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PC M (3 x 10-4) Pt Partial CO2 pressure (.03% content)

e = partial H20 pressure - seasonal variance

Summer 9 torr average f 3

Fall-Spring 2-5 torr from Dr. Kunkel

For practical purposes, neglect the humidity and CO2 pressures and use

the equation given by Tatarski2

-6 P

n = (77.6 x 10- 6) P + 1 (kI  77.6 x 10-6 k/mbar)

Then for An = n2 - n1: n1 and n 2 index of refraction at two different

positions

An - (7.76 x 10- ) T 1

Contract specifications are for accuracy up to 1 part in 2 million, so

take a maximum allowable change An = .5 x 10- 7

P'2 P1  .5 x 10 6

T T 7.76 x 10- 5
2 1

and assume for the distances involved, P1 = P2 = 875 mbars

1 1 - 7.364 x 10601

or

T2  T, '(7.364 x 10- 6 'k-1) T + 12 T1~1

These results suggest that a I part in 2 million" correction may

Sbe needed for temperature changes on the order of .7 °k in the range
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280-310 *k, (refer to Table 1).

Phase II of a report on velocity measuring systems4 has a large

quantity of plotted data of temperature vs. time, temperature vs. spatial

track coordinates, and temperature profiles from varying seasons.

* Summary of Data:

1) Over the time of a sled run, "v 25 sec, the temperature will

not vary appreciably (it may vary spatially but not

temporally at each point)

4
2) Tempera.ure profiles show spatial variance according to season.

Winter - the maximum difference in temperature over length

of track ranges from .5 to 5*C at different times. The 5*C

maximum above is 4.5C between bench marks ( " 3000 ft).

In the data taken temperature varies between -3* and 120C.

Spring - .5-5*C over length of track. A maximum of 4*C

between bench marks. Temperature varies between 16-28*C

3) Daytime has predominantly strong turbulence; rain and wind

reduce temperature fluctuations but wind stirs up dust, and

rain increases moisture content of air.

4) There is an isothermal period when the temperature profile

remains relatively constant - several hours before sunset

and after sunrise.

This data suggests that very high accuracy sled runs should be

done during the isothermal periods of the day. Also, if the temperature

does not vary more than .5*C peak to peak very few temperature measure-

ments need to be made in order to make corrections. But more data is
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TABLE 1

T1 Ok T2 
0 k AT Ok T1 Ok T2 Ok AT Ok

280 279.42 .58 296 295.36 .64

282 281.42 .58 298 297.35 .65

284 283.41 .59 300 299.34 .66

286 285.40 .60 302 301.33 .67

288 287.39 .61 304 303.32 .68

290 289.38 .62 306 305.31 .69

292 291.37 .63 308 307.30 .70

294 2943.36 .64 310 309.29 .71

Any of the above temperature differences would produce a
difference in An of 5 x 10-7 which in turn corresponds to the
velocity accuracy goal of .001 ft/sec at 2000 ft/sec.

.
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needed to support this view; specifically, more knowledge of temperature

fluctuations along the track at heights < 1 ft.

Another problem needing consideration is that of the water brake

troughs. These may need to be covered with thin plastic in order to

keep evaporation effect on the environment minimal.

2
We can also relate An to the structure constant C and correlate

n
the same temperature changes; it is also possible to check the linearity

t or nonlinearity of the constant C 2. Then for the change in the indexn
of refraction3 :

Cn2 . (n2 - nl)2 r-2/3 = An2 r-2/3

2 (7.76 x 10-5  rCn =T r T

~P2
or solving for -- ...

2

P P C r1 /3

2 1 n p P, 875 mbars
T T (7.76x0) 2 1

* 2 1.

We are interested in correcting the optical path length for tempera-

* ture fluctuations causing a - 1 part per 2 million change in the index

of refraction. So we can tabulate the temperatures needed to cause a

maximum Cn2 A, 10-12 m- 2/ 3 for various distances r; vary r from 20 cm -

550 cm (See Table 2).

The procedure used by Kunkel 3 , is derived from vertical measurements

and adapted to horizontal fluctuations. This is only valid for a region

the same size as which the vertical fluctuations were 'determined over.

Also, those measurements were taken at a height of 8m above ground and
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changes in path length for the interferometer are due to temperature

fluctuations at a height of < 1 ft. So the validity of these tabulations

can only be for a worst case; in actuality, a larger horizontal tempera-

ture gradient is needed to cause a C 2 ru 10-12 than a vertical gradient.
n

Wind also has some effect on the index of refraction in air; air

at a velocity is at a different density than that of still air. Related

by Bernoulli's principle:

PP 0 +v 02  P1 12
02 2

v- initial wind velocity

Po U.nitial air pressure

Po Winitial air density
v1 -new velocity

P W new pressure

P1  new density

withy -o, and let P -P1 P then

2
P P +v 1

PO Pl 2

or

2

1 1 v1
P Pi 2P

4.
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then

2Pp 0
, Pl 2) 2P - pov2

If P, Po and v, are known (measurable) than p1 can be calculated

and the change in the index of refraction can be found:

Pl _ Po = 2Pp°
PP

(2P - p ov1 2)

and from the ideal gas law, P - pRT, i.e., - pR, then:

(7.76 x 10- 5 ) R P 2vl2

An - ol1
[2P - pov 1

2

2 -34
Take conditions: P = 1828 lb/ft 2 , v 15 ft/sec, p0 - 2.5 x 10-  lb sec2 /ft4

also 7.76 x 10
- 5 k/mbar = 3.715 x 10

-5 *k/lb/ft2

ft___ib___ ft2

R - 8.314 Joules/*k mole 53.3 - ft lbs 32.933 k secZ

116 mole *R ksc

(for air)

-5 Ok 1 ft2  -32 l~ lb sec 2  ft 2

n 3.715 x 10 ft 32.933  2.5ec x se--e 5

2 lb/ft2  - 2.5 x 3 lb sec2

4.707 x 1010

for n0 - 1.000292, nI - 1.00029200047
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This result suggests that a correction is not needed for wind

velocity (density changes) since the change in the index is negligible.

Using the same procedure, but solving for velocity, a maximum An 6 5 x 10
- 7

gives v "% 450 ft/sec. So whenever the wind velocity is > 450 ft/sec, a

correction is in order; wind will obviously have no effect!

In order to correct for a change in the index of refraction due

to temperature fluctuations, the temperature must be known between points

where the minimum change to cause an error occurs. The temperature does

not change appreciably with time (assuming stable weather, no clouds,

etc.) and also does not change more than a net 5*C over the length of

the track. However, changes ' 1*C may occur frequently enough over

short distances (< 500 ft) to correct for.

Several ways to measure the temperature have been suggested:

1) 50,000 ft (track length) thermocouple wire with magnetic (or electric)

reed relays actuated by the passing of the sled. 2) liquid crystal

temperature indicators mounted trackside and read by sensing head on the

passing sled, and 3) thermistors mounted similarly to the thermocouple

set-up. All three of these ideas have prohibitive costs (> $100,000).

Another possible method which will involve a detailed analysis is the

use of density determination by laser doppler back-scattering from
air molecules.

If only on the order of 10 temperature indicators are required

the problem is reduced. This might be the case if sled runs can be

restricted to times when AT "' .5°C when maximum accuracy is required.

All of these methods require knowledge of how frequently

(spatially) these changes in density or temperature occur in order to

take measurements at distances less than that which a maximum change

can occur; another reason for an experiment.
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CONCLUSION

In order to give a complete answer on frequency of temperature or

density measurements needed to correct the index of refraction, more

information (data) is needed on the temperature structures at height's

< 1 ft. above the ground. But a rough guess would be ru 20 ft/measurement.

Some other effects that may need consideration in regard to the index of

refraction are 1) refraction of the beam due to a wind velocity gradient

normal to beam, not just density changes due to wind and 2) convection

effect at close proximity to the ground. Overall, the temperature-

index of refraction problem appears to be correctable.

A
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APPENDIX A.14

TRANSONIC BOW WAVE EFFECTS ON THE FLAG

INTERFEROMETER VELOCITY MEASUREMENT

Appendix A.3 calculated effects on the flag interferometer velocity

measurement that would arise due to the laser beam traversing the super-

sonic bow shock region in front of the sensing head. This calculation

was made with the assumption that the sensing head could be positioned

in such a way that it rode out ahead of the bow shock of the sled itself.

This is feasible in the supersonic (above about Mach 1.3) speed regime,

where the sled bow shock has a stand-off distance of only a couple of

feet in front of the sled.

At the lower velocities, however, a problem arises since the stand-

off distance of the shock front increases with decreasing velocity. For

instance, in the transonic speed regime, at around Mach .98, the sled

shock region can extend out close to 40 ft in front of the sled. At

transonic velocities it would not be possible to keep the optical paths

out of the influence of the sled shock.

It is difficult to calculate exact values for shock effects in the

transonic regime because experimental data is limited and difficult to

locate. Therefore, the results in this report are only approximations,

but should be an indication of the magnitude of the problem. Most of

the results applied to this analysis were taken from two articles. AN

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF TRANSONIC FLOW PAST TWO-DIMENSIONAL WEDGE

AND CIRCULAR-ARC SECTIONS USING A MACH-ZEHNDER INTERFEROMETER, by A. E.

Bryson, (l) and THE AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF SMALL SPHERES FROM SUB-

SONIC TO HIGH SUPERSONIC VELOCITIES by A. C. Charters and R. N. Thomas.
(2 )

For purposes of analysis a typical sled and rail geometry is used.

The pertinent dimension is the diameter of the sled creating the shock,

which is estimated at four feet. (See Figure A.14.1).

A
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4 FT

SLED VELOCITY

Figure A.ld.l

Typical Sled Shape

Analysis of Error

There are 3 major components to the error that arises in the

measured velocity due to the effects of the bow shock. The analysis of

the first two effects closely follows that of Appendix A.3 for the

supersonic shock, except that now the shock region of interest is that
arising from the sled itself rather than from the sensing head.

As the laser beam traverses the shock region it is refracted.

Above Mach 1 where a finite discontinuity in air density occurs across

the shock front, the optical beam will also be refracted by an angle

dependent on the magnitude of the discontinuity. The total angle the

ray is refracted through on its way to the mirror surface and back

induces an error because the sensitivity of the interferometer to sled

displacement is directly dependent on the angle the optical paths make

with the direction of the sled velocity.

The second effect is that, as the shock parameters change due to

changing sled velocity over the .001 sec sampling time, the optical

path length is changing due to increasing or decreasing transit time

through the shock region. This introduces an apparent.displacement

of the sled which is indistinguishable from a signal generated by the
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actual sled displacement, and as such introduces an error into the

velocity measurement.

The third source of error arises if the shock stand-off distance

is large enough relative to the laser-mirror spacing that the shock

extends out past the mirror and the entire optical path falls within

a shock region. Then the index of refraction value required to inter-

pret the measured fringe count would be that behind the displaced part

of the shock region. If the velocity is to be known to .001 fps at

2000 fps the index of refraction must be measured to a part per 2
million accuracy.

t
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Error due to Refraction of Beam Propagating Through the Sled Shock

As the laser beam used for the flag interferometer velocity

measurement propagates through the shock region in front of the sled it

is refracted. The net refraction angle is dependent on the shock para-

meters, and the angle between the ray and the lines of constant density

within the shock. (See Figure A14.2).

An estimate of the error due to refractive effects can be calcu-

lated using geometrical considerations and the theoretical values for

the shock density vs. Mach number. The exact form of the equation for

the error and the relative parameters are dependent in a complex way on

the sled geometry, the interferometer positioning with respect to the

sled, and on the Mach number. For purposes of analysis certain simpli-

fying assumptions will be made here.

To first order the net angle the ray is refracted through depends

only on the net density gradient at right angles to the path of the beam.

Therefore, the density profile across the shock will not be necessary,

but the density gradient normal to the shock will be considered to

depend only on the value of the difference between the stagnation

density from that at the mirror.

A good approximation to the refraction effects can be made assuming

the sled shock front in the region of interest is parallel to the mirror

surface. This greatly simplifies the refraction equations, since the

value of angles with respect to the normal to the shock front are the

same as those with respect to the sled velocity vector. This is also

* not an unreasonable assumption in the transonic region (See Figure

A.3.3 for shock front form at Mach 1.17). This assumption will be made

in the first part of the analysis that follows.

The third assumption is that the density of air at the laser

4
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source equals the stagnation density for the sled shock. Whether this

is the case or not depends on the positioning of the sensing heads

relative to the sled, but it should be a good approximate value, and

is also the worst case value.

LASER

REFRACTED RAY

-p ,

2a 4. - b hb RR
"e s

SHOCK DENSITY AMBIENT DENSITY IR

b

DETECTOR

Figure A.14.2

p
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List of Symbols used for the Analysis:

0 - arctan a/b - angle of undeflected ray with respect to sled velocity
vector and shock normal

a = 1/2 (Laser-detector distance)

b - sled-mirror distance

b shock stand off distance

b" - distance from shock front to mirror

0' - angle of ray behind shock with respect to sled velocity vector
and shock normal

0" angle of ray in front of shock with respect to sled velocity
vector and shock normal

n' i =index of refraction behind shock (stagnation point)

n" = index of refraction in air (in front of shock)

Ab - the sled displacement over the measuring interval

Ad - the measured change in optical paths (fringe count)

AO - 0" - 0 = the difference between the deflected and undeflected
rays' angles with respect to the sled velocity vector.

1
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1: The required quantity is Ab, the sled displacement over the

sampling time. If an undeflected ray is assumed, this quantity will be
calculated as the change in the optical path multiplied by the cosine

of the angle 0 = arctan a/b. This is in error, because the actual angle

of the ray with respect to the sled velocity is 0". The magnitude of

the error introduced into the velocity measurement will then depend on

the difference between the values of cosG and cosG". Using the pre-

viously mentioned assumptions, this difference can be calculated as

follows:

From geometrical considerations,

b' tan 0' + b" tan E)" = a

Since 0' and 0" << r/2, sin tan, and b' sin 0' b" sin 0" Z a;

and applying the laws of refraction

sin 0' = (n"/n') sin 0"

Combining the two results

F a 1
(" = arc sin n" b' + b't

- arc sin b' R + b]

The fractional error introduced into the velocity measurement is

(cos" - cos()/cosO ~cose" - cosG, because cosO is very close to 1.

COSo" -COSo

A ~~COS [ar [:sin (b il~ ) - cos (arctan a/b)
= cs c inb' (n- 1) +b
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Remembering that the exact form of this equation, and the relevant

parameters depend on the exact positioning of the laser and detector,

and on the sled shape and Mach number, a rough approximation to the

magnitude of the error can be obtained with reference to the shock

parameter tables, and an assumed geometry for the interferometer.

Using the original design dimensions proposed for the system,

a = .04 ft and b - the sled-mirror distance, the cosine error discussed
~above can be calculated for different values of sled velocity in the

transonic regime.

As an example, let b = 5 ft (distance of closest approach), and

see what happens at Mach 1.3. Here b' Z 1 sled diameter = 4 ft, and

n"/n .9997 (using the tabulated value of the density change across

the shock, and the fact that n Z 1 + $ P/P ). Then AcosO Z 2 x 10
-8

well within the tolerance for the measurement.

At constant sled velocity (b' constant) an inspection of the

equation for the error in cosO shows that as b increases the error

decreases, therefore the largest error occurs at the distance of

closest approach between the sled and reflecting surface. The error

in the angle, increases as the shock stand-off distance b' increases,

but this increase is only as the sin of the inverse power of b'

multiplied by n' which, in the range of Mach numbers of the rocketn -

* sled is a negligible quantity compared to the values of b. This means

54 that the refractive effects due to the transonic and subsonic shocks

on the velocity measurement should be negligible, and about two orders

of magnitude below the specification tolerance.
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Error Due to Changes in the Shock Parameters Over the Sampling Time

The fringe count generated over the .001 sec sampling time arises

from changes in the length of the optical path of the laser beam as it

travels to the mirror and back to the detector. If the changes in this

optical path length occur as a result of any other cause than sled

displacement, an error is introduced into the velocity measurement.

If the sled is accelerating, the change in the free stream Mach

number over the .001 sec sampling time will induce a corresponding

change in the density of air behind the shock, and in the length of

the shock region in front of the sled. Near the maximum acceleration

this change in the shock parameters will have a significant effect on

the velocity measurement.

In Appendix A.3 it was shown that the apparent displacement, Ap,

due to changing shock parameters could be calculated approximately as:

Ap =x [A(Ao) P shock ) + o Pshock -shock
PS ~ P

where a = dependent on X, .000291 at He-Ne line

A(Ao) - change in stand-off distance over .001 sec

Pshock - value of density of air behind shock Qt the end of the

measuring interval

Pshock the density of air behind the shock at the start of the

time interval

p - the density of air at standard conditions

Ao - the shock stand-off distance
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Results from the article by Charters and Thomas, show that at

around Mach .99 the flow is still supersonic in form but the stand-off

distance of the sphere shock front is about 7 diameters.

Applying this result to the sled problem, the value of Ao in the

above equation is approximately 30 ft at Mach .99. If a maximum sled

acceleration of 200 g's is assumed, AM over the measuring interval is

.006 (.990 to .996), and, interpolating from the attached tables

(NACA Rpt. #1135) the corresponding change in the value of pshock/ps

is 1.02 x 10- 2 . This is the value of the p shock - Pshock term in the

above equation. PS

The change in the shock stand-off distance for M - .006 is quite

small compared to the magnitude of the stand-off distance. Therefore,

the term multiplied by A(Ao) in the equation for Ap will be negligible

compared to the second term in the equation, and Ap can be approximated

as

= P shock - Pshock xPs

Using a value of B = .000291 for the .6328 micron He-Ne laser line,

Ap = 10- 4 ft or two orders of magnitude above the part per million

tolerance around Mach 1.

Conclusion: The effect of sled acceleration on the shock parameters.4 pin the transonic speed region will induce errors on the order of a part
'4 per 10,000 (worst case) on the sled velocity measurement. This is two

orders of magnitude worse than the 1 part per milloa specifications

at Mach 1.
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Measurement of the Index of Refraction Within Shock Region

The experimental results reported in the above mentioned paper by

Charters and Thomas show a shock stand-off distance at Mach 0.99 of about

seven diameters, for a small spherical projectile. Also, around Mach 1

and below, the shock stand-off distance for circular arc shapes with

thickness ratios around 1 are close to that for blunt-nosed bodies, so

the spherical projectile stand-off results are approximately applicable

to the guidance sled in the transonic regime. This means that just

below Mach 1 it is reasonable to expect a shock stand-off distance of

7 x 4 ft = 30 ft in front of the sled. The shock density in the region

of interest'approaches the free stream density as the Mach number de-

creases, but the stringent requirement on the index of refraction

measurement makes some sort of correction necessary. The relationship

between the index of refraction in a region and the air density is

defined by n = 1 + a P/Ps, where B = .000291 for .6 P wavelength, p -

the air density in the medium, and ps = the air density at standard

conditions. Estimating the free-stream density to be close to ps, if the

average air density behind the displaced region of shock is greater than

1.003 x p the change in the value of the index of refraction from that

of the free stream conditions in the area is greater than 1 part per

million. Depending on where in the shock region the mirror is at the

time of the measurement, p will be greater or less than 1.003p s

Assuming a distance of closest approach between the laser and

mirror of 5 ft, as proposed in the original system design, and the

approximated stand-off distance of 30 ft at Mach .99 it can be seen

that the entire optical path lies within the first one-sixth of the

shock region. With reference to the attached tables (copied from NACA

Report #1135, Equations, Tables and Charts for Compressible Flow) the

value of p/p (where p - the free stream density and po " the stagnation

density) is .6392 at Mach .99. The gradient in the region of interest

is difficult to gauge, but approximating a linear density decrease the

p " , A.14.11



air density 5 ft ahead of the stagnation point at Mach .99 would be

roughly 1.5 times the free stream air density so a correction for the

index of refraction difference from its free stream value would be

required.

If the index of refraction within the shock region is required,

the most accurate measurement obtainable would probably be that using

a two-color laser. Stationary temperature measuring devices would be

impractical because the air flow behind the shock varies so rapidly

temporarily and spatially around Mach 1. A two-color laser has the

advantage that it measures the index of refraction continuously over

the part of the optical path that is changing due to the sled displace-

ment. This is precisely the measurement required in order to analyze

the fringe count.

In a previous report (Appendix A.12) it was calculated that the

best accuracy achievable in measuring a with a two-color laser is

about a part per 10,000 or two orders of magnitude down from the re-

quired accuracy.

This may be the best measurement achievable, though, in the shock

region.

,.
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Effect of Air Turbulence in a Shock Region of Laser Beam Propagation

Normal air turbulence has a degenerative effect on the internal

structure of a laser beam propagating through the atmosphere. Phase

coherence across the beam face is degraded and variations in the angle

of arrival of the rays composing the beam can result. It is reasonable

to expect the same type of effect to arise as a beam propagates through

a shock region. In the transonic speed regime large segments of the

optical path of the beam lie within shock regions. The effect of

turbulent regions within the shock on the signal propagation may be

quite sizable, but no pertinent data on the problem has been located as

yet. The non-equilibrium conditions existing in a shock region make

a theoretical approach to the problem difficult. Experimental results

would be necessary to accurately predict the magnitude of the effect.

A1,
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Conclusions:

The worst bow shock induced errors on the flag interferometer

velocity measurement arise when the sensing head lies behind the sled

shock region.

If the optical paths lie entirely within a shock region the index

of refraction within the shock must be measured to interpret the fringe

count. If this were done using a two-color laser the best accuracy

achievable with the system would be about two orders of magnitude

below the specifications.

The second major source of error is that changes in the density

behind the shock region over the .001 sec measuring time could induce

velocity errors as large as 10-4 ft per .001 sec. This is about two

orders of magnitude outside of tolerance.

Refraction effects in the transonic shock region will not be of

major concern if the optical paths are kept close to the direction of

the shock normals. Turbulent refraction effects may degrade the beam

structure, but the magnitude of this effect is not known. An estimate

of the effect would require some experimental results.

If these error sources were not eliminated the best accuracy

achievable with the flag interferometer would be about 2-3 magnitudes

worse the .001 fps at 1000-2000 fps required.
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APPENDIX A.15

CONSIDERATIONS ON USING EXTENDED (100 METER) MIRROR SPACINGS

ON THE FLAG INTERFEROMETER SYSTEM

In the original design of the flag interferometer system the

interrupter surfaces, spaced 4 meters (13 feet) apart, were used to

return a signal. The longest optical path length used was 11 meters

(36 feet) (to the interrupter and back). This design calls for the

installation and upkeep of approximately 4000 mirror surfaces. If

the maximum sled to mirror spacing could be increased to about 100

meters then the number of mirrored surfaces required would be cut down

to approximately 150. This would mean a considerable reduction in the

installation and maintenance requirements of the system.

In looking at the feasibility of extending the mirror spacings,

the possibility of changing the system geometry to eliminate some of

the problems that arise has been considered.

For example, it has been suggested that the laser source and

detector mirror be positioned coaxially, the optical signal impinging

on the mirror surface perpendicularly. (See Figure A.15.1)

* TO DETECTOR

MIRROR

LASER
BEAM

SPLITTER

Figure A.15.1
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This geometry would require a movable mirror surface to avoid

sled impact, but would reduce the systems sensitivity to beam

deflection and mirror misallignment, since the velocity movement

sensitivity depends on the cosine of this angle and dcose/de decreases

with e. This would mean that the tolerance of angular shifts due to

temperature gradients and atmospheric turbulence would be increased.

If a tracking system could be used it would increase the signal power

at the detector by many orders of magnitude, since a well collimated

signal could be used, rather than a divergent one.

This would significantly increase the signal to noise ratio and

would make any kind of averaging process required to correct for spatial

incoherence more feasible. The greater the degradation of the internal

beam structure is, the more important aperture averaging may be to sig-

nal interpretation.

I. ATMOSPHERIC CONSIDERATIONS

Increasing the optical path lengths used in the interferometer

from 11 meters (36 feet) to 100 meters (328 feet) will increase the

effects of atmospheric signal degradation. There are four major effects

on the optical signal that will affect the velocity measurement.

The first effect is overall signal attenuation due to molecular

and aerosol scattering and absorption. Molecular attenuation arises

from the presence of the atmospheric gases themselves, while the

aerosol effect refers to that from suspended particles in the air (dust,

sand, etc.).

The second is the effect of atmospheric turbulence on the struc-

ture of the beam, and on its direction of propagation. The beam will

j cross regions of varying index of refraction as it propagates and will

be bent in random directions as a result. Whether the beam as a whole

is defected or the internal structure of the beam is degraded depends
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on the relative sizes of the turbulent eddys.

Third, the vertical temperature gradient that exists above the

ground will cause deflection of the beam as a whole. If the optical

paths lie close to the rail, the temperature gradients in the vicinity

of the rail will also increase this angular deflection.

The last effect is highly dependent on the size and distribution

of aerosol particles along the beam's path. As the beam diffracts a-

round these obstacles its internal structure can be effected and

splotches will appear on the signal in the receiver plane.

Effects of Atmospheric Turbulence on the Signal

The original design for the flag interferom-eter used divergent

beams to track the flags (see Fig. A15.2, Design 1). This system incurred

excess signal attenuation. It was calculated in Appendix number A.11

that the signal at the detector would be decreased to as much as 10

of the original output power using this method. Since the output of

most He-Ne lasers is on the order of a few milliwatts the signal to

noise requirements of the interferometer system would not be met if

this type of attenuation were to occur.

If a divergent beam is used for the signal, angle filtering is

accomplished by using small aperture detectors. Since the angle filter-

i ing requirements on the system are so stringent, very small apertures

are required, and only a small fraction of the beam is returned to the

detector. If, on the other hand, a collimated beam is used for the
signal, the sampling angle across the face of the beam will be constant,

and the whole of the incoming beam at the detector could be used for a

signal. Of course, angle of arrival fluctuations across the face of the

beam will occur due to oscillation effects, as well as angular change

of the entire beam due to turbulence induced beam wander and beam bend-

r A.15.3
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ing due to temperature gradients in the atmosphere. Random angle of arri-

val fluctuations can be averaged out across an aperture, and the errors
due to the other effects are no larger than if a divergent beam was used

for the signal.

If a collimated beam is to be used, though, either some form of

tracking system is required to keep the beam on the detector, or a large

area detector is needed to intercept the returned signal. If a tracking

system were to be used it must have a very fast response, and must be

able to retrack the beam very rapidly after signal dropouts occur. If

no tracking system were used the beam spot on the detector plane would

vazy. If some form of detector system that allowed mapping of beam pos-

ition vs. time were used the angular corrections required for determining

the sensitivity of the velocity measurement could be made. (See

Figure A15.2).

This would be the same case as in the original system design,

except that now the laser-detector distance would be variable. The

same angular correction can be made, though, if the beam position on

the detector vs. time is known. The only practical way to accomplish

this would be to use a beam direction for the signal that was parallel

to the sled velocity vector on the average. Then the major angular

changes of the beam would be those due to sled pitch and yaw, which

are on the order of 10- 3 radians. A useable detector area of

about 10- 3 rads x 200 meters = 20 cm on a side would be required.

A problem which arises in this system is that some mechanism

for removing the mirrors ahead of the sled must be found. Some investi-

gation of this problem is being conducted.

Whether a tracking system of some sort, or a large area detector

array, or some combination of the two were to be used, the beam profile

in the detector plane will be an important factor in determining the

system errors.
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Since the optical requirements of the interferometer can't be

met using divergent beams for tracking, the following discussions will

assume that a collimated laser beam is used, with a gaussian irradiance

profile. Also the maximum propagation path of the bea to and frou. the

detector will be assumed to be 200 meters.

The refractive index of air depends on the air temperature. The

approximate relationship between the two quantities is

80 x 10-6 p
n=l+ T

with p in millibars and T in degrees kelvin. At standard atmospheric
dn

conditions p Z 1 bar and T is around 3000 K. Therefore N is equal

to about 10-6 /K. So as the air temperature varies,n varies as

10- 6 AT.

The air temperature in the boundary layer of atmosphere above the

ground doesn't vary continuously, but rather turbulent eddies exist.

These are regions where the temperature is approximately constant over

a distance dictated by the size of the eddy. This size varies with

height above the ground, but basically energy is introduced into the

atmosphere from the sun's heating, with a characteristic length tol the

* outer scale of turbulence. This defines the largest eddy size. These

break up into smaller turbulent regions due to atomspheric mixing until

an eddy size to (the inner scale of turbulence) is reached where the

energy is dissipated viscously into the atmosphere. At sea level, the

size of these smallest eddies is a couple of millimeters, depending on

the time of day and the exact height above the ground. The larger eddies

are on the order of meters, and vary approximately as the 4/3 power of

height above ground.

The basic theory of turbulence effects on beam propagation shows

that if the beam diameter is very small compared to the size of the small-

est eddy, to, then the beam will be bent as a whole as it enters regions
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of differing index of refraction. If the beam size is approximately

equal to or larger than this size, 1o, then the internal structure of

the beam will be degraded, since different parts of the beam can experi-

ence different changes in refractive index and interference between parts

of the beam which experience small angular deflections occurs (see

Figure A15.3).

Actually, even when the beam is smaller than ko, the internal struc-

ture of the beam can be degraded if the beam's path through the distorting

medium is long enough. The lateral coherence length for the beam is the

distance across the face of the beam where the rms phase shift just equals

Vt. This lateral distance is dependent on the wavelength of the laser,

the properties of the medium, and the length of the beam's path through

the medium.

Tatarski (Wave Propagation in a Turbulent Medium, V.I. Tatarski,

1961) defines a phase structure function D for a beam, where D is the

rms phase shift across the beam at two points separated by a cross dis-

tance p. (See Figure A15.4).
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For plane waves, using the approach of geometrical optics, Tatarski

*calculates this phase structure function D,, as

2 2 5/3
D, 2.91 k L C2  P

2ur
where k - the wave numbe, 2

L - the length of the path through the medium
2 = the index of refraction structure parameters

p - the distance between the two points the phase is observed at

X - wavelength of light used

* 9 The approximation of geometrical optics is valid when X<< o'(Lo is
0 0

the inner scale of turbulence), and _/- 
< p < L . The first condition

is met, since 2.0 is on the order of millimeters. The upper bound on the

second condition is definitely met, since L is on the order of meters.

*But the lower bound is metonly approximately since ,/x= 1 cm for a 200
meter path, and p Z 1mm, an order of magnitude difference. Experimental

rpsiftlR show Tatarski's eouation to be valid down to 3mm in the atmosphere

over a 70 meter path (Ref. 5), so it is reasonable to assume its approx-

imate validity for a beam diameter on the order of a millimeter propagat-

ing approximately twice this distance.

To find the value of the lateral coherence length for a imm, 6398*A

laser beam, propagating 200 meters through the atmosphere, the strength

of the atmospheric turbulence must be known. The strength of the tur-

bulence affecting the laser beam propagation is defined by the quantity

Cn2, the index of refraction structure function. This quantity is derived

from a measure of the average temperature difference between two points,

separated by a distance intermediate between the outer and inner scales

of turbulence. This difference, averaged over time, is related to the

index of refraction difference between the same 2 points using the
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relation between temperature and index of refraction and assuming isobaric air

heating. The quantity Cn2 is the square of the average index of refrac-

tion difference between 2 points divided by the distance between the

points raises to the two thirds power.

l/ Cn2  < n n 2  /(r 1  r) 2/3

-2/3

As such, it has units of meters . This quantity is independent of

the distance between the two points as long as it is smaller than the

outer, and larger than the inner scales of turbulence.

The strength of the turbulence decreases with distance from the
2 -4/3ground Cn varying roughly as h-  . This is to be expected since the

turbulence arises as a result of heat interchange between the ground

and the atmosphere. Convective heating in the immediate vicinity of

the ground can cause the strength of the turbulence to increase above

that predicted by the h4 / 3 variance.

The highest value of Cn2 tabulated 8 meters above the ground at

Holloman AFB was 10- 13 meters. Putting in the height correction, the
2 12value of Cn around 1/2 meter off the ground would be around 10- . A

value of Cn equal to 10 m corresponds to very strong turbulence,

and as such is probably reasonably well achieved by keeping the optical

paths a good distance from the rail. Strong temperature fluctuations

will occur in the vicinity of the rail due to its heating of the sur-

rounding atmosphere. The size of the inner scale of turbulence will de-
2

crease and the value of Cn will increase closer to the rail. The exact

magnitude of these effects is difficult to gauge and could only be pre-

dicted accurately experimentally. But it is reasonable to assume that

the beam of a laser placed a meter away from the rail should be far

enough away from it's thermal effects to make the 10-m value of
2

Cn2 corresponding to very strong atmospheric turbulence, reasonable.
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evalueof C2 -12 -2/3

Using the va fn of 10 m L - 200 meters, and X - 6328A,

the coherence length for the beam will be - 5.5 mm, about 5 times

larger than the proposed beam diameter of imm. Therefore, over the

entire width of the beam the phase change due to turbulence effects

should be smaller than w. The rms phase change predicted by the phase

structure constant D would be

2.92 x( 27r 2 x 200 meters x (mm)5/3 x 10-12 m-2/3
.6328i

.6 rads

Related to the turbulence induced phase variance across the beam is

the phenomena of beam spread. The irradiance pattern in the receiver

plane is dependent on the strength of the turbulence, which determines

the size of the turbulent eddies relative to the beam. The instantaneous

irradiance pattern in the receiver plane defines the short term beam

radius, and the long term irradiance pattern defines the value of p

the long term radius. The short term radius refers to the symmetrical

spread of the beam around its centroid, while P L defines the beam wander,

as the direction of the beam centroid varies with time. (Figure A15.5)

The equations for determining the magnitude of these effects, as

derived by R.L. Fante, (reference 2) are dependent again on the

strength of the turbulence of the propagation medium, the beam diameter,4 propagation distance, and wavelength.

The long term irradiance spread for a gaussian beam is derived as:

I 2)\ 4 2 + D (1 L)2 + 4L 2
k2 D2  4 F k2p 2
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where F - the radius of curvature of the beam

F - 0 for a collimated beam

L - the length of the path through the medium

k the wavenumber of the light used

D - the original beam diameter
n2 - the index of refraction structure function

and po, the long term average lateral coherence length is defined as

p0 [626 k 2 LC 2J

If a well collimated beam is used F 0, and the above equation reduce

to:

P 2 4L2 +4L 2

Sk 2D2  + 2 o2

The first term in this equation is the beam spread due to diffraction at

the aperture. and the second is that due to turbulence induced diffraction

effects.

The appropriate equation for the short term beam spread, as derived

by Fante, depends on the relative sizes of L, p0, and D. For a 1 

diameter collimated gaussian beam, with a 63281 wavelength, propagating

200 meters through the atmosphere, the value of p0 is

2.2 x 10 x (C2) 

2 -12
Using a value of C6 of 10 , this - 3.5 m.

Therefore the correlation length is approximately equal to the beam

* diameter, D.

The second quantity of interest in determining short term beam

spread effects is kD2  Again assuming a 1 m, He-Ne beam this has a

* value of 10 meters.
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Four cases are discussed by Fante. They are:
.2

i) p << D < L, L kD
ii)P D and L<kD

2

iii) L >> kD
2

iv) po > > D and L kD2

An inspection of these conditions shows none of them to be directly

applicable to the situation considered here. The relevant quantities in

case iii) are, L - 200 meters, kD 2 10 meters, therefore L is an order

of magnitude larger than kD2 . If this difference constitutes a "very

great compared to" condition, the effect of the turbulence, predicted

by Fante is to cause the beam to break up into patches. This would be

a serious problem if it was to occur.

H.T. Yura in a paper in the Journal of the Optical Society of

America entitled "Short-Term Average Optical Beam Spread in a Turbulent
2 2

Medium," sets the condition as L > kD2 , and L < kD . For the case L

D2 he says the beam can be expected to break up into multiple patches

or blobs. The individual splotch will have a characteristic diameter

equal to the diffraction limited spot size obtained for the system. For

this same case the motion of the beam centroid will be comparable to the

angular size of the short term radius, ps, (Figure A15.5) beam centroid

wander being negligible.

2
For the case L ~ , Yura's results show that p ,L 1 Ps so beam

wander is on the same order of magnitude as the total beam spread.

Splotching should not occur in this range.

Since L is approximately an order of magnitude larger than kD2 ,

the actual case is probably intermediate between the two discussed above.

If beam splotching does occur to a certain extent, but remains small and

close together, the error introduced into the signal could be negligible.

Since the pertinent dimensions for the Flag Interferometer beam
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system are not well into the region of one approximation or another the

best way to predict the atmospheric effects on the beam is through experi-
mentation. This is true also since the relevant quantities are directly

2
dependent on the exact value of Cn 2 which is not known in the immediate

rail environment. Also, its variance with distance from the rail and

ground is not known.

2

As discussed above, if L > or - kD the long and short term beam

spread will be approximately equal. Then, using the equation for pL
0

above, and L = 200 meters, D - 1 m, A - 6328,A, p =3.5 mm, the

value of pL is about 1.8 mm, therefore the radius of the beam increases

by a factor of 1.8 over the 200 meter path. The effects of beam spread

then, cause no significant problem, as relates to power attenuation in

the receiver plane. The beam wander, reflected in the motion of the

beam centroid will thus also be of the same order of magnitude as the

instantaneous beam spread, and will also be negligible.

Conclusion:

Signal degradation and attenuation due to atmospheric turbulence

effects on the Flag Interferometer signal beam are small enough to

allow increase of the mirror spacing above the 13 ft value originally

proposed. The results of a preliminary investigation into the degrad-

ation effects on the signal show that it might be possible to increase

the mirror spacing to 100 meters. Experimentation in the track vicinity

is recommended to more accurately predict the beam profile vs. distance,

and determine the maximum useable mirror spacing.

Atmospheric Attenuation of the Laser Signal

The laser beam intensity will decrease with distance as it pro-

pagates through the atmosphere. The causes of this attenuation are
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molecular scattering and absorption of the atmospheric gases, and scatter-

ing of the beam as it is incident on suspended aerosol particles (e.g.,

dust and sand).

The atmosphere has a good window at 6328A and so the effect of

molecular absorption on the light beam will be negligible.

Furthermore, in standard atmospheric propagation the molecular

scattering coefficient is on the order of 10-  km- 1. (Reference 7).

This means that over a path of 1 kilometer in length the beam intensity

will be 99.9% of the original intensity.

The attenuating effect of aerosol particles on the laser signal

is highly dependent on the size of the particles and on their density.

Three atmospheric models were developed by the Air Force Geophysical Lab.

The models are for an urban, a rural, and a maritine environment (Ref. 9).

The maritime model has the largest value of a and hence the greatest

attenuation effect on the signal. It takes into account the effect

of salt particles from the evaporation of sea spray in the atmosphere.

It is probably reasonable to assume that over the path lengths involved

here (200 meters) the maritime model attenuation is roughly the

same as that due to sand and dust in the desert environment (ignoring

effects of debris scattered by the shockwave). The attenuation due to

aerosol scatter is then calculated as

Ee eo exp(-ax)

where a M the combined aerosol attenuation coefficient
a

E - the initial irradiance
eo

E - the irradiance at the detector a distance x from
e the source

x the source-detector distance
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The value of o at 6328A_ for the maritime model is approximately
a

.15 km I (Ref. 9). Therefore, over a 200 meter path length (.2 km),

E =.97 E
e eo

If this model predicts the approximate attenuation for the track

environment, signal attenuation due to aerosol scattering could be ignored.

Conclusion:

Signal attenuation over a 200 meter path length at 6328i due

atmospheric absorption and scattering should be negligible.

IV. EFFECT OF THE VERTICAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENT ABOVE THE GROUND ON
THE LASER SIGNAL PROPAGATION

As a light ray propagates through a medium with a refractive index

gradient (temperature gradient) at the right angles to its path of pro-

pagation, the ray is deflected towards the region with the greater index

of refraction. The net deflection of the beam is proportional to the

magnitude of the gradient and the length of the ray's path through the

medium. Specifically, the net deflection, call it C, is calculable

approximately as (Ref. 10)

E L/nI (dn/dy) 1

where C - the net deflection angle

L - the path length through the medium

dn/dy - the refractive index gradient of right angles to
the ray (Figure A.15.6).

(the subscript "l" refers to the index of refraction and it's gradient

along a non-deflected path. If the deflection is small these values

are approximately correct over the whole path).
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Figure A.15.6

The flag interferometer velocity measurement is dependent on the

angle of the optical path displaced over the sampling time with respect

to the sled velocity vector. The velocity measured with the interfero-

meter is directly proportional to che cosine of this angle. Therefore,

the 1 part per 2 million accuracy requirement on the velocity measure-

ment sets a corresponding limit on the angular deflection of the light

beam used for the measurement.

The relationship between the net deflection angle of the ray and

the error introduced into the velocity measurement depends on the sys-Item design used.
Assuming a collimated beam is used for the signal, either a track-

ing system or a large area detector is required. If a tracking system

is used the error generated by vertical temperature gradients can be

seen with reference to the diagram below.
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Figure A15.7 View of Deflected Signal Beam in Vertical Plane
Parallel to Sled Direction.
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In the diagram, d the sled displacement over the sampling time.

The deflection of the beams in a horizontal plane will not be affected

by vertical temperature gradients. Therefore, the error introduced will

be to cause the displaced portion of the optical path, PIP2  on the

diagram, to require two angular correction factors, one due to its de-

flection in the horizontal plane, and one due to its deflection in the

vertical.

The error introduced into the velocity measurement due to the

vertical temperature gradient will be proportional to the cosine of the

net deflection angle over the propagation path at tl, if a tracking

system is used, and the detector lies in the same horizontal plane as

the laser source. The reason for this is that in order to keep the

beam centered on the detector the tracking system must aim the beam up

(or down) by an amount equal to the net deflection angle of the ray over

the path from the laser to the reflector. In this way, the angle in the

vertical plane that the beam impinges on the reflector surface is 0*

with respect to the normal to the mirror, therefore the beam will pro-

pagate back to the detector along its same path in this vertical plane.

As can be seen from the diagram, the deflection angle that is required

for the velocity correction is that between the sled velocity vector

and P P2. (Actually the ray curves over this distance, but to first

order the assumption of a straight line can be made.)

The allowable vertical temperature gradient can be found with

reference to the allowable error in the velocity measurement. Since the

error introduced is equal to 1 - cose, the maximum allowable value of

(I - cosc) is 1 part per 2 million - 5 x 10- 7 , or cose (min) - .9999995.

But, cose - cos (L dn/dy),

Therefore, the maximum allowable value of L dn.dy is arc cos

4,
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(.9999995,) or 10- 3 rads. Using a path length of 200 meters, dn/dy maxi-
! Mum = 5.0 x 10-6/meter.

The relationship between n and T is

1 + 80 x 10 - 6 P
T

with pressure, p, in millibars, and temperature, T, in degrees Kelvin.

P 1 1 bar at normal conditions, and T is approximately 300*K. Then the

relationship between temperature and pressure gradients is given by,

dn = 106 dT

dy dy

Therefore, the temperature gradient corresponding to 5 x 10-6/

meter refractive index gradient is 5 degrees/meter.

Under normal atmospheric conditions this gradient would not be

exceeded however, within the first foot or so above the ground in midday

or within the immediate vicinity of the heated rail surface the temper-

ature gradients can be quite high. Therefore, the laser should be pos-

itioned in such a way that the optical paths are not within the imme-

9 diate vicinity of the rail or ground.

* Conclusion:

The vertical temperature gradients existing above the ground and

above the rail will not introduce a significant error if the optical paths

used in the interferometer are not subject to a cross path temperature

gradient greater than 5*/meter.

4I
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Aerosol Effects

Particulate matter suspended in the atmosphere in the path of the

laser beam will cause either momentary signal dropouts or degradation

of the internal beam structure by the effect of its shadow on the detector.

The beam profile at the detector is therefore dependent on the sizes and

concentrations of these aerosols, and any other airborne objects. The

H effect of beam diffraction around particulate matter will depend on the

dimensions of the particulates intercepted by the beam, and their dis-

tance from the source.

The subsonic bow shock may kick up debris out in front of the sled.

The concentrations of particulates from this effect could be expected to

decrease with increasing height above the ground. So one way to reduce

the problem would be to run the signal beam higher above the track.

Another serious consideration in designing a sled borne interfero-

meter is the effect of airborne particulates impacting on the optical

components used in the system. These particulates would cause erosion of

the optical surfaces. Insects impacting on the laser emitting surface or

on the detector could cause complete signal loss for the duration of the

sled run. Water droplets in the air, either from air moisture, or the

water brake system may impinge on the interferometer surfaces with

enough force to cause some damage. Again, the magnitude of the problem

:1I is difficult to gauge without more detailed knowledge of the size of the

particulates and their concentration in the atmosphere.

A1,
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APPENDIX A.16

OPTICAL DISTORATION

IN AMBIENT AIR

As a beam of coherent light propagates through the atmosphere, the

beam is distorted as it passes through regions of differing index of

refraction. Index of refraction variances occur as the air is heated

due to the sun. The relationship between the index of refraction of

the air and the temperature is given by:

80 x 10-6p
n 1 +

T

t0

with P in millibars, and T in OK. Under normal conditions at sea level

T = 3000K, and P is on the order of 1000 millibars. Therefore dn/dT is

equal to approximately 10 -6/ K. Pressure is assumed constant. This is

likely a good assumption since aircraft are required to set altimeters

using a measuring station within 100 nautical miles. This means under

worst conditions an error of less than 200 ft (70 m) in altitude or

7 millibars in pressure or about a 2 x 10- 6 in n would occur. For the

10 miles track and the stable meteorological conditions required a

change of much less than 5 x 10-7 is likely which corresponds to the

required accuracy. The above applies to constant elevation. A small
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correction for elevation change in the track would be advisable since

the 15n change in elevation of the track would produce a pressure

induced n change of 5 x 10-7.

The air temperature in the boundary layer of the atmosphere above

the ground doesn't vary continuously, but rather turbulent eddies exist

(reference number 1). These are regions where the air temperature is

approximately constant over a distance defining the size of the eddy.

In the atmosphere energy is introduced due to solar influx on a size

scale Lo, the outer scale of turbulence. This defines the size of the

largest eddy. Due to atmospheric mixing these eddies are broken up

into smaller ones until an eddy size 1 is reached, called the innero

scale of turbulence. At this point the heat is dissipated viscously

into the atmosphere. At sea level 1 is on the order of millimeters.
0

The inner scale of turbulence is an important quantity in trying

to determine beam profiles at varying distances from a laser source. The

relative size of the beam compared to this inner scale of turbulence

determines what happens to the beam profile as it propagates through the

atmosphere. If the smallest eddies it propagates through are of a size

A6
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smaller than the diameter of the beam, the internal structure of the beam

will be degraded, because separate lateral areas of the beam will pass

through different eddies and be refracted differently. If, on the other

hand, the beam is small compared to the smallest eddy the beam as a whole

will be bent on passing through the regions of varying index of refraction.

If the beam diameter is larger than to beam spreading will occur and the

internal beam structure will be affected.

The amount of turbulence existing in the atmosphere is dependant on

the sizes of the eddies and the variance in the index of refraction from

one point to another. The index of refraction structure function Cn2 is

defined in such a way as to be a measure of the strength of atmospheric

turbulence (reference 1). Its value is obtained by taking the

time average square variance of the index of refraction between two points

separated by a distance intermediate between the inner and outer scales

of turbulence. Dividing this quantity by the separation distance raised

to the 2/3 power yields a quantity which is relatively independent of

distance. In practice this quantity is derived by measuring the

difference in the temperature between the two points, and using the relation-

ship between the index of refraction and the temperature in the atmosphere

to derive the structure function for the index of refraction.

In the first couple of meters of the atmosphere, the outer scale of

turbulence has a value on the order of magnitude of a meter, while that

of the inner scale of turbulence is a couple of millimeters, these dimensions

decreasing with increasing turbulence. As the eddy sizes decrease the

beam diameter becomes larger relative to their dimensions, and the degradive

effects of the turbulence on the internal beam structure will increase.

Atmospheric turbulence increases nearer to the ground, Cn2 varying

approximately as h-'3 . Within the first few centimeters from the

ground the turbulence increases more rapidly than this.. This same effect

* will occur in an area close to any heated object. For this reason it is
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important to keep the Flag Interferometer signal beams a distance from the

rail or rail support structure.

When the laser beam undergoes refractive effects caused by turbulent

regions larger than its diameter, beam wonder occurs. The beam as a whole is

deflected from its original direction of propagation and the irradiance

pattern in the receiver plane varies. As this occurs the angle of arrival

of the total beam at the receiver changes.

When the refractive effects are caused by regions of turbulence on a

scale smaller than the beam diameter the phase and angle of arrival of two

rays at a lateral distance across the beam will vary. The magnitude of

this variance depends on the strength of the turbulence in the propagation

medium, on the length of the beam's path, and on the lateral distance

between the two points.

Another effect of the smaller turbulent eddies on the beam is to induce

beam spread. This is distinct from beam wander in that it refers to the

increase in the beam diameter at an instant of time in the receiver plane,

rather than to the change in arrival at the beam centroid.

9

The theory of wave propagation through turbulent media can be used

to predict the magnitude of the phase shift across the beam due to these

atmospheric effects. A phase structure function is defined by Tatarski

freference 1) which relates to mean square variance in phase across

a laser beam, at two points separated by a lateral distance, p. This

function is defined as

D # (p) - <[#(Pl) - #02)]2>

where *(pl) is the phase of the wave at Pl' and #02 ) is the phase of the

wave at a cross-beam distance P2 - p1 away.
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The value of the above function was determined by Tatarski (Refer-

ence 1 )using the approximation of geometrical optics. For a plane wave

propagating through a medium with index of refraction structure Cn2,

D (p) - 2.92 Cn2 p5 /3Lk 2

L is the length of the propagation path and k - the wave number for the

beam. The approximation of geometrical optics is good if the wavelength

of light being used is small enough that X<<a, where Z. is again the

inner scale of turbulence, and if the relation between X and L is such

thatjI-t p < Lo . This condition arises out of diffraction effects

which will change the phase structure function value over sufficiently

long path lengths.!

Using the phase structure function a lateral coherence length for

the beam can be defined. This is the cross-beam distance over which the

rms phase change is no greater than ir . This then describes the spatial

coherence remaining in the beam profile at a distance L, from the source.

The basic requirement on the beam propagation path length is that

it not be of such a length as to cause the beam diameter to be wider than

its lateral coherence length. As mentioned in the introduction, the

accuracy requirements for the system require measurement of the sled

displacement to within one wavelength of light. If a lateral area of the

beam in the receiver plane with dimensions exceeding the coherence length

is "read out" over one sampling time the error in the signal will be above

this limit, unless some type of aperture averaging was used.

The coherence length for a beam propagating 200 meters through a
worst case atmosphere (a Cn2 value of 10-1 ) is, using Ttrk'
phase structure function for plane waves, and from the above D*(p) -t 2

(2.92 k2 Cn2L )3/5

5.5 m
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1, I

The diameter of the beam being considered for use on the Flag Inter-

ferometer system is on the order of 1 mm, so the coherence across the

beam face should be effected somewhat less than the maximum and system

performance is undetermined.

Another application of the coherence length formula given above

is to predict the error that arises as the beam is displaced over the

sampling time. This arises from the cross-track component of the sled

vibration. As the sled moves from side to side the beam propagates through

a varying region of space. The maximum value for this displacement,

since the all around rail to slipper clearance is 1.5mm, is 3mm. The

coherence length for the beam calculated above is 5mm. Therefore the maximum

displacement of the beam due to cross-track sled motion is also marginal for

introducing significant errors onto the signal.

The temporal fluctuations of the turbulence structure function of

the atmosphere are on the order of 100 hertz. Therefore, there is not a

significant change of the turbulence structure over the .001 sec. sampling

time, and changes in the optical path length of the beam due to the

variation with time of the atmospheric turbulence will be minimal.

Using another mathematical treatment of atmospheric turbulence effects

on light beams, given by Fante (reference 2), the beam spread and

beam wander effects can be estimated. Fante's derivation is done without

recourse to the approximation of geometrical optics, and as such should

be applicable to arbitrary path lengths.

As a laser beam propagates through the atmosphere the beam diameter

is increased by diffraction effects as the beam is incident on the

various turbulent eddies in its path. In addition, the larger eddies

will cause motion of the entire beam leading to "wander" of the beam

centroid in the receiver plane. The irradiance pattern in the receiver

plane can be specified by two quantities. One is the short term beam
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diameter ps, arising from the diffraction effects, which defines the

instantaneous beam diameter in the receiver plane. The second quantity

is 0L" the long term beam diameter which defines the spread of the

time average irradiance pattern.

Fante's derivation for pL' for a collimated beam, with a Gaussian

irradiance distributionwith zero beam curvature yields,

(PL= 4L2/k2D
2 + 4L2/k

2p.2

where p., the long term average lateral coherence length is p, -

[.626 k2LCn2]- 3 /5 , and

p L - the path length through the medium

k - the wave number of the light used

D = the original beam diameter
2 . the index of refraction structure function

The first term in this equation for pL is the beam spread due to

diffraction at the aperture, and the second is that arising from

turbulence induced diffraction effects.

Assuming a 200 meter path length and a Ch value of 1012, the

value of 0L for the Flag Interferometer beam is 1.75 mm or twice the

original beam diameter. This wander is less than that caused by theI lateral sled vibrations and as such should be well within the beam

following capabilities of the system.

The short term beam spread defining the value of p5 is not predicted

as easily because the amount of beam spreading that will occur is dependent

on the exact size of the eddies encountered by the beam on its path to the

detector. Fante discusses the beam effects arising in 4 different cases

according to the relative values of the parameters.

I-
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The relevant values for the Flag Interferometer do not fit exactly

any of the four categories, but are intermediate between them. For

L>>kD 2 the beam is expected to break up into small patches on the receiver

plane. The value of kD2 for a X - .6pm, 1mm diameter beam is 10 meters,

an order of magnitude below the path length value of 200 meters. This is

not really "a very small compared to" condition, but does indicate that

some degradation of the internal beam structure may occur.

2 2
Yura (reference 3 ) defines the two cases LkD and L>kD2 . In

p

the latter case he says the beam can be expected to break up into multiple

patches. The individual patch diameter will have a diameter approximately

equal to the diffraction limited spot size obtained for the system.

Further, the extent of the beam centroid wander will be comparable to the

short term radius Ps. Therefore p5 is around the same order of magnitude

as PL' the value of which was calculated above to be just about twice the

original beam diameter. Therefore signal attenuation in the receiver plane

due to beam spread will be small since the beam will be spread into an area

at the detector on the order of only twice its original size. Therefore a

good portion of the beam can be used for a signal and should be well

localized.

These results, although promising, are qualitative in nature and do not! Cn2
specify if the required accuracy can be met. Needed are data on at

the test track and at positions around the rails followed by a

quantitative error analysis. Alternativelya test using an interferometer

can be conducted.
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